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IMPLEMENTING THE PROVISIONS OF THE

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT

PREFACE

DATE: April 24, 1980

This Handbook provides guidance and assistance to _

NASA officials in carrying out their responsibilities under

the National Environmental Policy Act and the applicable

NASA procedures (14 CFR 1216.3, Attachment A to NMI 8800.7).

The Handbook, as was contemplated by the regulations of the

Council on Environmental Quality, stresses the need for

environmental analysis from the time of early planning

through environmental assessment and environmental

impact statement preparation to implementation of the

subject action, and provides for necessary followup. It

stresses the need for NASA officials to draw upon all the

appropriate disciplines from the natural and social

sciences plus the environmental design arts in planning

and decision making on actions which may have an impact on

the human environment. The Handbook is applicable to NASA

Headquarters and field installations.

Comments or suggestions concerning this handbook should

be addressed to the Director, Management Support Office (Code

LB), NASA Headquarters.

This Handbook will be revised by page changes.

Acting Assoclate Administrator

office of External Relations

Distribution:

SDL 1 (SIQ)
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CHAPTER i: BACKGROUND

i00.

a.

be

I NTRO DUCTI ON

On November 29, 1978, the Council on Environmental

Quality (CEQ) issued final regulations implementing

the procedural requirements of the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA). The regulations became effective

on July 30, 1979, superseding the 1973 revised Guide-

lines and are binding to all Federal agencies. Further,

the new regulations implement all aspects of NEPA,

not just those provisions governing environmental

impact statements as did the previous guidelines. In

particular, the new CEQ regulations highlight integration

of the consideration of environmental effects and the

associated interdisciplinary analyses into the agency's

decision processes. Not only do they address the

procedural aspects of conducting environmental analyses

and preparing and publishing environmental impact

statements, but they specify that the agencies shall

adopt procedures to ensure that decisions are made in

accordance with the policies and purposes of the NEPA.

Agency procedures should include provisions for: (I)

designating major decision points for the agencies'

principal programs and ensuring that the NEPA process

corresponds with them; (2) requiring that relevant

environmental documents, comments, etc., accompany the

proposal through existing agency review processes so

that agency officials have the requisite information

at hand when making decisions; and (3) requiring that

the alternatives considered by the decisionmaker are

encompassed by the range of alternatives discussed in

the relevant environmental documents. The CEQ

Regulations require that each agency, at the time of its

decision, prepare a concise public record of decision,

explaining the whys and wherefores of that decision.

Implementing NASA procedures were published in the

Federal Register as Subparts 1216.1 and 1216.3,
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Policy on Environmental Quality and Control and

Procedures for Implementing the National Environmental

Policy Act INEPA), respectively; they are incorporated

in the NASA Directives System as NMI 8800. 7 . These

procedures address each of the elements contributing

to better decisionmaking as required by the CEQ.

The purpose of this handbook is to elaborate upon the

procedures contained in Subpart 1216.3 by providing

additional guidance to NASA personnel responsible for

implementing its provisions.

It is not enough that implementing procedures and this

explanatory handbook be prepared. In addition, other

NASA regulations governing the planning and decision-

making of its activities must be examined in order to

ensure that they cover explicitly the requirement for

environmental impact analyses, assessments, statements,

and their findings. Any necessary changes to NASA

decision processes and their governing NASA procedures

are being considered separately, but in full coordination _

with these NEPA procedures.

I01. FORMAT

This handbook cites NASA/NEPA procedures and provides

additional guidance and explanation for each of the

important provisions. The handbook contains material

on critical decision points, environmental assessments,

findings of no significant impact, environmental impact

statements and notices of intent to prepare them, the

scoping process, public involvement, records of decisions,

monitoring, environmental resources documents, other

environmental review and consultation requirements, and

requirements for consideration of environmental effects

abroad. The format identifies a section of the NASA/NEPA

procedures, followed by the explanatory notes. The

paragraphs in this Handbook correspond to the title and

number of the NASA/NEPA procedures.
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CHAPTER2: SUMMARY

200. INTRODUCTION

The NEPA regulations issued by the Council on Environmental
Quality (CEQ) in 1978 were intended to reduce NEPA paper-
work, to reduce NEPA-related delays in proposed actions,
and to produce better decisions in their implementation
of that important statute. These purposes are highlighted
in the NASA/NEPA procedures and this handbook, as follows:

201. REDUCINGPAPERWORK

The CEQ has stated that Federal agencies shall reduce

excessive paperwork in implementing the requirements of

NEPA.

a. The NASA environmental impact statement should:

lg Normally not exceed the CEQ-specified limit of

150 pages in text (300 pages for projects of

unusual scope and complexity);

e Be written in plain language, discuss only

briefly issues other than significant ones, and

be less descriptive and more analytic;

o Emphasize alternatives and the consequences thereof

(see paragraph 308);

4. Follow a standard format (see paragraph 308) 7 and

So Incorporate materials by reference to the maximum

extent possible.

b. NASA should, to the maximum extent possible:

le Use an early "scoping" process to determine what

the important issues are (see paragraph 307);

2-1
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.

Eliminate duplication with State and local units

of governments which have "little NEPA" require-

ments (see paragraph 316):

Integrate NEPA requirements with other environmental

review requirements (see paragraph 320):

Use, as practicable, "categorical exclusions" and

not prepare environmental assessments or statements

for non-qualifying actions (see paragraph 305):

Use, as practicable, a "finding of no significant

impact" when an action cannot be categorically

excluded but will not have a significant effect

on the human environment (see paragraph 306); and

Use "tiering" of its program and project

statements so that those specific actions that

rest on prior actions of broader scope do not

repeat common information (see paragraph 314).

202. REDUCING DELAY

The Council on Environmental Quality has stated that Federal

agencies shall reduce delay when implementing the require-

ments of NEPA. In addition to actions taken to reduce

paperwork, NASA shall:

a. Integrate the NEPA process with other planning at

the earliest possible time (see paragraph 304);

b.
Establish time limits for the environmental impact

statement process and prepare statements as early

as possible in the planning and decisionmaking

process (see paragraph 304);

2-2
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e,

Use accelerated procedures for proposals for

legislation (see paragraph 315):

Cooperate, as practicable, with other Federal

agencies before the environmental impact state-

ment is prepared (see paragraph 316); and

Resolve lead agency disputes, fairly and swiftly

(see paragraph 316).

203. PRODUCING BETTER DECISIONS

The fundamental purpose of the NEPA process is improvement

in decisionmaking. The environmental impact statement

should contribute to achieving that purpose. Previous

guidelines of the CEQ addressed only the requirement for

environmental impact statements, and thus put too much

emphasis on the procedures to yield an acceptable

document, at the expense of the analysis of environmental

factors impacting the decision. The present regulations

and the corresponding NASA procedures address NEPA in its

entirety, thus attempting to redress this balance. Key

elements in the NASA procedures towards this end are:

a.
Identification of key decision points and their

relationship to the requirements of NEPA (see

paragraph 304);

Do The requirement that environmental documentation should

accompany the other documentation through the decision

sequence (see paragraphs 304 and 306):

c. Preparation of a record of decision (see paragraph 311):

d, The requirement for implementing and monitoring the

decision; and

e.
Simultaneous consideration of other environmental

review and consultation requirements.

2-3
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CHAPTER 3 :

300. SCOPE

The law and

appended to

PROCEDURES FOR IMPLEMENTING THE

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT (NEPA)

it

t 12sUoo scope.

This Subpart sets forth NASA
procedures implementing the provisions
of Section 102(2} of the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). The
NASA procedures of this Subparl
supplement the regulations of the
Council on Environmental Quality |43
FR 55978) which establish uniform
procedures for implementing those
provisions of NEPA.

regulations governing NASA/NEPA

this Handbook.

NATIONAL

procedures, are

301. APPLICABILITY

ae

" i l|llUiO| _DkaNl_.

(a) Tiffs Subpart is applicable to
NASA Headquarters and field
installations.
(b]The procedures established by this

$ubpart apply to all NASA actions
which may have an impact on the
quality of the environment These
actions may fall within any of the three
NASA budaet categories: Research 8_nd
Development (R&D). Construction of
Facilities (CofF). and Research and
Program Manaaement (R&PM), or. if not
involving budaet authoMty or other
Congressional approval, my be
separate from the catesortes ,'

Instructions provided in this Handbook are applicable

all NASA employees at all levels who in any way

participate in the formulation, development, and

execution of qualifying NASA actions. NASA actions

(including those leased, permitted, or financed by

NASA) must be in accordance with these instructions

unless specific exception is made in writing by the

Associate Administrator for External Relations.

to
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be The applicability of NEPA and its implementing

regulations is broad, covering any action that may

have an impact on the quality of the environment.

The intent is to ensure that environmental issues

are considered in decisionmaking, that the record

is complete in the decisionmaking process, and, if

the effects are deemed to be significant, that the

full agency az,d public review process for environmental

impact statements be completed before the decision is

made. The budget categories of R&D, R&PM, and C of F

are employed because they usually encompass all the

relevant NASA actions. Even the occasional proposed

action not covered by them i__sscovered by NEPA and

these regulations. Paragraph 305 gives more specific

instructions on classes of actions and on corresponding

NEPA-related requirements.

302 . DEFINITIONS

"| 111Lll0_ OMkt#lon of ImVtenm-
The definiUons contained within Part

1508, Terminology and Index, CEQ
Rellulations. 43 FR 55978, apply to
Subpart 1216.3. Additional definitions.
necessary for the purpose of this
Subpsrt. are as follows:

(a) Bud#et L_ne Items. The individual
itemJ in the annual NASA authorization
iqisletion which are used here to
classifytheranseofNASA actions.The
three main budget line items are:

(1) Research end Development (R_D).
Those activities directed towards
attaining the objectives of • specific
mission, project, or program. All NASA's
aeronautics and space prog_m
elements are categorized within the ReD

progrmn cate$ories. R&D.rnchncUct_Setetedm_
expended chiefly for contrac_e
enesrch and development and for
research grants. Some BiD funds are
edso expended i,, supportof in-beaN
rmmarcb (a4-, equipment purchasesand
otherrusssrchsupport,butnotcivil
service ulariee).

(z) P_earc._ cmd,_ogmm
Management (R&PM). Those activities
directed towards the general support of
the NASA institution charged with the
conduct of the aeronautics and space
program. R&PlVlfunds are expended for
the NASA civil service work force (both
for perform/n8 in-house R&D and for
plannLng, managins, and supporting
contractor and grantee R&D), and for
other general supportin8 functions.

(3) Constriction of Facilities [C of F).
Those activities directed towards
construction of new faciliti'_s; repsir.
rehabilitation, and modification of
existing facilities; acquisition of related
facility equipment: design of facilities
projects: and advance planning related
to future facilities needs.

(b) ConstrucLionof FocilitJes ProjecL
The consolidation of applicable specific
individuaJ types of facility work,
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un_uding related ooilateral equipment.
which is r,qutmd to fully reflect all of
the assets, pnerally relating to one

facihty, which have been or may be
generated by the marne set of events or
cixcumstances which are required to be

accomplished at one tune m order Io

provide for the planned mktia]

operational use of the facility or a
discrete portion thereof. Facility projects
are subject to the NASA decision

processes of § 121_.304.
(c}.Em,n'onmentc/ A_aIy,_s The

ana]-vsls of the environmental effects of

proposed actions, including alternative
proposals. The analyses are carried out
from the very earliest of planning
studies for the action in question, and

are the materials from which the more
formal environmental assessments.

environmental impact statements,and

publicrecord of decimonJ are made.

{d) Institutional Action. An sction to
establish, change, or terminate an aspect
of the NASA institution, defined as the
total NASA resource {plant, employees,

skiilsl
(e) R_D ProjecL A chscrem research

and development activity, with a
scheduled beginning and ending, which
normally involves one of the following

primary purposes:
[I} The desq_n, development, and

demonstration of mojor advanced

technology hardware items;
[2) The design, construction, and

operatmn of a new launch vehicle {and
associated ground support) during its_
research and development phase; and

{3} The construction and operation of

one or more aeronautics or space
vehicles (and neceesm'y ground support}
in order to e_ompLish a mcientific or
technical objective. RED projects are
each subelements in the NASA R&D

budget line item. RID projects are
subiect to the decision processes of

| 1216.304. "

The standard r_er_.inology and _efinitions of the CEQ for

their regulation and o_]r procedures aDpear in 40 CFR 1508.

We are required to use the same terms. Note that an

"environmental assessment" is one kind of "environmental

._ocument" (the other three being environmental impact

statement, flndina of no significant impact, and notice

of intent). Previously, NASA (and many others) used the

term "environmental assessment" to mean both the act of

analyzing or evaluating (assessing) environmental impacts

and the report thereof. Now, the "environmental assessment"

is the specific document described in 40 CFR 1508.9.

For this reason, we have added "environmental analysis"

to the list of terms used: it covers both the act of

analyzing and evaluating and the general reports thereof.

303. RESPONSIBILITIES

§ 1216.3_I Re,m=enMbllltiee of NASA

{a} The Associate Administrator for
External Relations or designee, who is

responsible for developin_ the

procedures of this Subpart and _or
ensuring that environmental factors are

properly considered m all NASA
planning and decisionmaking, shal_:

{1)Monitor these processes to ensure

thatthe agency procedures are
achieving theirpurposes;

(2}Advise line management and
inform NASA employees of technical
and management requirementm of
environmental analysis, of appropriate
expert_ available m and out of NASA,
and-with the assistance of the NASA

General Cmmael---of reh, vant legal

dsvslopmant_ and
{3} C,_neolidate and tx'anamit to the

Ipprnpriate parti_ NASA comments On
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environmental impact statements tnd
ot/_r environmental reportJ prepared by
other a8encbso.

_} OmcUdo-_.ber_ d
Headquarters Offices (hereafter termed
•'Headquarters officials") are
responsible for implementing the
procedures estabLisbed by these
resulations for the considerstion and
documentation of the environmental
upect8 of the decision proce_es in
their rnpect/ve areas of responsibility.

[c} The Director, Office of Lesislative
Affslrs, is responsible for ensuring that
JqiehDt/ve euvis_runental impact
otstemenb 8ccompany NASA
recommendatJoneor reports on
p_posals for lesisletion submitted to
C.,otNFess. The Associate Adm_strator
for External Relations, tbe Comptroller,
end General Czunsel will provide
8_d,mce .. requ_,d. ,'

me

be

Beyond the specific responsibilities listed in the Procedures

themselves, it is the responsibility of all NASA employees

to comply with the NEPA and the CEQ Regulations and to implement

these procedures as a part of the normal course of their duties.

Consideration of the possible environmental effects of any NASA

action must be included at the earliest stages of study and

planning, just as are technical and economic factors. Decisions

-- or recommendations for decisions -- must be made with as

full a knowledge and understanding of the likely environmental

effects as is possible, and any necessary environmental

documentation must accompany, or be an integral part of,

the corresponding decision or recommendation documentation.

Managers and supervisors are responsible for instilling in

their employees an understanding of the need for consideration

of environmental factors and for establishing systems to

ensure that the requirements are met.

Although only Headquarters officials are addressed in the

Procedures themselves, Directors of Field Installations

and installation personnel have the same responsibilities

with respect to qualifying NASA actions in which they

participate. Indeed, it is expected that early planning

studies for a proposed action will often be initiated by the

field installation, and center personnel will be responsible

for the first identification and consideration of possible

environmental effects, which then enter the rer_mmendation

and ultimate decision processes.
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304. MAJOR DECISION POINTS

a.

"| 121s.304 Ida)ordecls_ points.

The possible environmental effects of
a proposed action must be considered.
• long with technical, economic, and
other factors, in the earliest planning. At
thatstage,the responsibleHeadquarters
officialshallbeginthenecessarysteps
tocomply withalltherequLrementsof
Section102{2}oftheNational
Environmental Policy Act of 196g. Major
NASA activities, particularly R&D and
facilityprojects,generallyhave four
distinctphases:The conceptualstudy
phase:thedetailedplanning/dermitioa
phase:thedevelopment/construction
phase:and theoperationphase.{Other
NASA activitieshave fewer,lesswell-
def'med phases, but can still be
characterized by phases representing
general or feasibility study, detailed
planning or de_nition, and
implementation.) Environmental
documentation shall be linked to maior
decision points •s follows:

(a} Completion of an environmental
assessment and the determinat,.'on as to
whether an environmental impact
statement is required must be made
prior to the decision to proceed from the
conceptual study phase to the detailed
planning/def_mition phase of the

propow,_ action. For example, this
determina_on mum be con_t with:

(1) Propos•l of an R&D project for
detailed planning and project definition:

(Z} Proposal of • major Construction
of Facilities project for detailed plann/ng
and project de_qition:

{3) Proposal of an insUtuUonal action
(other than • facilir_ pmj_} for
detailed plannJq _ad deRniliom: and

(4} Proposal of • plan to define
changes in an approved project.

(b} The f'm•l environmental impact
statement iEIS} should be completed
and circuiated prior to the decision to
proceed from the detailed planning/
definitionphasetothedevelopment/
construction(orimplementation}phase
oftheproposedaction.Forexample,the
EIS shouldbe completedby,and
incorporatedwlth:
{1}Proposalofan R&D projectfor

development/construction;
{2}Proposalof• majorConstruction

ofFacilitiesprojectfordevelopment/
construction:
{3)Proposaltoundertakea significant

institutionalaction{otherthana facility

project): and
(4} Proposal to implement a program

change.

Section I02(2) of NEPA requires " . . all agencies of

the Federal government to utilize a systematic, inter-

disciplinary approach which will ensure the integrated

use of natural and social sciences and environmental

design arts in planning and decisionmaking which may

have an impact on man's environment." Federal agencies

are additionally required to commence their NEPA

process at the earliest possible time and integrate

it with other planning to ensure that environmental

values are given the requisite consideration. This

requires continuous monitoring of study and project

activities to determine NEPA requirements.

3-5
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Although the phasing of NASA activities can take many

forms, these forms generally have in common a broad,

conceptual study phase, a detailed planning/definition

phase, and one or more implementation phases (e.g.,

design/construction, operation). Common also is the

level of intent characteristic of the phases; the

conceptual study phase tends to be exploratory, covering

the broadest range of alternative approaches to the

desired objective and including investigations of the

many factors (such as environmenta] effects) in

sufficient depth to permit identification of the more

promising alternatives. The environmental analyses

(Figure 3.1a) would normally be in sufficient depth

to permit (i) the determination whether the proposed

action _ priori requires an environmental impact

statement (EIS), requires an environmental assessment,

or is categorically excluded from these requirements,

and (2), in the environmental assessment case, a

subsequent determination of the need for an EIS. At

this stage, the analyses need not be sufficient for

the statement itself. The decision to proceed with

the detailed planning/definition phase should be made

with full awareness of any necessity for an EIS, so

that plans may be made for the conduct of the requisite

analyses and preparation of the EIS during that phase.

The detailed planning/definition phase includes more

in-depth studies and analyses of the more promising

of the alternatives and, for the environmental analyses,

must be in sufficient depth to meet EIS requirements.

As the studies proceed during this phase, material for

the requisite EIS is gathered and, at an appropriate

time, the EIS should be prepared and circulated as

required by the procedures. All EIS-related matters

should be completed and any issues resolved by the time

of proposal for initiation of the first implementation

phase (Figure 3.1b). When we go to implementation, we

usually go from studying to doing, from paper to

3-6
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hardware, from possibility to commitment. Thus this is

the key decision point by which the NEPA process should

have been successfully completed. Further, as required by

40 CFR 1505.1(d) of the CEQ Regulations, it is required

that "relevant environmental documents, comments, and

responses accompany the proposal through existing agency

review processes so that agency officials use the statement

in making decisions." To repeat, continuous environmental

monitoring of the project is essential to meet NEPA

requirements regarding the need for EIS's, supplements,

mitigation and tiering (Figure 3.1c).

305. CRITERIA FOR ACTIONS REQUIRING ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS

a.

en_ MNwments.

(s) Whether a proposed NASA action
within the meaning of the CEQ
Re_i_]at/ons (43 FR 5S978) requires the
preparation of an environmenta]
assessment, an environmental impact
statement, both, or neither, will depend
upon the scope of the action and the
context and intensi.y of any
environmental effects expected to result.
A NASA action shall requ/re the
preparation of an environmental
assessment (§| 1501.3 and 1508.9 of the
CEQ Regulations) provided the action is
not one normally requiring an
environmental impact statement
(paragraph (c}) or it is not categorically
excluded from the requirement for an
environmental assessment and an
environmental impact statement
{paragraph (d)}.

(b) Specific NASA actions normally
requi,'in8 an environmental assessment
ale:

(1} Specific spacecraft development
and flight projects in Sl_Ce science.

(2} Specific spacecraft development
and flight projects in space and
terrestrial app]icat/ons.

{3) Speci_c experimental projects in
aeronautics and space technology and
energy technology applications.

{4] Development and operation of new
space transportation systems and
advanced deve]opment of new space
transportaZ/on and spacecraft systems.

(5) Reimbursable launches of non-
NASA spacecraft or payloads.

{e) Major Co,,,tz'uction of Facilities
projects.

(7) Actions to alter o_oin8 operations
at a NASA/nstaUabon which co_d

lead, either directly or indirect, to
natural m"physical envircmnental
effects. "

Essentially all NASA actions fall initially into one of

three categories: they do require an EIS (for a very few

classes of actions -- see _1216.305(c), they do not require

an EIS (for a wide variety of level-of-effort activities --

see §1216.305(d)) or we cannot say a priori whether they do

3-9
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Do

or do not (for a good number of actions that do not fit

either extreme -- see _1216.305(b)). In the last case,

an environmental assessment is required to lead to the

eventual determination of the need for the EIS.

Most project-like activities cannot be a priori identified

as either requiring or not requiring an EIS and appear

in the category of those actions requiring assessments

(_1216.305(b)). The assessment, based on the analyses

conducted within the conceptual study phase, will yield

a determination of that need. NASA actions having both

beneficial and detrimental environmental effects should

be treated in the same manner as those having detrimental

effects alone. If the detrimental effects are deemed to

be significant, an EIS is required even though on

balance, the net effects are beneficial.

I|
(c} NASA actions expected to have •

significant effect upon the quality of the
human environment zhaU require an
environmental impact statement. For
these actions an environmonta]
assessment is not required. Cr/teri• to
be used in determining significance are
given in | 1506.27 of the CEQ
Regulations {43 FR 55978). Specific
NASA actions requiring environmental
impact statements, all in the R&D budget
category, are as follows:

(1) Development and operaUon of new
launch vehicles.

{2} Development and operation of
space vehicles likely zo release
substantial amounts of foreign materials
into the earth's atmosphere, or into
space.

{3) Development and operation of
nuclear systems, including reactors and
thermal devices used for propulsion
and/or power generation. Excluded are
devices with millicurie quantities or less
of radioactive materials used as
instrument detectors and small
radioisotope heaters used for local
thermal control, provided they are
properlycontained and shielded. -
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NASA's experience since 1970 has led to the identification

of three classes of actions for which environmental

effects may have a significant effect upon the quality

of the human environment and require preparation of an

EIS. They have in common the release -- or potential

release -- of large quantities of pollutants (rocket

exhaust gases, exotic materials, radioactive substances).

For any action falling into this category, an environmental

assessment is not required and the environmental analyses

should be directed towards the preparation of an EIS.

Relevant project documentation should recognize the

applicability of this requirement from the earliest planning,

notice of intent to prepare an EIS should be published,

and the remainder of the EIS process initiated as soon

as possible.

" (d) NASA •ctions categorically
excluded from the requirements to
prepare either •n environment•]
assessment or •n EIS (§ 1508.4 of the

CEQ Regulations} fit the foUowin8
criteria" They •re each sub-elements of
• n approved broadb•sed level-of-effort
NASA science and technology prosrsm

(basic research, •pplied rese•rch,
development of technology, ongoin8
mission oper•tions), f•cilJty prosram, or
institutional prom'•m; and they are e•ch
m•naged relatively mdependently of
other related sub-elements by me•ns of

sep•rate I•sk orders, Research and
Technology Operating Plana, etc.
Specific NASA actions fittLn8 these
criteria and thus categorically excluded
from the req,-rements for environment•!
assessments •nd environmental imp•ct
statements are:

{I) R&D activities in sp•ce science
(e8., Physics •nd Astronomy Research
and Analysis, PI•net•ry Exploration
Mission Operations and Dat• Ana]ysls)

other than specific spacecraft
development and/'Light projects.

(2) R&D activities in space and
terrestrial •pplicaUons (e.g., Resource
Observations Applied Rese•rch and
Data An•lysis, Technolo_, Utiliz•tion}
other than specific sp•cecr•ft

development and fl/ght projects.
(3) R&D activities in aeronautics and

space technology and energy technolosy
applications (e.g., Research and

Technolo_ Base. System. Tw, hnolo_
lh,ograms) other than expm'limtal
projects.

(4} lt&O ec_ivmes in space
transportation systems engineering and
scientific and technical support

operations, routine t3.ansportstion
operations, and advanced studies.

(5} R&D activities in sp•ce _•cking

and data systems.
(6) F•cility planning and design

(funmng),

(7) Minor construction of new
facilities including rehabilitation,
modification, •nd repair.

(S) ConUnuin$ operations of it NASA
inst•llation at • level of effort, or alterect

operations, provided the alterations
induce ordy social and/or economic
effects but no natural or physical
environmental effects.

[e) Even though •n action may be
categorically excluded from the need for
s formal environments] •ssessment or
environmental impact statement, it is
not excluded from the requL-ement for
an environmental analysis conducted
duri_ the earliest plarmin8 ph•ses. If
that analysis shows that the action
deviates from the craterS• for exclusion
and it is concluded that there m•y be

significant environmental effects, an
environ_nental •ssessment must be

carried out. Based upon that assessment,
a determination must then be made
whether or not to prepare an
env/ronment8! inspect statement."
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A wide variety of actions, each of a level-of-effort

nature, has been identified as categorically excluded

from the requirement for either an environmental

assessment or an EIS. These level-of-effort activities

are not normally as readily characterized by distinct

phases, but the categorical exclusion can usually be

identified early in the planning. The categorical

exclusion for the proposed action (minor project, SRT

activity, etc.) should be documented appropriately

(project plan, research and technology operating plan,

etc.) and by a memorandum for the record.

The provisions of S1216.305(e) are intended to ensure

that analysis of environmental effects continue through

the study phases at least to the extent of confirming

the validity of the categorical exclusion. They should

guard against thoughtless acceptance of the exclusion

in an exceptional case. An appropriate level of

continuing analysis will also ensure that, should

conditions change and lead to the possibility of

significant environmental effects, this event will

be recognized and the necessary environmental

assessment -- and possibly EIS -- will be prepared.

306. PREPARATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENTS

a.

"| 12.1J08 PmplUlm ef mwVonmmili
leeeOlNnte.

(a) For each NASA action meeting the
criteria of § 1216.305(b), and for other
actions as requLmd, the responsible
Headquarte_ offici8/8baU prepare an
env_onmente] aamsment (| | ISO1.3
and 1S06.9 of the CEQ Regulations) and.
on the basis of that asmmmant.
determine if an EIS is required. "

The environmental assessment referred to in §1216.306(a)

and preceding sections is a specific document serving
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the purpose of summarizing the results of the analyses

of environmental impacts and the basis for the decision

whether or not to prepare an EIS. It is defined in

40 CFR 1508.9:

"EnvtronmentaJ Assessment":
(&} Memn- a oonctse public document

for wlxich • Federal &gency is resporm.
hie that serves to:

(1) Briefly provide sufficient evl.
de_e &nd &nAJys_ for determln_lt
whether to prepa:e an environmental
tmp&ct statement or • finding of no
mgn_icant impact,

(2) Aid an asency's compliance with
the Act when no environmental
,,-pactstatement S necessary.
(3) .s"6cllJtateprelxLraUon of a state-

merit when one is necesuly.
(b) ShLI] include brief discussions of

the need for the Prol_. of Klterna-
Uves ms required by sec. 102(2)(E). of
the environmental lmlxLcte of the pro-
posed ,u,tlon 1rod Idternatlves. and •
l_ttng of s41encies and persons consult.
cO. a

bo The assessment must rest on a foundation of thorough analyses

of the environment and other factors. These analyses should

be documented in a conventional manner for use as refer-

ences and supporting documents. They must fulfill the

requirements of NEPA by utilizing a "systematic interdisci-

plinary approach" and should be initiated in conjunction

with the earliest planning of a proposed action. The broad

scope of the analyses and the need for full interdisci-

plinary analyses is illustrated by Sec. 101(b) of NEPA:

In ord_ to carry out tlw policy wt
forth In this chapter, it is the con.

tinu/ng mponsibillty of the F_ral
_t to use all practicable
means, consistent with other ws_-
t/al considerations of national 13ol-
icy, to hnprove and coordinate
Federsl plans, functions, pro_'sms,
and resources to the end that the

Nation rosy-
(1) fulfill the responsibilities of

each Eeneration as trustee of the
environment for succeeding gen-

erations;
(2) minute for an Amerimum

safe. healthful, productive, end
uthetically and culturally plmm-
ins surroundinzs;
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O) attain the widest range of
beneficial uses of the environ.
ment without degradation, risk
to health or safety, or other un-
desirable and unintended conse-
quences;

(4) preserve important historic
cultural and natural aspects of
our national heritage, and main-
rain, wherever possible, an en-
v/ronmant which supports diver-

sity and variety of individual
choice;

(5) achieve a balance between
population and resource use
which will permit high standards
of living and a wide sharing of
life's amenities; and

,-_) enhance the quality of re-
newable resources and approach
the maximum attainable recycl-
ing of depletable resources, "

c. Because the environmental assessment is to be completed and

the decision whether or not to prepare an environmental

statement made ri_ to the decision to proceed to the

detailed planning/definition phase (e.g., Phase B), it

is clear that environmental analyses should begin in the

very earliest study phases and should constitute an

integral part of the total study activity, along with such

other project factors as technical approach, cost, etc.

Study reports should give a prominent place to the results

of the environmental analyses just as they do the other

relevant factors, and the many relevant study reDor ts then

become the reference documentation on which both the

environmental assessments and future project decisions are

based.

d. One factor that must have more prominence in the consideration

of environmental impacts than it may otherwise have is that

of alternatives. The NEPA requires a detailed "statement on

alternatives to the proposed action" (in the EIS, and thus

is the subject of analyses). All reasonable alternatives

to the proposed action must be considered and their

environmental effects evaluated. The alternative of taking

no action should also be studied. Although there is no

requirement that NASA propose to select that alternative

having the least environmental impact, there must be sufficient
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information available (in the analyses, in summary form in

the environmental assessment, and eventually in an EIS to

make clear what those impacts would be and to describe the

reasoning for the selection of the favored alternative.

Consultation with others is also an important element of the

analyses and studies. The requisite interdisciplinary

approach involves a wide range of disciplines not heavily

represented in NASA (e.g., environmental science, social

science), and specialists in those or other fields may have

to be employed or consulted in the conduct of the work.

Such expertise is often available through contractors, and

advice and assistance can sometimes be acquired from

Federal agencies more active in the disciplines involved.

When a proposed action is such that it may be controversial,

we should actively seek out those who may hold opposing

opinions and try to resolve the issues as early as possible.

If formal consultation with others is required by statute

(e.g., National Historic Preservation Act of 1966) or by

regulation, it is desirable to initiate that consultation

at the earliest time, also.

The following paragraphs provide a list of requirements for

the environmental assessment and a format to be employed

to ensure that all requirements are met and the assessment

is complete:

i. _he environmental assessment should include a

brief description of the proposed action and the need for

it, comparative information on alternatives, brief discussions

of the environmental impact of the proposed action and

alternatives, and a listing of agencies and persons consulted.

2. The assessment should have a cover sheet and a

table of contents consisting of a summary and conclusions

section; sections on purpose and need, alternatives, and

environmental impact of alternatives; and a list of agencies

and individuals consulted.
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(i) The cover sheet should contain essential
bibliographic information to facilitate subsequent identifi-
cations (see Figure 3.2).

(ii) The table of contents should include at
least the section titles and major subsection titles, as
shown in Figure 3.3.

(iii) The environmental assessment should contain
a section on summary and conclusions which briefly states
what the proposed actions and alternatives are, what they
are intended to do, and what their environmental effects
are likely to be. This section should briefly describe
areas of controversy (including issues raised by agencies

and individuals consulted) and those issues remaining to

be resolved. It should close with the conclusion as to

whether or not an EIS is required and the corresponding

decision to preparr either a Finding of No Significant

Impact or a Notice of Intent to prepare an EIS.

(iv) The section on purpose and need should give

relevant background information which explains how the

proposed action (and alternatives) would satisfy one or more

specific agency objectives or missions, or would correct a

deficiency which is detracting from the agency's ability to

carry out its responsibilities. The purpose of the proposed

action can then be defined by a set of clearly stated, time-

bounded objectives which must be accomplished to meet the

stated need. This section must also discuss any broad

national environmental objectives (of NEPA), referred to in

paragraph 306, that are either supported by or in conflict

with the proposed action.

(v) The description section should briefly

describe the proposed action and each alternative considered.

The extent to which each alternative would accomplish the

objectives described in the previous section should be

explained, and enough descriptive material on the action

and the affected environment should be included to help

understand the enviror_ental impacts described in the following

section. The alternative represented by taking no action
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/
THE TABLE OF CONTENTS_
SHOULD HAVE ENOUGH
DETAIL SO THAT
SEARCHING IS NOT
NECESSARY

ITEM

II

/
III

IV

V

TABLE OF CONTENTS

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

PURPOSE AND NEED

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED
ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

A. PROPOSED ACTION ............

B. NO ACTION .......................

C. OTHER ALTERNATIVES ........

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF
ALTERNATIVES .....................

A. PROPOSED ACTION

B. NO ACTION

C. OTHER ALTERNATIVES

LIST OF INDIVIDUALS AND
AGENCIES CONSULTED ..........

PAGE

FIGURE 3.3 -- TABLE OF CONTENTS
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should be included. In the case of environmental assess-

ments for broad NASA programs, alternatives not within

NASA jurisdiction should also be included.

(vi) The section covering the environmental

impact of alternatives should include a comparative

evaluation of those impacts with respect to the broad

spectrum of environmental issues, including air, water,

and ncise pollution; solid wastes (hazardous and non-

hazardous), toxic substances, and pesticides; endangered

species and historical resources; radiation; safe

drinking Water: health and safety for the general

populace; farmlands; and any others as appropriate.

Particular attention should be given to the manner in

which each other alternative would avoid any adverse

environmental impact expected from the proposed alternative.

(vii) The list of individuals and agencies

consulted should include not only the name of the

individual or group but identification of the particular

issue of concern and the expertise sought in that

consideration.

The environmental assessment should normally not exceed

25 pages in length. It is not intended that it be a

complete treatment of environmental impacts in the same

sense as is an EIS (which is itself normally limited in

text to a total of 150 pages).

Finally, the formal assessment is the responsibility of

the Headquarters official responsible for the proposed

action and should be signed out by that official (e.g.,

the Program Associate Administrator, the Director,

Facilities Division). Of course, the environmental

analyses can be carried out at various levels in

Headquarters or in the field, as is the case for all

studies and analyses. The environmental assessment,

also, can be prepared within the responsible organization
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and forwarded to the responsible Headquarters official

in the form of a recommendation. Approval of the

recommended assessment must be by that official, most

simply in the folm of a memorandum to the Associate

Administrator for External Relations stating the

conclusion regarding the need for an EIS, enclosing

the approved assessment, and enclosing also a draft

Notice of Intent (to prepare an environmental impact

statement) or a draft Finding of No Siqnificant Impact,

as appropriate.

" _) Uthe detlu.mmitiou il Ilult no
environmental impact statement is
required, the Headquarters official mhull,
in ooordmation with the Associate
Adminis_ator for External Relations,
prepare n "Finding of No Significant
Impact." {See | 1508.13of the CEQ
P,cqiu]stioz_.)"]'be"Fmclm8 of No
Sqinificant Impact" mhad]be made
available to the affected public through
cli_um_tclimtribul_oaand _liom m _e
Fedend Rqi,_."

i .

j .

The Finding of No Significant Impact should briefly

present the reasons why a proposed NASA action, which

was the subject of an environmental assessment has

been judged not to have a significant effect upon the

human environment and, therefore, will not require the

preparation of an EIS. It should consist of a brief

summary of the environmental assessment (or the assess-

ment itself, if it is appropriately brief). The Finding

of No Significant Impact on actions which are state or

local in scope shall be coordinated with the affected

A-95 clearinghouse(s). The Finding of No Significant

Impact on actions which are national in scope should be

prepared for publication in the Federal _egister. The

public should be allowed 30 days to comment on the

finding, and supporting information should be readily

available on request.

The responsible Headquarters official should prepare the

finding and forward it to the Associate Administrator for

6/24/81 3-21 Ch. 1



External Relations, who will be the NASA official

signing the Federal Reqister notice. The transmittal

to the Associate Administrator for External Relations

should be accompanied by a proposed distribution list.

A proposed format for the Finding of No Significant

Impact is Figure 3.4. The contact listed should be a

Headquarters manager of the subject action at an

appropriate level. After publication of the finding,

monitoring of the studies must be continued to ensure

that changes in the program which might alter the

conclusion of no significant impact are detected and

the appropriate action taken (see also paragraph 313).

"(c) If the determination iJ that -,,
environmental impact statement iJ
required, the Heldqumers official ehaH
proceed with the "notice of intent to
prepare an EIS',' (see | l,r_S.Z2 of the
CEQ Relpzlations). The Headquarters.
official shaU l_'ansmit this notice to the
A_mciate A_lministz'ator for External
hlatioz_ for review end a,,dx_,qzmut
I_bliceUoB in the Federal _ (Me
0ectio, ZSZW.Me)of the (]IQ

Relp.,lations). l_e Headqum'tere o[_cial
shall then apply procedures metforth in
| 1216.30? to determine the scope of the
EIS and proceed to prepare amd relene
eke environmental statement in
accordance with the CEQ Regu]eHons
and the procedures of this Subpaz't."

ko The Notice of Intent (to prepare an EIS -- _1216.306(c))

should include a brief description of the DrODosed action

and possible alternatives, the chief environmental

issues uncovered by the assessment, and NASA's proposed

scoping procedure, including the time and place of any

scoping meeting, that would be held. The notice should

state the name and address of the responsible Headquarters

official and give other pertinent data on the proDosed

EIS (see format, Figure 3.5). Any lead agency determination
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

This refers tO

apDro!Orlat e

NOTICE (81- ) C,,er_,,,e.,

National Environmental Policy Act; Finding of No Significant Impact

AGENCY

ACTION:

SUMMARY:

DATE:

ADDRESS:

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

6/24/81

a

FIGURE 3.4--FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT IN FEDERAL REGISTER
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO
PREPAREA DRAFT EIS

SHALL INCLUDE:
1. WHAT THE PROPOSED

ACTION CONSISTS OF
2. ALTERNATIVES UNDER

CONSIDERATION
3. LIST OF SIGNIFICANT

ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
TO BE ANALYZED IN DEPTH
IN THE DRAFT EIS

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE
SCOPING PROCESS

5. LIST OF ANY ENVIRON-
MENTAL REVIEW AND
CONSULTATION REQUIRE-
MENTS

6. EXPECTED RELEASE
DATE OF DRAFT EIS

7. DISCUSSION OF ANY
LETTER OF AGREEMENT
REGARDING LEAD AND
COOPERATING AGENCIES

8. LOCATION(CITY,
COUNTY & STATE)

NAME, AND
TELEPHONE NUMBER OF
RESPONSIBLE HEAD-
QUARTERS OFFICIAL

ASSOCIATE ADMINIS-
TRATOR FOR EXTERNAL
RELATIONS

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE
ADMINISTRATION

Intent to Prepare a Draft
Environmental Impact Statement

AGENCY:

ACTION:

SUMMARY:

DATE:

ADDRESS"

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

SIGNATURE

FIGURE 3.5--NOTICE OF !_'TENT
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shall be made prior to publication of the notice. Where

NASA has been designated the lead agency in a joint or

cooperative EIS, the notice should also include discussion

of the respective roles of the cooperating agencies

(see 40 CFR 1501.6). As in the case of the Finding of

No Significant Impact, the Notice of Intent should be

prepared by the responsible Headquarters official

(for signature of the Associate Administrator for

External Relations) for publication in the Federal Reqister,

transmitted to interested parties, and (where appropriate)

coordinated with the affected A-95 clearinghouse(s).

The draft notice should be accompanied by the proposed

distribution list.

If it appears that there will be a lengthy period be-

tween the agency's decision to prepare the EIS and the

time of actual preparation, the Associate Administrator

for External Relations may decide not to release the

Notice of Intent immediately but instead hold it for

release at a more appropriate time in advance of the

preparation of the draft EIS. The responsible Head-

quarters official will be kept informed.

m.

" (d)Pav_ommmntii useumentl may
be Ix'epared for any actions, even those
which meet the criteria for
environmental impact ststements
(§ 1216.305(c}) or for categorica!
exclusion (§ IZ16.305{d)), if the
responsible Headquarters official
be|...ves thet the action may be an
exception or thor an sssessment will
assist m plannin8 or decisionmakins."

There may be cases where environmental assessments will

be conducted for actions not normally requiring them.

For example, a proposed action normally categorically

excluded from the requirement may be recognized as a

possible exception having environmental effects of some

significance. Conversely, a proposed action in a

category requiring an EIS may be identified as a

possible exception having only minor environmental
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effects. In either case, an environmental assessment _n:_

be prepared to confirm or deny these judgements. The

instructions are the same as for proposed acticns ncrz_aiL

requiring an environmental assessment except that if the

assessment confirms that no EIS is neede_ for an actic_

normally categorically excluded, a Finding of No Sinai[l-

cant Impact is not required.

307. SCOPING PROCESS

| 121tL307

The responsible Headquarters official
shall conduct an ear)), and open process
for determining the scope of issues to be
addressed m environmental impac'
statements and for identifying the
significant issues related to a proposed
sction. The elements of the scoping

process are defined in § 1501.? of the
CEQ Regulations and the process musl
include considerations of the range of
actions, alternatives, and impacts
discussed in li z5o8.2.5 of"the CEQ

Regulations. The range of envwonmenta]
categories to be considered in the

scopin8 process shill include, but not be
Limited to:

(a} Air quabty;
(b) Water quahty:
(c} Waste generation, treatment.

transportation disposal and storag_
(d) No_e, somc boom. and vibration:
{e} Toxic substances;

(f) Biotic resources;
(8) Radioactive materials and non-

ionizin8 radiation;
('n} Endangered species;
(i}Historical.archeologzcal,and

recreational[actors:

{j)Wetlands and floodplains:and

{k}Econon_c, population and
employment factors, provided they are
interrelated with natural or physical
environmantal factors. "

ae The purpose of the Scoping process is to determine the scene

of issues to be addressed and to identify the si_nifican_

issues related to a proposed action. The inten_ is _c ensur£

that the eventual EIS addresses significant issues bu_ 5e£_
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not devote unnecessary attention to interesting, but

otherwise insignificant, issues. The scoping process

should include inputs from cooperating agencies and

affected or interested parties or individuals, and thus

requires appropriate public announcement. The Notice

of Intent should be used for this purpose, inviting

the inputs as discussed in 40 CFR 1501.7 and 1508.22.

Scoping must be carried out very early in the process of

preparing the draft EIS so that undue effort is not spent

on minor issues. Normally, it would be expected that

the earlier analyses of environmental effects and the

environmental assessment would have served to identify

all the critical issues, so that in most cases the scope

of the necessary EIS will be pretty well defined. The

formal scoping process then would serve as an opportunity

to pick up something we may have missed and to get inputs

from groups or individuals having other viewpoints.

The scoping process is the responsibility of the Head-

quarters official responsible for the action under consider-

ation, working closely with the Associate Administrator

for External Relations or designee. The process should

consider appropriate background and need for the proposed

action and the types of actions, alternatives, and impacts

described in 40 CFR 1508.25.

Scoping must consider initially the full range of

environmental parameters en route to identifying those

which are significant and which must be addressed in the

EIS. Examples of the environmental categories and

questions that should be asked in the scoping process (as

well as in the assessment development process) are:

i. Air quality: Is there a potential for violating

air quality standards and regulations? Will the expected

emissions lead to a potential "significant deterioration"?

Do they meet "offset" requirements?
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2. Water quality: Is there a potential for violating

water quality standards and regulations?

3. Waste generation, treatment, transportation, and

storage: What potential environmental problems exist in

handling waste?

4. Noise, sonic boom, vibration: What potential

effects can be expected on the general populace and biota?

Will there be effects on noise sensitive areas?

5. Toxic substances: Does use present a potential

unreasonable risk to health and safety of the general

populace?

6. Ionizing and nonionizing radiation: Does use present

a potential unreasonable risk to health and safety of the

general populace?

7. Endangered species: Is there potential to affect

listed endangered species or their habitats?

8. Biotic resources: Is there potential to suffici-

ently disturb their existence?

9. Wetlands and floodplains: Will the action occur

in or adversely affect a floodplain or wetland?

I0. Historical and archeological sites: Will the

action affect properties included in or eligible for inclusion

in the National Register of Historic Places?

ii. Prime and unique farmlands: Will the action affect

prime and unique farmland?

12. Coastal zone consistency determination: Will the

action affect the coastal zone in a state with an approved

coastal zone management plan? If so, is it consistent with

the state plans?
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13. Fish and wildlife coordination: Will the action

involve the impoundment, diversion, deepening, or other

control modification of waters of any stream or other body

of water -- attendent loss of wildlife resources?

14. Land quality: What potential effects can be

expected on the integrity of the land impacted by the

action? Are there any adverse impacts on ground water

supplies and other natural resources (minerals, etc.)?

15. Economic population, and employment factors

(provided they are interrelated with natural or physical

environmental factors): What potential effects may be

expected in terms of shifts in the patterns of population

movement and growth, public service demands, and changes

in business and ecomomic activity?

16. Health and safety: Other than listed above, is

there a potential impact on health or safety? To what

extent or severity?

Consideration of the preceding questions and others like

them for the full range of environmental categories will

lead to rational conclusions as to which are the signifi-

cant issues to be treated in the EIS. If an issue is

controversial, it clearly requires coverage in detail.

Conversely, issues which are not significant in the

scoping process may then be covered in the EIS by brief

presentations of why the_ will not have a significant

effect on the human environment or by a reference to their

coverage elsewhere (and the referenced documentation must

be available on request).

The scoping process is also the process in which assignments

to prepare the EIS are allocated among the participants --

within NASA, when the EIS is a NASA-only job, and among NASA

and the cooperating agencies, when NASA is the lead agency.

Other public environmental assessments, other prospective

EIS's which are related to the proposed action, and other
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environmental review and consultation requirements (see

paragraph 320) should be identified. Further, this is the

time when decisions are made of EIS page limits, preparation,

time limits, and any other procedural matters (40 CFR

1501.8 and 1502.7).

Because the substance of the environmental assessment and

that of the scoping process are so closely related, much

of the work of the former wili contribute to the latter,

and little additional effort to accomplish scoping should

normally be required except for external involvement.

Indeed, if outside organizations and individuals have been

adequately represented in developing the assessment, no

new inputs are likely to be introduced by scoping, and

the scoping process should be quite simple.

308. PREPARATION OF DRAFT STATEMENTS

a,

| 1|1|.30e llfqllSrl11_a(If (Irlfl
itllsmentL

(a} The responsible Headquarters
official shall prepare the draft
environmental impact statement in the
manner provided in Part 1502 of the
CEQ Regulations and shall submit the
draft statement and any attachments to
the Associate Administrator for
External Relations for NASA review
prior to any formal review outside
NASA. This mlbm/asion shall be
accomparded by s list of Federal, state.
and local officials [Part :gOa o_ the CEQ
Rql_iamm) _ a 5st of other

inte_'ested IM_Jes (| 1_1e.8 _ thl _Q
Resu]ations] from whom eomments
should be requested'.'

After the analyses have been conducted and the assessment

development and scoping processes completed, the responsible

Headquarters official shall have obtained a detailed
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evaluation of the significant environmental effects and

issues that must be covered in the EIS. That official

then initiates the preparation of that statement in

accordance with the extensive instructions contained in

the CEQ Regulations, especially 40 CFR 1502. Preparation

itself may be carried out by NASA with or without the

assistance of cooperating agencies and/or contractors.

If a contractor has been hired to prepare the EIS, the

contractor should execute a disclosure statement prepared

by NASA indicating that the contractor has no interest

in the outcome of the project. The responsible Head-

quarters official shall perform an independent evaluation

of the contractor-prepared EIS to ensure that it fully

reflects NASA's position and meets all NASA criteria

and standards for such documents.

NASA has adopted the format for EIS's recommended in

40 CFR 1502.10, which should encourage good analysis

and clear presentation of alternatives, including the

proposed action. If the responsible Headquarters

official wishes to deviate from the standard format,

that official should obtain the clearance of the

Associate Administrator for External Relations, who will

obtain the views of the CEQ before making a decision.

The discussion of the contents of an EIS in the CEQ

Regulations, 40 CFR 1502.10 through 1502.18, is quite

thorough and needs little expansion or clarification.

Preparers should adhere closely to the instructions

provided there and consider the following additional

guidance:

i. The discussion of alternatives is an extremely

important part of the statement and should be given

commensurate attention. It should be a relatively

concise comparative display of the environmental effects

of each of the alternatives laid out in a way that

highlights the choices offered the decisionmakers.

While no specific format is proposed, it is suggested

that a matrix form, showing the range of alternatives

against each category of environmental impact (e.g.,
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air pollution, water pollution, endangered species,

etc.) in an orthogonal display which describes the

magnitude of impact in each matrix element is

especially suitable.

2. The description of the affected environment

has, in the past, been given attention far beyond its

value to the discussion of environmental impacts. To

the extent that description of the environment is

required (as noted in 40 CFR 1502.15), descriptive

material already available should be used where

possible. The use of references is encouraged. When

the proposed action is at a NASA field installation,

the available environmental resources document should

be cited for description of the affected environment,

augmented only as absolutely necessary.

3. The section on environmental consequences is

the analytic heart of the EIS and provides the basis

for the comparative evaluation of the alternatives.

Again, no specific format for this section is provided

here, but the points to be covered are thoroughly

described in 40 CFR 1502.16. The categories of

"environmental impacts," "adverse environment effects

which cannot be avoided," "relationship between short-

term uses of man's environment and the maintenance and

enhancement of long term productivity," and "irreversible

and irretrievable commitments of resources" will be

recognized from their appearance in EIS's under the old

CEQ Guidelines, and should all be included for each

alternative. This section should not duplicate the

discussion in alternatives, but should be the basis for

the comparisons described there.

NASA review of the draft statement is managed by the

Associate Administrator for External Relations. The

responsible Headquarters official, upon approval of the

draft EIS, should forward enough copies to the Associate

Administrator for External Relations for distribution

to interested parties in NASA for internal review. In
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order to avoid unnecessary built-in delay, normally

no more than 30 days will be allowed for that internal

review. In cases where other agencies or organizations

are cooperating agencies under NASA's lead, the internal

review should include review by these cooperating

agencies so that the revised draft that is later

distributed for public comment has their prior approval.

When the comments have been received, they will be

returned to the responsible Headquarters official

with recommendations on necessary changes. Should any

unresolved issues remain between the responsible

official and a commenter, the Associate Administrator

for External Relations will assist in working them

out.

When the preliminary draft EIS is submitted for NASA

review, it should be accompanied by a proposed list of

Federal, state, and local officials and other interested

parties to whom the revised draft statement should be

sent for external review. The Associate Administrator

for External Relations will suggest modifications to

the list, if necessary, and will retain it for use in

distributing, for external comment, the draft as

revised by NASA review.

g•

,, Co)A/t_ the NASA nn'hnv b
wmpleted, the Asm_i, te Adm_stmtor
/ix'/bcllnul] RelaUcmJ _ imbm/t die
ipproved ch.aftstatement to the
bvlronmeuUd Protsct/on Apucy IliA),
Office of Environmental Review. and
shall seek the _e_v, of appropflste
asencies and individuals m accordance
with Part lSo3,and i _608.8 of the CEQ
Regulations.

External review of draft EIS's will be managed by the

Associate Administrator for External Relations. Copies

of the draft statement will be distributed to all

parties on the agreed-to distribution list with the
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request for their comments. The Associate Administrator

for External Relations will also submit a notice for

publication in the Federal Reqister announcing the

release and availability of the draft statement.

Upon receipt of the draft the Environmental Protection

Agency's (EPA's) office of Environmental Review will

also place a notice in the Federal Reqister, and the

date of tha_____tpublication is the date that all time

limits related to the draft's release begin.

A minimum of 45 days (from publication of the EPA Federal

Registe r notice) must be allowed for comments: a longer

period may be allowed if appropriate, and reasonable

requests for extension should be granted. Time limits

for specific EIS's should be established during the

scoping process. CEQ requirements relative to the

comment process are contained in 40 CFR 1503 and 1506.6,

and timing requirements are in 40 CFR 1506.10.

io

" (c] Comments mcolvod shall be
provided to the orts_atins official for
consideration in preparin8 the final
statement. To the extent possible,
requirements for review and
consultation with other asencies on
environmental matters established by
statutes other than NEPA, such as the
review and consultation requirements of
the Endanlpered Species Act of 1973, as
amended, should be met prior to or
thrm_ th/s review process (| IZZe.SZ0)."

Comments from external reviewers received in the office

of the Associate Administrator for External Relations

will be sent to the office responsible for preparing the

EIS. copies of any comments received directly in the

latter office should be forwarded to the office of External

Relations for information. Each comment should be

incorporated in its entirety in the final EIS in a

separate section for that purpose. If a comment is

unusually lengthy, it may be cited as a reference, rather
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than included. However, the final environmental impact

statement should, in that case, provide an accurate

and objective summary of the comment in addition to

the citation. NASA's response to each substantive

element of each comment should be included in the final

EIS (usually in close proximity to the comment itself),

and, where required, the EIS should be modified in

accordance with the NASA response. Such modifications

may range from correcting minor errors having little

environmental significance to changing the entire

project approach (and its EIS), although in the latter

extreme, a new draft EIS would more than likely be

required.

A number of Federal statutes and regulations require

review and consultation with other agencies before

taking actions which may affect an identified

environmental factor. Ex&mples are the Endangered

Species Act of 1973, as amended, and the National

Historic Preservation Act. To the extent possible,

these requirements should be met prior to or within

the EIS review process, so that no open issues remain

when the EIS review is completed. Additional information

is in paragraph 320 and in a separate procedures

document which will be published at a future date.

309. PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT

" | IZlUOI I_Mlclm, glwm_nt.

(a) Interested pemons can get
information on NASA environmental
impact statements end othor aspects of
NASA's NEPA process by contsctin8 the
Director, Idanagement Support Office
(Code LB], NASA. Washington, DC
ZOM6._2,-755-8383. Pertinent
information resardin8 any aspect of the
N_A process may also be mailed to the
above address.

(b} Responsible Headquarters officials
and NASA Field Installation Directors
shall identify those persons, community
oqpmizations, and envu'onmental
interest IFoups who may be interested
or affected by the proposed NASA
action and who should be involved in
the NEPA process. They shau submit a
list of such persons and ot3aniutions to
the A_odate Administrator for
External Relations at the same time they
submit:

(1} A recommendation rqla-liql •
"Fmdin8 of No Slip.mint Impact."

12)A "Notice of Intent to Prepore In
GS,'"

(3} A recommendatien for public
bear_s,

(4) A preliminary drab EIS.
IS} A prelimine.,'y final EIS,
[6} Other preliminary en_tol

document* it 121e.321(d)).
(c) The As,ociate Administrator for

E.xlemalRelation- may modify such
lint* referred to in ImmSmph (b) -,
appro_ate to ensm that NASA elball
comply, to the fullest extent practlcable,
• ,Jth i lSO6.e of the C_ Res_let/ons
and 1 2-4(d] of F.xemutive Order lZ114.

(d| The decision whether to hold
pet_.-tm,,,.p ,atn be ned, b_ m,
Associate Administrator for External
Relatiort8 in consultation with the
General Counsel. "
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a. An important element in the EIS process is involvement

of the public. Early involvement can go a long way

towards meeting complaints and objections regarding

a proposed action, and experience has taught that a

fully informed and involved public is considerably

more supportive of a proposed action. When a

proposed action is believed likely to generate

significant public concern, the public should be brought

in for consultation in the early planning stages. If

an EIS is warranted, the public should be involved

both in scoping and in the EIS review. Early involve-

ment can help lead to selection of the best alternative

and to the least public objection.

b. The Management Support office (External Relations), Code

LB, is responsible for providing information on NASA

EIS's and other aspects of NASA's NEPA process on

request, and must therefore have access to all such

information within the agency. Responsible Headquarters

officials and Field Installation Directors should see

that the office is kept informed of all activities which

may be the subject of environmental inquiry.

c. For proposed actions having chiefly local implications,

emphasis should be placed on identifying those persons,

community organizations, and environmental interest

groups having particular concern about the subject

locality and the specific environmental factors that

might be at issue. Regional and national interest

groups should also be identified with respect to local

actions, as well as for proposed actions having

geographically broader implications. Such groups

may form the main avenue for public involvement.

d. The Associate Administrator for External Relations will

assist in identifying individuals and groups to be

fnvolved in the NEPA process. The Management Support

office (External Relations) maintains a list of

environmental interest groups and should be consulted

appropriately.
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ee Some of the criteria that should be used in deciding

whether to hold public hearings are given in 40 CFR

1506.6. Any suggestions on this should be forwarded

by the responsible Headquarters official or Field

Installation Director the the Associate Administrator

for External Relations, who will consult with the

General Counsel on the necessity for and rules to be

employed in any public hearings.

310. PREPARATION OF FINAL STATEMENTS

ae

| 121qL:110Prsgeratkmof
mtememL

(a) After conclmsionof the nndew
process with other Federal, state, and
local agencies and the public, the
responsible Headquarters official shal]
_nsider all suuestions, revise the
statement ss appropriate, and forward
the proposed final statement to the
Associate AdminisU'ator for External
Relations. The Associate Admin/s_'ator
for External Relations shall submit the
approved final statement to the EPA
Office of Environmental Review. to all
parties who commented, and to other
interested parties .in accordance with
CEQ Regulations.

('o)Each draft and final statement, the
supportir_ documentation, and the
record of decision shall be available for
public review and copyln8 at the office
of the responsible Headquarters o_ciaL
or at the once of a suitable desisnea.
Copies of draft and final environment
impact statements shall also be
available at the NASA Information
Center, _0 Independence Avenue, SW,
Wuhinston. DC 20S46: at/nformatlon
centers at appropriate NASA Rald

installstior_, and at approj:riate state
end local clurmShouses.

The preliminary final EIS, modified as required by the

preceding review process, should be forwarded to the

Associate Administrator for External Relations for a
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last review prior to its printing in quantity and

distribution. The final version should include

satisfactory responses to all responsible comments.

While NASA need not yield to each and every opposing

comment, NASA's position should be rational, logical,

and based on data and arguments stronger than those

cited by the commenters opposing the NASA views.

When the final review is satisfactorily completed, the

approved final EIS may be printed and distribution

made to the approved distribution list. The Associate

Administrator for External Relations will submit the

final EIS to EPA and to any other parties requiring a

direct transmittal. The bulk of the distribution can

be made either by the responsible Headquarters office

or by the Office of External Relations, as mutually

agreed.

To comply with §1216.310(b), the EIS format provides for

identification of a NASA person who can supply information

on the subject environmental impact statement. That

person should normally be a senior Headquarters manager

in the office responsible for the subject proposed action

and EIS, such as the program manager. This contrasts

with the responsibility of the Director, Management

Support Office, who is charged with providing general

information on NASA's EIS's and its NEPA process (see

paragraph 309). The program manager or a suitable

designee should keep copies of the relevant draft and

final EIS, the supporting documentation (reference

documents and reports, appendixes, hearing transcripts,

etc.), and the record of decision available for review

and copying on request. Charges for copying should be

imposed in accordance with normal practice. Officials

are encouraged to take a lenient position towards waiver

of charges when possible.

Copies of draft and final EIS's will be sent to the NASA

Information centers and to NASA Headquarters Public
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Affairs Offices by the Office of External Relations

and to the state and local clearinghouses as part of

the normal distribution of these statements.

311. RECORD OF THE DECISION

" t1|1Ull lilco.lMIbdimlon.

At the time of the decision am the
proposed ,_on. the orls/naUn8
Headquarters official shall consult w/th
the Auociste Admin/strator for
External Relations and prepare a
concise public record of the dec/sion.
(See J *SOS" of the Cl_ P.qubtt/o,,-.) "

The EIS is not an end in itself; it is a principal means of

describing the likely environmental effects of a proposed

action, providing a forum for the consideration of the views

of others, and gathering all this information together for

the use by decisionmakers. When the EIS process has been

completed and the required minimum time intervals have

elapsed (paragraph 312), the agency is free to make and

implement the decision(s) involving the proposed action.

The record of decision, a formal document described in

40 CFR 1505.2, is prepared at this time and becomes the

official, public record of the consideration of environmental

factors in reaching the decision. A key element in the record

of the decision is a description of how environmental

considerations (and the EIS itself) entered into the decision,

again placing emphasis on the importance of including these

factors throughout the decision process. The record of

decision is not circulated or published in the Federal Reqister

but must be kept in the official files for the program in

question and made available on request. Responsibility for

its preparation rests with the Headquarters official

responsible for the action itself; concurrence of the

Associate Administrator for External Relations should be

obtained.
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a.
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TIMING

"l 121U12

(a) EnvironmentaJ impact statements
are drefted when the Hesdqusrters
official has deternuned that the
statement shaU be prepared. No
decision to proceed to the development/
construction {or implementation) phase
of the proposed action {the major
decision point of | lZla.304(b)| shall be
made by NASA until the later of the
followin8 dates ([ 1506.10 of the CEQ
Reaulation,):

(1) Ninetydays after publication of an
m:DAnotice of a NASA draft EIS.

(Z}Thirty de).s after publication of an
I[PA nc_e _' • NASA final SIS.

(b} When seces_ry to comply with
other specific statutory requirements,
NASA shall consult with and obtain
from EP^ time pm'lodsother than those

aotion.

To ensure that proposed agency actions are not implemented

before others have had a reasonable opportunity to comment

on the EIS, the CEQ has established the minimum time

intervals as indicated in §1216.312(a), within which

the proposing agency cannot make and implement decisions

under consideration. In the NASA scheme of things,

the EIS process is required to be complete before

initiation of the development/construction phase of the

subject action, and thus this phase should not be

initiated until those specified time intervals have

elapsed. Note that the "clock" starts only when the

notice of the NASA EIS is published by the EPA.

Their notices usually appear one to two weeks after

NASA's publication of the EIS and its own Federal

Reqister notice, and care must be taken to tie the

action steps to the proper date. . :

The CEQ Regulations (40 CFR 1506.10) provide for the

possibility of waiver of all or part of the minimum

waiting periods for reasons of compelling national
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policy. Officials desiring such a waiver should

consult with the Associate Administrator for External

Relations to determine a course of action.

313. IMPLEMENTING AND MONITORING THE DECISION

"| 121L$15 M_MememlUlmgand
mhem,cu_n.

(a) Section IS0,5.3 of the CEQ
Regulations provides for agency
monitonn 8 to assure that mitisation
measures and other commitments
associated with the decision end its
implementation and described in the EIS
are camed out and have the intended
effects.

(b) The responsible Headquarters
official shall, as necessary, conduct the
required monitoring and shall provide
per/odic reports as required by the
Associated Administrator for External
Relations.

if the monitoring activity indicates
that resu]tin8 environmental effects
differ horn those described in the
current documents, the Headquarters
ol_c/al shall reassess the environmental
impact and consult with the Associate
Administrator for External Relations to
determine the need for additional
mitisatJon measures and whether to
prepare s supplement to the EIS (see
| IrNT,_.gof the CEQ Res_lat/ons). "

ae EIS's usually describe impacts based upon the best

available theoretical information and empirical data,

but in many cases neither theory nor data are

sufficiently well founded that the impacts are

accurately predictable. Furthez, statements often

commit the agency to mitigation measures that are

designed to reduce or eliminate detrimental

environmental impacts of some severity. To assure

that things go as expected as the proposed action is

implemented, the initiating official is responsible

for monitoring the effects of the action and of the

mitigation measures. The reports of the monitoring

shall be made available upon request.
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The Associate Administrator for External Relations

will establish monitoring requirements for actions

which were the subject of EIS°s and will specify

periodic reporting requirements on a case by case

basis. When the monitoring shows effects other than

those predicted in the environmental impact statement,

a reassessment to determine significance is required.

If the unexpected effects are detrimental and can be

alleviated with additional mitigation measures, those

may be imposed. If, for some reason, additional

mitigation measures cannot be taken, the environmental

effects of this action and the alternatives should

be reevaluated and an assessment made as to

environmental significance. If it is determined

that the new effects are significant, a supplement

to the prior EIS will be required, and should be

prepared in much the same manner as was the basic

EIS itself (see 40 CFR 1502.9 and paragraph 314(c)).

314. TI ERING

" II _1eJ14

Actiom which m the subject of an
aovironmenta] impact statement and
which repreNutJ projects of broad
mope may contain within them
o_mponent 8ction8 of ntnrower scope.
perhaps m_ctecl to individual _it_ of
activity or sequential 8tqes of a
mhmion, and which themselves may
require envh'onmentaJ aue88mentJ and,
where nece.s_, environmental tmpe_
statements. 'l'ne CF_ ResuJaUons
provide that qenctee may use "Tierl_"
(J 1S08_.8 of the CF._ ResuJations) of
emvh'onment_ impact ststementl to
ndate such broad end narrow actions.
When employi_ tiertns. Headqu_
omcials shall by reference, make
maximum use of env/ronment,d
documentation a]_ad_ available, and
svold r_eflUon. "
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Tiering is CEQ's term for ordering of interrelated

EIS's. NASA has employed tiering in the past (Space

Shuttle Program and related local actions) and

maximum use should be made of tiering in the future

to avoid the need for extensive repetition of common

information. Tiering is appropriate for (I) broad

program actions and related individual project com-

ponents (sequential or otherwise); (2) proposed

actions having global, national, or regional effects

and specific component actions having effects

considerably more localized; and (3) a class of actions

having common elements (generic EIS) and each specific

action in that class having project-specific impacts.

In adopting a system of tiered impact statements, focus

shall be placed on the decisions to be made at each

separate stage. The broad program statement should

consider national, global, or generic issues. The

regional statements should analyze impacts and

alternatives within defined regions. The site or

project specific statement need not and should not

repeat analysis of broader issues which have been

considered in the programmatic or regional statements.

c. Supplements

i. The NASA/NEPA procedures do not address supple-

ments to EIS's directly, only in terms of reassessment

in the event that monitoring shows that the impacts are

other than predicted (see paragraph 313). More generally,

supplements should be considered whenever new information

that changes the analyses contained in a previous EIS

becomes available (see 40 CFR 1502.9). Typical reasons

to consider the use of supplements are:

(i) NASA proposes significant changes in an

action underway and these changes, if implemented, would

alter the environmental effects deemed significant in

the earlier EIS.
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(ii) New knowledge that would change the

magnitude or scope of the environmental effects con-

sidered in the original EIS becomes available.

(iii) Monitoring of the action shows that the

effects are not as expected and that the mitigation

measures are not effective.

2. Supplements to EIS's should be prepared in the

same manner as are basic environmental impact statements,

with an analysis of the effects of the change, new

information, or whatever; evaluation of alternative

courses of action and their effects; an environmental

assessment; decision whether to prepare a supplement;

preparation of Finding of No Significant Impact or Notice

of Intent; and, if the latter, preparation of draft

supplement, consultation and comments, and preparation

of final supplement and record of decision. Unless the

CEQ approves alternative arrangements for the specific

supplement, all the requirements and minimum time

intervals are the same as for basic EIS's. Requests

for alternative arrangements should be directed to the

Associate Administrator for External Relations, who will

take them up with CEQ.

315. PROCESSING LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENTS

'"1 It_LalS Proevsme Jqlmm, e
mvlnmmem kqmot etmmenL

(a) Preparation o[ a ieSisla#ve
environmental Jmi_ct .tatmmmt shall
conform to the_ta of I ]SOU
of the CL_ Res_IatioM. _ nmpomible
Headquarters o_ciaL in coord/naUon
with the Associate Adminis_'ator for
External Relations, shah identify those
les/slaUveproposalsorreportson
le_slation that would mqu/re
preparation of environments] inspect
etatements in accordance with criteria
let forth fm| IZIL30S.
_) FortiM,_ _ _:" m_tom

_Uon" not_y _u4_ -_ues_
forapproprJaUona(I ss0Ls_ of the CI_
_a_). _ _ _ _.

_ ,'
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Re The procedures for processing legislative environmental

impact statements are quite explicit in 40 CFR 1506.8.

Because both annual appropriation and authorization

legislation have been excluded from this requirement

for NASA, legislative EIS's will be prepared very

infrequently, such as for special NASA proposals for

legislation involving new or altered agency missions

or such other fundamental change. The legislative EIS

shall be considered part of the formal transmittal of

a legislative proposal to Congress.

be Note that the excluding of annual appropriation and

authorization legislation does no____texclude new program,

project, or facility starts from EIS requirements.

Their EIS procedures are tied, however, to the NASA

administrative decision process, rather than to the

legislative process. The two processes are closely

linked. When a new start will require an "administrative"

EIS, confidentiality of the President's budget during

its formulation stage may well prevent the public

release of that draft until the budget has been

submitted to the Congress (about January 20 each year).

In this event, the draft should be released for review

as soon after the budget submittal as possible.

316. COOPERATING WITH OTHER AGENCIES AND INDIVIDUALS

eeenmeW mJett.m._
(8} The ANoc_te Adm_mtor for

External Rehtfions sha]J ensure tbst
NASA offidals have im oppofteMff to

en,d .
tndM4dulis. He/she shall keep aoreut
of the activities of Federal, state, and

_ paru:darty .cUv._ in
wh/ch NASA hu _ or
jurisdiction by law [see | 1508.15 of the
CEQ Ret_lations}. He/eke sbidi Inform
the responsible Headquartm5 official of
the need for cooperation as necesse_.

('o)At the request of the .associate
Adminis_starfor Extmnai Rahltiou,
Headquarters offidals shatl initiate
di_ with_ Fedm_l ap_cy
coicmaing thoee activities wJdch may
be tke ubject d that qpacy's IDS on
which NASA p_pows to comment,

(c) At the reqemJt ef tim Associate
Admin/stmtor for Kxteraal Rebttious,
the reqmmlbb Hen6qmwU_ omdel
shall in tie bstmeet of eNmtnettnlr
duplication, prepare joint analyses,
assessments, and statements with state
and local ,p,,_e,. Thee Joint
environmental documents shag conform
with the requirements of these
procedures end ommtg NASA policy.

(d) Sect,me of the unJqu,meu of
NASA's aerospaceactivities,itis
unlikely_ NASA _ havethe
opportunityto"adopt"environmental
statmnents _ by other ssencie8
(i _s0u of_ (]_ _)"

offkia_qrh, h to adopt a Fe4m'al th'a_ °r

/
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be

rmal eltvtl_mmell_ impact statement or
proUon thereof', he/she shsll cQnmdt
with the Anoctato Adminhrtrstor xor
Extem_ blrtions to detmsnine whL_
that statement meets NASA
requirements.

(e) From time to time, there may be
d/sajreement= between NASA and
other Federal qenc/eo _ which
qenc_ hu _ ,u .popi_ R
prepare an mvironmental impar_
8tatememt in which both parthmsare
/nvolved. "I_ Hudq_ oEc.isl u/tb
W/mary responlil/ty for the _ In
quwt/oa 8h,dl consult ud& t_ usor.iato
Administrator for Extem_ Jtadat_nJ to

with i um._ d ¢MCZaitss-lat/o_

sad _nmental impectstotememJ
requtred by permits, leue¢ e=NmsntL
etc. proposed foc iuun_ to n_-
t,.d.,_ .n_,,,=m- wit_ ._,
Headqumem oX_i_ mspomtme m

trnt_ d cut p.m¢ ha., ..N_"

Administrttor for Extemsl Relations for

information needed from the 8ppn
811d_ t_j 8xtmtt o_ tJmJ8j_l_|
pmi_pat_m int_
environmmud stud_ and
documalatia_ "

The CEQ Regulations provide for interagency cooperation

in all phases of the NEPA process. Such cooperating

efforts are detailed in 40 CFR 1501.5, Lead Agencies,

and 40 CFR 1501.6, Cooperating Agencies. In addition

to the joint activities covered in those sections,

cooperation, as noted in §1216.316(a), may take the

form of the utilization of another agency's expertise

in environmental analysis and commenting on the

environmental impact statements of another agency.

In accordance with §1216.316(b), NASA should comment on

the EIS's of other agencies when it has jurisdiction by

law, special expertise, or an interest in the proposed

action of the other agency through the possible impact

of that action on NASA, its installations, or its programs.

The Associate Administrator for External Relations will

normally receive the draft EIS from the initiating agency

and will circulate it in NASA for comment. Comments will

be collected by the Associate Administrator for External

Relations and a single NASA response to the requesting

agency will be prepared in this office. The offices having

interests in the proposed action are encouraged to discuss

its tentative comments with the originating agency so that

any serious issues can be resolved at the earliest time.
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Preparation of joint analyses, assessments, and state-

ments with state and local agencies are unlikely to be

a major component of NASA's NEPA work. However, they

should not be precluded, and if a useful purpose is to

be served by joint work, it should be encouraged, as

noted in §1216.316(c). More generally, overall consulta-

tion with state and local agencies on NASA actions is

required and covered elsewhere in this Handbook.

In a like manner, NASA's work makes unlikely the possi-

bility of "adopting" another agency's EIS (see §1216.316

(d)). However, in the interest of reduced paperwork and

elimination of duplication in analysis, adoption should

be considered when another agency's EIS is relevant. The

prospective adopted EIS must meet _the standards established

for NASA EIS's to be eligible for adoption.

It is difficult to imagine reasonable NASA and other

agency officials being unable to agree on which agency has

primary responsibility for a proposed joint action and

thus unable to agree which is the lead agency (see

_1216.316(e)). While no fixed rules can be established

for this purpose, it seems logical that one principal

factor of the proposed action will dominate and thus

point towards the lead agency. For example, joint

studies with the Department of Energy (DOE) of a

Satellite Power System as a possible future element in

the national energy program are underway. Because of its

responsibility for overall national energy policy, the

DOE serves as lead agency in this activity even though

such a system would depend totally on the space segments.

Each such case should be considered on its own merits.

40 CFR 1501.5 gives additional guidance on resolution

of lead agency disputes•

If a permit, lease, easement, or similar such license is

requested of NASA by a non-Federal party, and if the

action of granting that permit, lease, easement, etc.,

may lead to a significant effect upon the environment, an

EIS is required just as for direct Federal actions

(see 81216.316(f)). All the procedures of the preceding
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paragraphs of this Handbook apply to these actions as
well. While the applicant can be required to provide
the supporting information, the responsible Headquarters
official must take on the full responsibility for the
action and its EIS, and must be sure of the validity
of the applicant's inputs.

317. CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

t_ 1211_rl7 Cissdflid

Envb_Ion_ assesIents and
_oaci ,tatI, It_ wbiob contain
cluaified infonnat_n to be wtmJ,,dd
from public rebue in the interest of
national security or foreisn policy shall
be orjardzed so that the cluaifled
portions are append_ to the
environmental document itself. 1%e

classifiedportionshall_potbemade
av_abb tothepul_c.

In developing EIS's and other public documents which involve

classified information, care must be taken not only to separate

the classified information into appendixes not available to

the public, but to avoid inadvertent disclosure of any or all

of this information through guarded references in the public

documents themselves. Maximum effort should be employed to

develop fully unclassified statements using unclassified

source material. Classified information should be used,

under the stated limitations, only when its omission and the

use of available unclassified information will yield an

erroneous, misleading, or otherwise inadequate EIS.

318. DEVIATIONS

"1111U1|

FI_I tiII to tbIe there w_] adae
tnd vt]ld nws_ fro' s deviation
these procedur_ These

procedures are not intended to be a
substitute for sound p_fessional
Jedament. Accord_N;]y, It and as
prohlm_ arise w_ich Juati_ a dlvlaUon,
the proposed deviation and supportin8
reUonale abell be forwarded to the
Assoch_ Adminbtre_ for Extem8]
ILelatiom.Unlmm inch 4oonmmt,Um is
roceived. It will be mmmmd tbst icb
pl_ ai_l dlclaimmlkJq scrim il
in accordance with these Im_:edur_. "
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Preceding paragraphs of this Handbook have identified some

instances where the specific regulations of the CEQ permit

deviations from otherwise standard procedures (e.g., time

limits, format). More generally, deviations may be proposed

for almost any of the specific elements of these procedures,

and will receive serious consideration if they promote the

purposes of NEPA and do not contradict any of the major

substantive rules of the CEQ regarding such basic aspects

as the relevance to the decision process, public involvement,

etc. Approval of any proposed deviations of significance

will normally be cleared with CEQ. In instances where

emergency circumstances make it necessary to take an action

with significant environmental impact without observing the

NASA/NEPA procedures and the overall provisions of NEPA,

various arrangements must be devised to control the

immediate impact of the emergency, and mitigation measures

must be developed to control any potential long-term

adverse effects. Again, this matter will be taken up with

CEQ.

319. ENVIRONMENTAL RESOURCES DOCUMENT

"| 111L_le _ meeumeo
domm_L

Each Field Isss_lht_on _ _II
ensure that there exists an
enviromnenfsl resources 8_-umeat
which describes tlmecurrt.nt
_vironment at that fleld_nst_dlaU_l.
includin 8 current information on the
effects of NASA operation, on the
environm_.nt. This docm_ent shall
include information on the same
environmental effects as included in an
envtronmentsl tmpect statement [See
| _.307}. This d_-m_.nt jan be
coord/nated wid_ tke Associate
Adm_slrstor for Extem_ l_.letio,,s
ud shd be published in an _tm
NASA I_)ott csteSo_ for use es a
refe.mce document in prepadat ether
_tai doammts (e_.,
environmm_l impact ,_J_ement, hr
propo_d actium to be 5:_,4m/at the
NASA field fm,ts_Uoa ia q_mtim_
TI_ DWcSor of,usch NASA fi4dd
Instaltat_al_ aunmurethatexiJtiq
re,o_ _ arem,_sa,_ sad

,eeo,sad atap_ kam,_als
tl_. s
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Previous NASA/NEPA procedures provided for a class of EIS's

called "Institutional Environmental Impact Statements," de-

fining the continuing operation of each NASA field installation

as a major Federal action significantly affecting the environment,

even though those statements did not relate to a specific

action/decision and usually showed only modest environmental

effects. Under the present procedures, most individual

institutional actions are categorically excluded from the EIS

requirement and thus Institutional EIS's are no longer required.

Instead, the procedures require each NASA installation to have

an Environmental Resources Document to serve as a succinct base-

line description of all environmental aspects of the operations

of the installation at the time of its preparation and, in effect,

form a "baseline ecology" description against which the effects

of subsequent proposed actions may be judged to determine

significance. The Environmental Resources Document, when com-

pleted, should be published in an appropriate NASA report series

(e.g., TM-X) so that it is readily available for reference. It

should be updated continually as required by changing conditions

(by page change or other simple technique) and reviewed thoroughly

at 5-year intervals (and revised, if necessary) to ensure adequacy.

The ERD's should conform to the following standard formatz

Re Title Paqe, including all required data for citation purposes

and the name, address, and phone number of a contact at the

installation for inquiries.

b. Table of Contents, including at least the section titles in the

following paragraphs.

Co Description of Installation, including a discussion of the pro-

grams and activities conducted at the installation:

i. An explicit, but brief, description of the location

of the installation which includes the boundaries on all

sides;
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2. A table which specifies the name, size, and unique

features (implications for environmental health and safety)

for all major facilities, along with a site map to indicate

the location of such facilities.

d. Air Resources, including:

i. A description of the climate, including relative

humidity, mean and extreme temperature variation, surface

wind variations, visability, and precipitation;

2. A table which lists both Federal and State ambient

air quality standards for air pollutants, including but not

limited to: SO2, particulates, NO 2, CO, ozone, and lead;

and any special requirements of the affected State;

3. A brief general discussion of current condition of

air quality at the installation -- a discussion on each

ambient standard -- a table on major sources of air pollution

at the installation and the nature of existing techniques for

control;

e. Water Resources, including:

i. A description of ground and surface waters at the

installation. This should indicate whether any aquifer at

the installation has been designated as the sole and principal

drinking water source for the area under Section 1424(2)g of

the Safe Drinking Water Act, whether there are ground water

pollution sources (deep well injection, etc.), and whether

there are rivers in the area designated as wild or scenic

under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act or designated as having

the potential for inclusion under the Act;

2. A table which lists both Federal and State regulated

water quality parameters, including but not limited to: bio-

chemical oxygen demanding (BOD), total suspended solids (TSS),

pH, fecal coliform, oils and grease, and temperature;
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3. A brief general discussion of the current condition

of water quality at the installation, including each water

quality parameter. Major sources of water pollution at the

installation should be identified along with the nature of

existing techniques for control and the status of any

National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)

permit;

f. Land Resources, including:

go

I. A description of topography (slope of terrain and

elevation), geology, seismology, soils, and drainage;

2. A discussion of land use plans, policies, and

controls including: any cooperation or participation with

state and local and regional agencies in coastal zone

management and planning; the extent to which the installation

activities are consistent with existing state coastal zone

management plans; the existence of prime and unique farmlands

in the vicinity of the installation and the extent to which

existing or future activities at the installation may threaten

their continued use.

Biotic Resources, including:

i. A description of plants and animals in the area of

impact of the installation, along with a description of

important habitats and sensitive food chains;

2. A generalized vegetation map of the entire install-

ation and a brief discussion thereof.

h. Endanqered Species, including:

i. A table listing both Federally designated and

State designated endangered or threatened species in the

area of impact of the installation;
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2. A brief description of those endangered or

threatened species, their ranges, habitats, life history

and ecology, unique characteristics, basis for status

classification, and species status•

i. Wetlands and Floodplains, including:

j •

k.

i. A base floodplain map of the installation which

delineates both the 100-year and 500-year floodplains;

2. A brief discussion of activities currently located

in floodplain or wetlands and existing measures to minimize

harm to lives, property, and the natural and beneficial

values of floodplains and wetlands;

Solid Waste Generation, Treatment, Storaqe, and Disposal,

including:

i. A table which identifies the name and current and

projected quantities of garbage, refuse, sludges and other

discarded materials, including liquids, semis.lids, and

contained gases from industrial sources -- and indication

whether such waste is hazardous or non-hazardous;

2. A brief description of the installation's management

control system for hazardous waste and a description of

current disposal and management practices for non-hazardous

waste.

Toxic Substances exposure standards and effluent limits under

the Clean Water Act and Clean Air Act, including:

i. A table which list standards and prohibitions for

hazardous air pollutants such as vinyl chloride, asbestos,

beryllium, and mercury; standards and prohibitions for toxic

water pollutants such as PCB's, benzidine, aldrin/dieldrin,

DDT, DDE, DDD, endrin, and toxaphene -- if they are present

or discharged at the installation;
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2. A table which identifies the quantities and major

sources of these pollutants and describes the nature of

existing techniques for control.

Pesticides, including a table which identifies each pesticide,

its use, method of application, quantities used per year,

quantities stored per year, method of disposal, and method of

storage.

Radioactive Materials and Non-Ionizing Radiation, including

a table which identifies the type of radiation, potential

population exposed, source of the radiation, degree of

hazard, and nature of control techniques (i.e., for nuclear

materials, radio transmitters, radar transmitters, lasers,

ultraviolet, x-rays, gamma rays).

Noise a Sonic Boom t and Vibration, including a table which

identifies the major sources, levels, population affected,

and any clarifying remarks regarding noise, sonic boom,

and vibration.

Historical, Archaeological, and Cultural Factors, including:

1. A description of the historical setting, a list

of historical and archaeological resources at or in the

vicinity of the installation, and a list of properties (in

the vicinity) which may be eligible for inclusion in the

National Register of Historic Places;

2. A description of schools, hospitals, churches, social

focus, and recreational opportunities, activities, and

facilities.

p. Economic t Populationt and _ploTment Factors, including:

i. A description of overall and employee population

density, composition, and distribution with respect to the

installation.

\
\
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2. A description of police and fire protection,

health services, public transportation, nature of traffic

and transportation routes;

3. A description of the general nature of employment

opportunities and general size and nature of labor force.

Definitions, Abbreviations, and Conversion Factors.

Index.

320. ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW AND CONSULTATION REQUIREMENTS

(s) Headquarters officials and Field
Installation Directors shall, ,o the
maximum extent possible, conduct
environmental analyses, assessments,
and any impact statement preparation
cnmrrendy with environmental.
reviews required by the laws and

regulations listed below:
(1) Section 106 of the National

Historic Preservation Act of 19e6 (16
U.S.C. 470(f}) requires identification of
National Res ister properties, eli8 ible

properties, or properties which may be
eligible for the National Resister within
the area of the potential impact of a
NASA proposed action. Evaluation o!,_
the impact of the NASA acuon on suca

properties shall be discussed in draft
environmental impact statements and
trsmmtted to the Advisory Council on
Historic preservation for comments.

(2) Section 7 o( the Endan_red.
Species Act (IO U.S.C. _ et seq.I
requires indentification of and
consultation on aspects of the NASA
action that may affect listed species or

their Imb/tsL A written request for
consultation, along with the draft
statemanL SkAll be conveyed to the

Regional Director of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service or the National Marine
Fisheries Service, as appropriate, for the

Region where the action wiJJ be carried
osL

(3) Executive Order 11988
(Fioodp|ains Manasement) and
F.xecetiw Older nsso (Wetlands}, es
implamented by 14 CFR Subpart
l_16.2---F[om/plains and Wetlands
Mana_..menL prescribe procedures to
avoid advm'm impacts associated with
the occupancy and modification of
flood_ sad w_ands and require
ident/flcstion and evaluation of actions
which are proposed for location tn or
w4dch may affect a floodplain or
wetland. A comparative evaluation of
such scbor_ shatl be discussed in draft
environmental impact statements
transm/tted to appropr/ate A--_
clearinghouses for comments.

{b} Othar enviromnantal review and
t.onsultalion requirements peculiar to
NASA, if any, _ be id-ntified as a

part of a NASA aav/n, nmmn_sl
handbook to !_

6/24/81
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Early in the conduct of environmental analyses and

assessment it may be desirable to establish contact with
and make use of the advice of environmental resource

agencies, both state and Federal, that have environmental

review responsibilities. Specific consultation require-

ments have been established by the following statutes and

regulations.

i. National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, as

amended (16 U.S.C. Sections 470-470t), and the Archeological

and Historic Preservation Act of 1974 (16 U.S.C. Sections 469-

469c).

2. Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C.

1531 et seq.).

3. Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as amended

(16 U.S.C. 1451 et seq.).

4. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (16 U.S.C.

Sections 661-666c).

5. Wild and Scenic River Act of 1965, as amended

(16 U.S.C. 1271 et seq.).

6. Analysis of Prime and Unique Agricultural Lands

in Implementing the National Environmental Policy Act

(CEQ Memorandum, dated August ii, 1980).

7. Environmental Review Pursuant to Section 1424(e)

of the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974, and its Relationship

to the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (CEQ

Memorandum, dated November 19, 1976).

8. Executive Orders 11988 (Floodplain Management) and

11990 (Protection of Wetlands).

In general, these laws or regulations require that

proposed agency actions which may affect the specified

environmental parameter be coordinated with the organization

or agency (Federal, and often state) responsible for that

parameter and that its views on avoidance or mitigation of

the effects be considered by the agency proposing the

action. Differing degrees and levels of coordination

(review and consultation) are specified or suggested and

differing mechanisms are identified for resolving any
differences of view which arise.
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Exceot where otherwise specified, review and consultation

for or.nosed actions of a local nature (e._., a field

center action having possible local effects) should be

initiated by that center with the local or regional office

of the responsible Federal agency or denartment. For actions

having possible effects involvinq more than one region,

the review and consultation should be initiated by NASA

Headquarters with the Washinqton Headquarters of the

responsible agency. But even for local actions, the

responsible NASA Headquarters office should be informed of

do

consultations as the,, are initiated and should become

involved should the center and the other a@encyls rewional

office be unable to resolve any issues which arlse. Summary

reports of findings of each completed consultation containing

the essential information should be sent to both the

responsible Headquarters official and the Associate Administra-

tor for External Relations.

SPecific review and consultation requirements and procedures

are listed in the following paragraphs:

i. Historic Preservation

(a) The Headquarters Official/Field Installation

Director shall consult the State Historic Preservation

Officer, the published lists of National Register of

Historic Places and eligible properties, public records,

other individuals, and organizations with historical and

cultural exoertise to determine what historic and cultural

properties are known to be in the planning area and Dotentiallv

impacted bv the or.nosed NASA action. When the Headquarters

Official/Field Installation Director and the State Historic

Preservation Officer agree that a property meets the

National Register of Historic Places criteria (36 CFR 60.6),

the Headquarters Official/Field Installation Director shall

initiate a request for a determination of eligibility from

the Secretary of Interior. When the process for determination

of eligibility is comoleted, the Headquarters Official/Field

Installation Director may initiate a request to the Advisory

Council on Historic Preservation for their comments on the

proposed NASA action.

(b) If it is uncertain whether significant cultural

resources are located in the area impacted by the or.posed

NASA action, the Headquarters Official/Field Installation

Director shall prepare appropriate documentation which

indicates that:
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(i) Construction will be discontinued if
resources are uncovered.

(2) A qualified professional will be employed
to evaluate the importance of resources.

(3) A request will be forwarded to the Secretary
of Interior for recovery and preservation activities.

2. Endangered Species

(a) Prior to entering into contracts for construction

or prior to the initiation of any action under NASA

authorization and funding, the Headquarters Official/Field

Installation Director shall request information from the

Regional Director, Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), or the

Regional Director, National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS),

on whether any species listed or proposed to be listed

as "endangered" or "threatened" may be present in the

planning area of the proposed NASA action.

(b) When advised by the Regional Director, FWS or the

Regional Director, NMFS, that an endangered species may

be present in the planning area, the Headquarters Offical/

Field Installation Director shall conduct a biological

assessment and submit the assessment fo the Regional

Director, FWS, or the Regional Director, NMFS. Once the

assessment has been submitted, no resources shall be

cbmmitteed to the NASA action which would have the effect

of foreclosing alternative measures which would avoid

jeopardizing the continued existence of the endangered or

threatened species or adversely modifying the critical

habitat of the endangered species.

3. Coastal Zone Management

(a) The Headquarters Official/Field Installation Director

who proposes an action which may affect a coastal zone

area shall, at the earliest time in the planning of the

action, and in all cases at least 90 days before final

approval of the proposed action, assess the impact of the
action on the coastal zone. If the action significantly

affects the coastal zone and the state has an approved

coastal zone management plan, the Headquarters Official/Field

Installation Director shall submit a consistency determina-

tion in accordance with the applicable coastal zone

management procedures (15 CFR 930)
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(b) The applicable state agency will inform NASA of
its agreement or disagreement with the consistency
determination. State agency agreement is presumed if the
state fails to provide a response within 45 days from
receipt of the NASA notification. If the state agency
disagrees with NASA's consistency determination, the
NASA response to the state agency shall be coordinated
through the Associate Administrator for External Relations.

4. Fish and Wildlife Protection

(a) The Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act (FWCA)

(16 U.S.C. Sections 661-666c), requires that for all NASA

actions which will result in the control or structural

modification of any natural stream or body of water for

any purpose, NASA shall take action to protect the fish

and wildlife resources which may be affected.

(b) The Headquarters Official/Field Installation

Director who proposes such an action shall, at the

earliest stages of project planning, initiate consultation

with the appropriate Regional Director, Fish and Wildlife

Service, and the applicable state agency (through OMB

Circular A-95 Clearinghouse). The consultation process

shall be initiated with a submission prepared in accordance

with the current Fish and Wildlife Service procedures. A

discussion of this consultation should be included in the

draft EIS.

5. Wild and Scenic Rivers

(a) The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1965 (16 U.S.C.

1271 et seq.) requires identification of rivers designated

as wild and scenic under the Act (or those having a potential

for inclusion under the Act) within the area of impact of

a NASA proposed action.

(b) The Headquarters Official/Field Installation

Director who proposes a NASA action which mav affect

rivers in the Nationwide Inventory of Wild and Scenic

Rivers, (hereafter referred to as "Inventory Rivers") shall

consult with the Regional Heritaqe Conservation and

Recreation Service (RHCRS) Office to determine whether

"Inventory Rivers" are located in the planning area and

whether such rivers are affected by the proposed action.

The Headquarters Official/Field Installation Director shall

check the current regional list of "Inventory Rivers" to

determine whether the proposed action could affect the

"Inventory Rivers."
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(i) If it is determined that the proposed action
would not affect the "Inventory Rivers," documentation of
the determination shall be filed for future reference.

(2) If it is determined that the "Inventory
Rivers" could be affected by the proposed action, an
environmental assessment or environmental impact statement
may be required depending upon the significance of the
effects. The Headquarters Official/Field Installation
Director shall determine whether the proposed action could
adversely affect the natural, cultural, or recreational

values of the "Inventory Rivers" segment. Adverse effects

may occur under conditions which include, but are not

limited to:

(i) Destruction or alteration of all or

part of the free natural flowing nature of the river.

(ii) Introduction of visual, audible, or

other sensory intrusions which are ouu of character with

the river or alter its setting.

(iii) Transfer or sale of property adjacent

to the "Inventory Rivers" without adequate conditions or

restrictions for protecting the river and its surrounding

environment.

(3) If it is determined that there would be no

adverse effects, the Headquarters Official/Field Installation

Director shall prepare a "Finding of No Significant Impact,"

and transmit it to the Associate Administrator for External

Relations for public release, as appropriate.

(4) If it is determined that there will be adverse

effects, an EIS shall be prepared.

6. Prime and Unique A@ricultural Lands

(a) The Council on Environmental Quality Memorandum,

dated ii August 1980, entitled "Analysis of Prime and

Unique Agricultural Lands in Implementing the National
Environmental Policy Act," requires identification of and

cooperation in retention of significant agricultural lands

in areas of impact of a proposed NASA action.

(b) The Headquarters Official/Field Installation

Director who proposes a NASA action which may affect prime

and/or unique agricultural lands shall consult with the
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Chairperson of the appropriate state, U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA) Land Use Committee, to determine whether

prime and/or unique agricultural farmlands are affected by

the proposed NASA action. An environmental assessment for

the proposed action should be documented and used to

coordinate this review by the USDA Land Use Committee.

Other Federal agencies with technical data on the occurrence,

value, or potential impact of the NASA action on these

farmlands shall also be contacted to provide data that may be

useful in preparing an environmental assessment.

(c) If the USDA Land Use Committee finds that prime

and/or unique agricultural lands are located in the planning

area and that such lands may be significantly affected by

the proposed NASA action, the USDA Land Use Committee will

indicate that more analysis is needed and an environmental

impact statement shall be prepared to address probable

effects on agricultural production and any distruption of

the farming community (either as a direct result of

construction or by changes in land use associated with the

action). The cumulative effects of the proposed action

must also be addressed as must any mitigation measures that

could be taken to lessen the impact on prime and/or unique
farmlands. NASA must also cooperate with state and local

government in its efforts to held retain these lands.

(d) When it has been determined that an EIS is needed,

the Headquarters Official/Field Installation Director shall

initiate the scoping process (paragraph 307, NHB 8800.11)

and ask the USDA Land Use Committee to be a cooperating

agency in preparing the NASA EIS.

7. Safe Drinking Water

(a) The Council on Environmental Quality Memorandum,

dated 19 November 1976, entitled "Environmental Review

Pursuant to Section 1424(e) of the Safe Drinking Water

Act of 1974, and its Relationship to the National Environ-

mental Policy Act of 1969," requires that for NASA actions

planned to occur in acquifer areas designated as the sole

and principal drinking water resource for the area, NASA

must prepare an EIS.

(b) Consultation under the Safe Drinking Water Act of

1974, shall be initiated when appropriate with the

Regional Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Administrator

who will also be given a copy of the NASA decision to

prepare an EIS. Close coordination between NASA and the EPA
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is essential during the environmental review process under
NEPA, to minimize any adverse impact on acquifers designated
or under consideration for designation pursuant to

Section 1424(e) of the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974.

8. Floodplain and Wetlands

In managing all Federal lands and facilities under

its control, NASA shall avoid adverse impacts associated

with the occupancy and modification of floodplain and

wetlands, and shall restore, preserve, and protect the

natural and beneficial values served by floodplain and

wetlands, wherever practicable. NASA actions which may

affect floodplain or wetlands must be coordinated with

the appropriate OMB Circular A-95 Clearinghouse in

accordance with the procedures specified in NMI 8800.10,

Floodplain and Wetlands Management, (14 CFR 1216.2).

321. ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ABROAD OF MAJOR FEDERAL ACTIONS

"i 121_I F_MMemt_W _ _

"Euvironmantal F.ffects Abroad of Major
Federal AcUons" [44 FR ZgS7}, dated
J-,,uary 4. _ the 14udquart,?
official jha]l mudb'ze _tions miner his/
her cosnium:e with due re8ard for the

env_nment81 effects abroad of such
actions. The Headquarters official shall
consider whether such actions involve:.

{1) Potential environment"l effects on
the 8lobed commons (i.e., oceans and the
upper atmosphere);

(2) Potential environmant_d effects on
a foreipt nation not participatins with or
not otherwise involved in the NASA
activity:,

(3) The export of products or facilities
producin8 products (or emissions/
effluents) which in the U.S. are
prohibited or st_ly regulated because
their effects on the environment crests s
serious public health risk. The Associate
Administrator for External Relations
will provide additional 8uidance
resardir_ the types of chemical.
physical, and biolol0cal qents involved.
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(4} A physical project which, in the
U.S., would be prohibited or strictly
regulated by Federal law to protect the
environment against radioactive
substances;

[5) Potential environmental effects on
natural and ecological resources of
global importance and which the
President in the future may designate {or
which the Secretary of State designates
pursuant to international treaty). A list
of any such designations will be
available from the Office of the
Associate Administrator for External
Relations.

_} Prior to decisions (§ 1216.304) on
any action falli_ into the categories
specified in para_aph {a}, the
Headquarters official shall make a
determination whether such action may
have a si_aificant environmental effect
abroad.

[c}IftheHeadquartersofficial
determines that the action will not have
a significantenvironmentaleffect
abroad,he/sheshallpreparea
memorandum fortherecordwhich

states the reasoning behind such a
determination. A copy of the
memorandum shall be forwarded to the
Associate Administrator for External
Reiat/ons. Note that these procedures do
aot allow for categorical exclusions
(E.O. 12114, section 2-5(d)}.

[d} If the Headquarters o_cial
determines that an action may have a
sqp_ificant environmental effect abroad,
I_/she shall consult with the Associate
Adminismstor for External Relations
and 1he Director, International Affairs
i_vision. The Associate Administrator
for External Relations, in coordination
with theDirector, International Affairs
Dsvmon, shall {as specified in E.O.
12114} make a determination whether
tl_ subjectaction requires:

(11/_ environmental impact
Jtatemeut (an _ will be required ff

there ate significant effects on the global
commons);

(2)Bilateralormultilateral
environmentalstudies:or
(3}Concisereviewsofenvironmental

issues.
(e] When informedof the

determinationoftheAssociate
AdministratorforExternalRelations.

theHeadquartersofficialshallproceed
totakethenecessaryactionsin
accordancewiththeseimplementing
procedures.
{f}The AssociateAdministratorfor

ExternalRelationsshall,incoordination
withtheDirector.InternationalAffairs
Division,determinewhen an affected
nationshallbe informedregardingthe
availabilityofdocuments referredtoin
paragraph(d}and coordinatewiththe
DepartmentofStateallNASA
communications with foreign
governments concerning environmental
matters as related to E.O. 12114 {44 FR
1957). "

a. Not only does NASA have responsibility for environmental
protection and enhancement within the borders of the U.S.

and its territories, it also has responsibility for the

environmental effects felt outside those borders (in

foreign nations, the global commons). Responsible NASA

officials are required to determine the environmental

effects abroad of thefr proposed actions, and must take
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Do

C.

d.

these effects into account, along with other pertinent

considerations of national policy, in making decisions

regarding NASA actions.

Environmental analyses shall be conducted early in the

NASA planning/decision making process to identify those

actions which may have a significant effect abroad.

Responsible NASA officials should apply the criteria

identified in paragraph 305 to activities which have

impacts abroad to determine their possible significance.

A determination by the responsible NASA official that the

impacts are not significant should be submitted to the

Associate Administrator for External Relations in the

form of a memorandum for the record. This memorandum for

the record shall state the reasoninq behind the determina-

tion of no significant impact, including those considerations

of national policy which led to the conclusion (essentially

a Finding of No Significant Impact).

A determination that the impacts may be significant shall

be discussed with the Associate Administrator for External

Relations and the Director, International Affairs Division,

for their decision as to the apDropriate NASA procedure.

i. If the impacts would be felt on the global commons,

an EIS will be required.

2. If the impacts would be imposed on one or more

foreign countries, a concise review of environmental

issues or bilateral/multilateral study will be required.

Such documents should follow the format of the environmental

assessment (paragraph 306), except that reference to the need

for an EIS or Finding of No Significant Impact should be

omitted. The Associate Administrator for External Relations

and the Director, International Affairs Division, will

determine what participation can be expected from affected

countries in collecting data, conducting analyses, and

considering alternatives. If it is determined that adequate

participation is not forthcoming, the responsible NASA

official should develop the best possible concise review

of environmental issues to assist in reaching a decision

on the proposed action.
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APPENDIX A

THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL

POLICY ACT OF 1969, AS AMENDED*

An Act to establish a national policy for the environment, to provide for
the establishment of a Council on Environmental Quality, and for other
purposes.
Bc it#.,.teedby the Senate 4nd House of Repv¢,Gntatiuesof tlteUnited

SMtes of Amer_a in Congvt,, _sembled, That this Act may be cited as the
"National Environmental Policy Act of 1969."

PURPOSE

SZc. 2. The purposes of this Act are: To declare a national policy which
will encourage productive and enjoyable harmony between man and his
environmcnt; to promote efforts which will prevent or eliminate damage
to the environment and biosphere and sth'nulate the health and welfare
of man; to enrich the understanding of the ecological syltems and natural
resources important to the Nation; and to establish a Council on Environ-
mental Quality.

TITLE I

DECLARATION OF NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY.

SIC. 101. (a) The Congrem, recogn_1fing the profound impact d man's
activity on the interrelations of all components d the natural environment,
particularly the profound influences of population growth, high-density urban-
izadon, industrial expansion, resource exploitation, and new and expanding
technololpcal advances and recognizing further the cr/tical importance of
restc¢ing and maintaining environmental quality to the overall welfare and
development of man, declares that it is the con6nuing policy of the Federal
Government, in cooperation with State and local governments, and ocher
concerned public and private orwanizaticms , to use all practicable means and
measures, including financial and technical assistance, in a manner calculated
to foster and promote the general welfare, to create and maintain conditions
under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill
the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future genera-
6ons of Americans.

(b) In order to carry out the policy set forth in this Act, it is the con-
tinuing responsibility of"the Federal Government to use all practicable means,
comhaent with other ementhd comdderAtions of nations/ pofk'y, to improve
and coordinate Federul plans, functions, p¢oiram_, luad resmirceJ to the
end that the Natic_ may--

(1) foffiil the responsibilities of each generation as trustee of the
environment for succeeding sencradom;

(2) amtre for all Americans safe, healthful, productive, and esthetically
and culturally pleasing mrroundinp;

(3) attain the widest ranse of be_ _ of the environment with-
out dqradation, _ to health or safety, or other undesirable and uain-
tingled comequ®nc_;

(4.) preserve important historic, cultural, and natural upecU of our
national heritq., and mainudn, wherever potable, an environme-,t
which supports dlverdty, and variety of individual choice;

(3) achieve • balancebetween populationand reloueceuaewhich will
permit high smm/ards of riving and • wide duwinC of We'. amenities;
amd

(6) enlumce the quality o/ renewable resources am/ approach the
ma._mum &ttniuble _ of depletabie ruourceL

ePub. L. 91-190, 42 U.S.C. 4321--4347, January I, 1970, as amended by
Pub. L. 94-52, July 3, 1975, and Pub. L. 94--83, August 9, 1975.
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(c} The _ re.UnPin dsaz each penon .a,ouJd enjoy a healthful
e_t and thateach_ haa • respomib_tyto_-u.ibuu_ to

pmErvationand enhancementoftheenvimement.
S_ 102. The GoqnI Nthori_I aunddlz_u the, Io the fullmt _tent

potable: (1) the poUchu, nq_da6om, and pubik J_m of the United Stum
dudl be inteqweted sad sdminbmmd in ._.__,_.a.... with the _ mt fm_h
in thiJ &:t, ld (2) all qlI:il d the FalemlGovemment dulJ--

(A) uu_,, a mums_, _ _ch _ch ,,_ m
the bslsInId uie of the muund Imd Iochd sclencm and the eno
_mI _ main piaanml and ia deciMemaki_ which may ha_
su imp.ct m maa', euvmImI_;

(B) Ideally and develop IthodJ and iwocedum, ia comdmiou
ruth the Council e8 Enviroimenud Quudity eMabibhed by title II of

Act, which will B that pt_endy unquu6Jed _ud
uneui6m and vului Imy be 8ivea _ _ in decbioe"
makia8 jdon8 _ds ecomIk nd techni_ _;

(Q Include in every recoInendatioe or report on p_gmab for
leIidation and other major Federal acfiom IiinWscandy ad_ectinll the
quaUty oi the human _t, • detailedstarer by the respoo-
ibie ofkhd eo--

(1) "rtn em,Uuunuud impact d the Wopmd .,,u_e.
(il) Any sdvene euvlmamenud decta which cannotbe avoided

,houndthep_pondbeimpJememd,
(iii) Ahezutiv_ to tin propmedactlou.
(iv) The relathxuhip between local dtort-uwm uses of man's

envimMNnt Juxl the ma_tenance and enhlmcamlmt e_ Ions-term
productivity,ud

(v) Any _ and iz_ commitments of rumurcu
which would be invoh_d in the iwop_ aclum should it be
mp_nmud.

Prior to making any detailed statement, the responm_ie Federal offu:iai
dudi consult with and obtain the comments _ any Federal agency which
has jurbdiction by law or q_echd ezperube with n_ect to any environ.
mental impect invuived. Copies of inch statement and the comments and
vie_J of the t01pmpmm Fedend, State, aid local aSencie_ which are
_ua_u,or'hu_lto _ md euf_ envimnmeuud .uuu;hu'd_,_ be
made availabletothePnuMem. the_ouncflon EnvironmenudQuality
and tothepub_ aspeTmted by ,ec6on552 _ title5,UnitedStau_
Code. and dudl ac_ampuy the pt_mud _ the eziJt_l qlency
rev_qv proce_;

(d) Any detailed .tatemem n_qulsui under mbpm'aSruph (c) afu_r
January 1, 1970, for any n_or YederIJ action funded under • prolrum
o_ 8runu to Su_u dudl not be deemed to be lelt_ imuIcknt ,ole_
by reuoa a/havi_ beea _ bya Suumqucy m"olcial. H:

(i) the S.-te qmcy _ o_c/aJ has munvide juri,dkuou sJ_d
luu the rupmu_ili_y fo_ inch action,

(ii) the respomible Fedend oMclal fumidsa suidance and p_.
ticipam in inch im_panuu_,

(ili) the r_,Ipomible Federal ofkhd independendy evadua_e8inch
statement prim'to itl applmmi md adoption, lind

(iv) after JanuaryI,1976, the rapmu_e Federal o_'bd pe0-
vide, early notificationto. and u_.iu the vhnv.dr, any other Sure
or any Federal land manISeI_nt entity _ any action or any Idtema-
tire thereto which my have ,iSnitcant impacts upon such State of
affected FedeslJ hind mat_ssemen¢entity and, if the_ ia 8ny d_-
I65meIent on such impIctl, _ • written ilemnent of such
imp6cU and views fo_ ina_po_tioe into inch detailed muanent.

The pe_:eduru in this ,ubpsrMsmph shaft not relieve the Fedend oiciIi
of his reIpoluu_u_tles for llhe icop_ objec_lN, and co_mnt _ the eatiI_I

Jubpanq_ph does not aBect the iqad sufkiency _ statementsprepeumd
by Stateasenc_eswith le_ thanJu_ewidejurisdiction.
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(e) Study, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives to m_m-
mended courle, of action in any propcaal which iavofve, uaraolval
conflicts concerning a]ternative uses d available mmurc_;

(f) Recognize the worldwide and io_-range character d eaviroa-
mental problems and, where comdstent with the fore_n policy of the
United States, lend appropriate support to initiatives, _ut_ and
programs desisned to muimi_ intematlmud cooperation in antic_patlng
and preventing • decline in the quality of mankind's world environment;

(|) Make available to States, counties, municipldides, iastitutlon_
and individuals, advice and information u_ul in mua'ing, msimtaini_g,
and enhancing the quality of the envlrmuneat;

(h) Initiate aazl utilize ecofogicai inforumtion in the plunin8 md
development of resource-oriented pmjecu; and

(i) Amst the Council on Environmental Quality established by tide
I I of thb Act.

Sgc. 103. All asencies of the Federal Government shah renew their present
statutory authority, administrative relgulations, and current policks and pro-
cedures for the purpose of determining whether there are any de_:iencies or
inconsistencies therein which prohibit full compliance with the purpoees and
provisions of this Act and shall propose to the President not later than July I,
1971, such meuu_ u may be nece_u'y to bring their uuthor/ty and pol/cias

into conformity with the intent, purpm_, and procedures set forth in this Act.
Sec. 104. Nothing in section 102 or 103 shall in any way L4ect the tqpeciftc

statutory obligations of any Federal qency (!) to comply with criteria or

standards of environmental quality, (2) to coordinate or consult with any
other Federal or Suite agency, or (3) to act, or refrain from acting contin-
gent upon the recommendations or certification of any other Federal or State
ngency.

Sec. 105. The polities and goals set forth in this Act are mpplement_ry to
throe set forth in existing authorizations of Federal ngencies.

TITLE II

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY

Szc. 201. The President shall mmsmit to the _ annually be_nning
July 1, 1970, an Environmental Quality Report (helm../nalter referred to as
the "report") which shall set forth (!) the status and cmglition of the major
natural, manmade, or altered environmental classes of the Nation, including,
but not limited to, the air, the aquatic, including marine, estuarine, and fresh
water, and the terrestrial envirmunent, including, but not limited to, the
forest, dryland, wetland, range, urban, suburban and rural env/ronment; (2)
current and foreseeable trends in the quality', aumNgement and utilization of
such environments and the effects of there trends ms the _ ec.onom/c, and
other requirements of the Nation; (3) the adequacy of available natural re-
wurcm for fulfilling human and economic requirements of the Nation in the
lilght of expected population pressures; (4) • review nf the programs am/
nct_ides (including regulatory activit_s) of the Federal Government, the
State and local Sovernn_nu, and nongovernmental emtides or individuals
with particular reference to their effect on the envimamont and on the con-
servation, development and utilization of natural resuurcas; aad (5) • pro-
gram for remedying the deficiencies of ezbting progmnn Imd nctivities, to-
8ether with recemmendadons for lelgidation.

Sgc. 202. There is created in the F,atecutive Oice ot the _t a Coun-
cll on Environmental Quality (hereJnnfter referl_! to Its the "CouncU").
The Council dudl he composed of three members who dudl he appointed by
the President to serve at his pleasure, by and with the advice aad consent of
the Senate. The Pnmident *lmll deslgnate one of the memben of the Council
to serveas Chairman. F.atchmember shall be • person who, as • result of his
u_bdng, experience,and atudmmmm, is encep6oMlly well qual/6nd to
Jumdyze suxl interpret environmental trends ud information of sdl klm_; to
uppeabe programs and activities of the Federal _nt in the light of
the policy set forth in titJe I of th/s Act; to he m of 8rid respoe._ve to
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the _.ientik, economic, social, esthetic, and cultural needs and interests of
the Nation ; and to formulate and recommend ruLfiona] poficia to promote the

impmvenumt cA the quality d the environment.
Sac. 203. The Council may employ such o4_cers and employees as may be

necmmry to carry out its functiom under this Act. In addition, the Council
my emtAoy and fur the compensation of such expert8 8uld cznuNlltlutU u may
be neeemtry for the cMrying out ,3/its functions uncle: this Act, in accord-
snce with section 5109 of tide 5, United States Code (but without rngaed
to the list -entence thereof).

Ssc. 204. it jail be the du_/and function d the Council--
( 1 ) to assist and advise the Pre"_ient in the prepe_tion of the F.,n-

vimnnuental Qusfity Report required by section 201 d this title ;
(2) to gather timely and ,uthoritative information concerning the

conditions and trends in the quality of the environment beth cument and
prospective, to analyze and interpret such information for the purpose of
determininlj whether such conditions suid trends sure interfering, or are
likely to interfere, with the achievement of the policy set forth in tide !
of this Act, and to compile and submit to the President studies relatin8
to such conditlom and trends ;

(3) to review and appraise the various programs and activities of the
Federal Government in the lifht of the policy set forth in title I of this
Act for the porpose of determining the extent to which such prolFams
and activities are contributing to the achievement of such policy, and
to make recommendations to the President with respect thereto;

(4) to develop and recommend to the President national policies to
foster amJ prmmoee the improvement of environmental quality to meet
the conservation, gginl, economic, health, and other requirements and

goal, of the Nation;
(5) to conduct investigations, studies, surveys, research, and a_lyses

relatin8 to ecolqg_.al systems and environmental quality;
(6) to document and define changes in the natural environment, in.

cluding the plant and animal systems, and to accumulate necessary data
and other inforn_tion for a continuin8 analysis of these c_ or

trends and an interpretation of their underlying causes;
(7) to report at lenst once each year to the President on the state ,.,,4

conditionof theenvironment; and
(8) to make and furnish such studies, reports thereon, and recom-

mendatioas with mqpect to matters of policy and leSislation _ the Prem-

dent may request.
Sic. 205. In exe_ng it_ powe_ functions, and duties under this Act, the

Council droll=-
( i ) Consult with the Citizens' Advisory Committee on Environmental

Quality eNablmhed by Eatecutive Order No. 11472, dated May 29, 1969.
and with such representa_ves of science, industry, alfficulture, labor, coa-
servstion or88n_tionJ, State and local |ovemments and other 8roups,
u it deems ndvimbJe; and

(2) U t;t;_, to the fullest extent pouibk, the services, facilities aad
information (including statisticad information) of public and private
a41enc_ and oqpmJ_tions, and individuals, in order that dupUcation
of eBort ud expense may be avoided, thus smuring that the Council's
activities will not unnncemmrily overlap or conflict with _ activities

suthorlzed by law sad performed by establidted aSencies.
Sac. 206. Memben of the Council dudl serve full time _ed the Ch_rman

of the Council dudl be compensated at the rate provided for Level !1 of the
Exncutive Schedule Pay Rata (.5 U.S.C, 5313). The other members of the
Council dudl be compensawd st the rate provided for Level IV of the E_.-_,cu-
five Schedule Pay Kate, (5 U.S.C. 5515).

Sac. 207. The Council may accept rebnbursements from any private non-
peo6t oqgluahmtlon or from amy depeztment, agency, or imarumenudity of the
Federal Government, any State, or local Sovernment, for the reumutble travel
expenses incunmd by an oicer or employee of the Council in connection with
his attendance st wry conference, seminar, or simihu" meetin8 cooducted fro'
the benalit of the Council.

totel'naSac. 208. The Council may make expenditures in support of its "
tiomd _tlvities, includins expenditures for: (1) internatinmd travel; (2)
activities in imjAementation of international asreemenu; and ($) the sup-
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port of international exchaJ_e prosrams in the United States and in fore_rn
countrie,.

Sac. 209. There are authorized to be appropriated to carry out the provl-
jioas of this chapter not to exceed $300,000 for _ yeas 1970, $700,000
for lscal year 1971, and $1,000,000 for each fur.ni year thereafter.
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APPENDIX B

Executive Order 11514. March S, 1|70

PROTECTION AND ENHANCEMENT OF
ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
As amended by Executive Order 11991. (Sees. 2(9) and (3(h)).
May 24, 1977"

By virtue of the authority vested in me as President of the
United States and in furtherance of the purpose and policy of the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (Public Law No.
91-190, approved January I, 1970), it is ordered as follows:

Section I. PoIL-'y. The Federal Government shall provide lead-
• hip in protectL_ and enhancing the quaJity of the Nation's
environment to sustain and enrich human life. Federal agencies
shall initLate measures needed to direct their policies, plans and

m as to meet national environmental goab. The
Council on Environmental Quality, through the Chairman, shah
advise and aesist the President in leading this national effort.

Sec. 2. Raponzibilitia of Federal _n¢/_. Consonant with
Title I of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, here-
Liter referred to ,.. the "Act", the heeds of Federal agencies
shall:

(a) Monitor, evaluate, and control on • centinu/_ basis their
agencies' sctivities so as to protect and enhance the quality of
the environment. Such activities shall include those directed to

controlling pollution and enhancing the environment and those
designed to accomplmh other program objectives which may
affect the quality of the environment. A4_ncies shall develop
progran_ and m_mu_s to protect and evhance environmental
quality and shall amem _ in mas_q the specificobjec-
tives of such activities. Heads of qpmcies shall consult with
appropriate Federal, State and local qpmcies in carrying out
their activities as they affect the quality of the environment.

(I)) Develop procedures to ensure the fullest prectic_le provi-
sion of timely public inform•ties and underetandi_ of Federal
plans and programs with environmental impact in order to
obtain the _ of interested parties. These procedures ,dULl]
include, whenever appropriate, provm'on for public henri_
and shall provide the public with relevant inform-,tion, including
information on alternative co_-ses of act/on. Federal qencles
,hall aim enmuret, e State and local _ to sde_ similar
proc=dum for informi_ the public concemJ_ their ,,:_ivities
affecting the quality of the environment.

(c) _ that inform•ties rqardi_ ezJsti_ or potential
environmental problem- and control methods develol_d as part
of research, development, demonstration, test, or evaluation
activities is made available to FKlmld q_mci_, States, counties,
municlpelities, imKitutions, and other entities, as appropriate.

•The Preamble to Executive Order 11991 is as follows:

By virtue of the authority vested in me by the Constitution and
statutes of the United States of Amed_ and es Prmident of the
United States of America, in furtherance of the purpose and

policy of the National Envirommmtal Policy Act of 1969, as
amended (42 U3.C. 4821 ¢t esq.), the Environmental Quslity
Improvement Act of 1970 (42 U3.C. 41871et _q.), and Section 809
of the Clasn Air Act, es amended (42 U3.C_ 18b'Th-7), it is hersby
ordered as follows:
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(d) Review their 88oncim' statutory authority. 8dministmtive
regulations, policieL and procedur_ including those relating to
loanL irrant8, contrec_ Imam. licensm, or permits, in order to
identi_ any dqd_ciancim or inconmatancim tlmnfin which pro-
h/bit or limit full compliance with the purpcem and provisions of
tho Ac_ A rsport on this _ and tbm corrtctiwe actions taken
or planned, includi_ *uch mmmurm to be pr_ to the Prmi-
dent as may be noc_s_'y to bri_ their authority and policim
into conformance with the intant, purpce_ and procedures of
the Act. _ be provided to the Council on Environmental
q_al/ty not latmr than September 1, 1970.

(e) Enp_ in uchan_ of data and rummrch rwu/ts, and
cooperate with apncim of other governments to fcetar the
purpoeas of the Act

(t3 Proceed. in coordination with other agencins, with actions
roq_ by asctioa 102 of the Act.

(8) In carryinz out their rmponsibilitm under the Act and thb
Order, comply with the rql_atimm imued by the Cmmci/except
whens such compliance would be inco-aistant with statutory
mq_t_

_c. 8. P.mpa_ibdlitia of Cm_cil on l_Aviroam_Zal _ality.
Th, Council on Envirmsnsutal Quality ,hall:

(a) Evaluate rebating sad propamd policim and L-'tivitim of the
Fmlm_l Govwumant dimct_ to the control of pollutmn and the
enhance_mtt el" thin am_t and to tim aecompli_mmnt of
oth_ el_cttvm which _ tho quality of the environment.
This 8d_dl include emtinuinG rvview of procedurm employed in
the development and _t of FOdml/etandards affecting
envirmsmental quality. Bnsed upms msch evaluations th, Council
shall, wbm_ ap_oprlats, mamunmd to th, Prmidant policim
and prosrum toachievenwm _ _on and enhanc_
merit of enviroumental quality and shall, where appropriate.
reek rmolution of dp/flamt anvironmantal

(b) Rocommond to th, Prmtdent and to the qencim prioritias
among prefrmm dmizmd far tim coatrol of pollution and for
euhanmmant of tho anvtreammst.

(c) l_mrmim the _ for new poiicim and progrmm for
dm_ with anvis_ammstal _ not boi_j ad®quately
._.__=--=_

(d) Conduct, as it dmmrm/nm to be appropriate, public hmu-inp
or confm oa imum of anvirommmtal ,ignificanm.

(e) Promoto tho dm_Iopmant and um of ind/cm and monitoring
aystoma (1) to amsm anvimamm_tal coad/timm and trends, (2) to
pr_fict the enviroummstal impect of propam_ public and private
actions, and (8) to dmtmqnism the ,fl_q_wm_m of progranm for
protocting and enhancing environmental quality.

(f) Coordinate Federal programa related to environmental

quality.
(g) Advias and amist the Prmid, nt and the egencim in achiev-

ing internatiouai corporation for dmding with environmental
problems, under the fomilln policy It_idanm of the Secretau7 of
Stata.

(h) Issue mgu_tions to Federal _nci_ for the implementa-
tion of the procedural _rovisio_ of the Act (42 U.S.C. 4332(2)).
Such regulations 8hall be developed after conmdtation with
affected agencim and after ouch public hearings as may be
appropriate. They will be d_ignml to make the environmental
impect atatamant procem more useful to decisionmakers and the
public; and to reduce paperwork and the accumulation of
extraneons beck4rnmnd data. in order to emphasize the need to
focus on re,l environmental imuas and altmrnativm. They will
require inspect mmtamant* to be concise, clear, and to the point,
and supported by evidence that qenc_ have made the necm-
mu'y environmental anaJyas_ The Council 8hall include in it_
r_ulations promdurm (1) for the Nrly preparation of environ-
mental impect statements, and (2) for the reforml to the Council
of conflicts between qpmcias concerning the implementation of
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, as amended, and
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Section 809 of the Clean Air Act, am amended, for the Council's
recommendation as to their prompt resolution.

(i) Issue such other instructions to sgencim, end requmt such
reports end other information from them, as may be required to
carry out the Council's responsibilities under the Act.

(j) Assist the'Prmdant in preparing the enn,,-I Environmenta/
Quality Report provided for in section 201 of the AcL

(k) Faster invmt_ations, stud/m, surveys, _ and analy-
sm rolating to (i) ecological systenu end environmental quality,
(ii) the impact of new and cheng_ technologies thereon, and (iii)
means of preventing or reducing adverse effects from such
technologim.

Sec. 4. Amendmen_ of£.O. 114Y'2. Executive Order No. 11472
of May 29, 1969, including the hesd/_ thereof, is hereby
amended:

(1) By substituting for the term "the Environmental Quality
Council", wherever it occurs, the following: "the Cabinet Com-
mltt_e on the Environment".

(2) By substituting for the term "the Council", w_r it
occurs, the following: "the Cabinet Committee".

(8) By inserting in subsection (f) d asction I01, after '_Budset,",
the followi_. "the Director of the Office of Science end
Tschnology,".

(4) By msbstitut/ng for subesction _) of tact/on 101 the
following.

"Qf) The Chairman of the Council on Envimamental Quality
(established by Public Law 91-190) shall amist the Prm/dmst in

the affain, of the Cabinet Committse."
(5) by deleti_ subjection (c) of ruction 102.
(6) By substituting for "the Office of Science and Tac_nolo_t',

in ruction 104, the follow_. "t_ Council on En/ta]
Quality (_tablkhed by Publ/c Law 91-190)".

(7) By mdagituting for "(hereinafter mferrod to as the
mittN')", in section 201, the following. "(beroina_r rdmwd to
m the 'Citimns' Committ_')".

(8) By subetituting for the term "the Committee", whermmr it
occurs, the following. "the Citizens' Committee".

_' U.S, IBOIfLrI_MMENT PRINTINGOFTIC£ 1979 O--278-Ul
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MANDATE

1500.1 Purpose.
1500.2 Policy.
11_}0.$ MaDdate.
1500.4 Reducin8 paperwork.
1800.5 R_ducing delay.
1800.6 Agency authority.

Amt_oarrY: NEPA, the Environmental
Q_LIIty Improvement Act of 1970, aa
smended (42 UJS.C. 4371 et seq.), section
S09 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42
U_.C. 7609) and Executive Order IISI4,
Protection and Enhancement of Environ-
mental Quality (March 5, 1970 u amend-
ed by Executive Order 11991, May 24,
1977).

t lsoo._ Purpo_
(a) "me National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) is our b_ic na-
Uonal charter for protection of the
environment. It establishes policy,
sets goals (section 101), and provides
means (section 102) for carrying out
the policy. Section 102(2) contains
"action.forcing" provisions to make
sure that federal a4rencies act ac-
cording to the letter and spirit of the
Act. The regulations the.t follow im-
plement _ct/on 10B(2). Their pur-
pose is to tell federal a4rencies what
they must do to comply with the

procedures and achieve the goals of
the Act. The President, the federal
agencies, and the courts share re-
sponsibility for enforcing the Act so
as to achieve the substantive re-
quirements of section 101.

(b) NEPA procedures must insure
that environmental information is
available to public officials and citi-
zens before decisions are made and
before actions are taken. The lnfor-
mat/on must be of high quality. Ac-
curate scientific analysis, expert
agency comments, and public scruti-
ny are essential to implementing
NEPA. Most important, NEPA docu-
ments must concentrate on the
issues that are truly significant to
the action in question, rather than
amassing needless detail.

(c) Ultimately, of course, it is not
better documents but better deci-
sions that count. NEPA's purpose is
not to generate paperwork--even ex-
cellent paperwork--but to foster ex-
ceUent actio_ The NEPA process is
intended to help public officials
make decisions that are based on un-
derstanding of environmental conse-
quences, and take actions that pro-
tect, restore, and enhance the envi-
ronment. These regulations provide
the direction to achieve this pur-

pose.

| l_J Policy.

Federal agencies shall to the ful-
lest extent possible:

(a) Interpret and administer the
policies, regulations, and public laws
of the Unit_ 8tstes in accordance
with the policies set forth in the Act
and in these regul&tions.

(b) Implement procedures to make
the NEPA process more useful to
decislonmakers and the public; to
reduce paperwork and the accumula-
tion of extraneous backsround data;
and to emphasize real environmental
issues and alternatives. Environmen-
tal impact statements shall be con-
clse, clear, and to the point, and
shall be supported by evidence that
asencles have made the necessary
environmental analyses.

(c) Integrate the requirements of
NEPA with other planning and envi-
ronmental review procedures re-
quired by law or by agency practice
so that all such procedures run con-
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currently rather tha_ consecutively.
(d) Encourage and facilitate public

involvement in decisions which
affect the quality of the human en-
vironment.

(e) Use the NEPA process to iden-
tify and zummm the reasonable alter-
natives to proposed actions that will
avoid or minimize adverse effects of
these actions upon the quality of the
human environment.

(f) Use all pr_ticable means, con-
sistent with the requirements of the
Act and other essential consider-
atiorm of national policy, to restore
and enhance the quality of the
human environment and avoid or
minimize any possible adverse ef-
fects of their actions upon the qual-
ity of the human environment.

| 1600,5 Mudate.
Parts 1500-1508 of this Title pro-

vide resulaUons applicable to and
bindin8 on all Federal qencies for
implementing the procedural provi-
sions of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969, as amended (Pub.
I_ 91-190, 42 U.8.C. 4821 et seq.)
(NEPA or the Act) except where
complhmce would be inconsistent
with other statutory requirements.
These regulations are issued pursu-
ant to NEPA, the Environmental
Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as
amended (42 U_S.C. 4371 et seq.) Sec-
tion 309 of the Clean Air Act, as
amended (4_ U.S.C. 7609) and Execu-
tive Order 11514, Protection and En-
hancement of Environmental Qual-
ity (March 5, 19"/0, as amended by
Executive Order 11991, May 24,
1977). These regulations, unlike the

predecessor guidelines, are not con-
fined to Sec. 102(2XC) (environmen-
tal impact statements). The regula-
tions apply to the whole of section
102(2). The provisions of the Act and
of these regulations must be read to-
8ether as a whole in order to comply
with the spirit and letter of the law.
It is the Council's intention that Ju-
dicial review of agency compliance
with these regulations not occur
before an agency has filed the final
environmental impact statement, or
h_ made a final finding of no sig-
nificant impact (when such a finding
will result in action affecting the en-
vironment), or takes action that wtll

result in irreparable injury. Further-
more, it is the Council's intention
that any trivial violation of these
regulations not give rise to any inde-
pendent cause of action.

§ 1500.4 Reducin| paperwork.

A_encies shall reduce excessive pa-
perwork by:

(a) Reducing the length of envi-
ronmental impact statements
(§ 1502.2(c)), by means such as set-
tir_ appropriate ps_e limits
(§J 1501.7(bX1) and 1502.7).

(b) Preparing analytic rather than
encyclopedic environmental impact
statements (§ 1502.2(a)).

(c) Discussing only briefly issues
other than si8nificant ones

(§ 1502.2(b)).
(d) Writing environmental impact

statements in plain lanSuage

(§ 1502.8).
(e) Following a clear format for en-

vironmental impact statements

(§ 1509.10).
(f) Emphasizing the portions of

the environmental impact statement
that are useful to decisionmakers
and the puDlic (§g 1502.14 and
1502.15) and reducing emphuLs on
background material (§ 1502.16).

(8) Ustng the scoping process, not
only to identify signffics.nt environ-
mental issues deserving of study, but

to deemphuize lnsi8nificant
issues, narrowing the scope of the
environmental impact statement
process accordingly (§ 1501.7).

(h) Summarizing the environmen-
tal impact statement (§ 1502.12) and
circulatir_ the summary instead of
the entire environmental impact
statement ff the latter is unusually
lor_ (§ 1502.19).

(i) Using prosrs4n, policy, or plan
environmental impact statements
and tiering from statements of broad
scope to those of narrower scope, to
eliminate repetitive discussions of
the same issues (H1502.4 and
1502.20).

(J) Lncorporating by reference
(§ 1502.21).

(k) Intesratin8 NEPA require-
ments with other environmental
review and consultaUon require-
ments ([ 1502.25).

(1) RequL, Ing comments to be as
specific as possible (§ 1503.3).
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(m) Attaching and circulating only

changes to the draft environmental
impact statement, rather than re-
writing and circulating the entire
statement when changes are minor
(§ 1503.4(c)).

(n) Eliminating duplication with
State and local procedures, by pro-
viding for Joint preparation
(4 1506.2), and with other Federal
procedures, by providing that an
agency may adopt appropriate envi-
ronmental documents prepared by
another agency (§ 1506.3).

(o) Combining environmental doc-
uments with other documents

(41506.4).
(p) Using categorical exclusions to

define categories of actions which do
not individually or cumulatively
have a significant effect on the
human environment and which are
therefore exempt from requirements
to prepare an environmental impact
statement (4 1508.4).

(q) Using a finding of no signifi-
cant impact when an action not oth-
erwise excluded will not have a sig-
nificant effect on the human envi-
ronment and is therefore exempt
from requirements to prepare an en-
vironmental impact statement
(4 1508.13).

§ 1500.5 Reducing delay.

Agencies shell reduce delay by:
(a) Integrating the NEPA process

into early planning (4 1501.2).
(b) Emphasizing interagency coop-

eration before the environmental
impact statement is prepared, rather
than submission of adversary com-
ments on a completed document
(4 1501.5).

(e) Insuring the swift and fair reso-
lution of lead agency disputes
(41501.5).

(d) Using the scoping process for
an early identification of what are
and what are not the real issues
(4 1501.7).

(e) Establishing appropriate time
limits for the environmental impact
statement process (M 1501.7(b)(2)
and 1501.8).

(f) Preparing environmental
impact _atements early in the proc-
ess (§ 1502.5).

(g) Integrating NEPA require-
ments with other environmental

review and consultation require-

ments (4 1502.25).
(h) Eliminating duplication with

State and local procedures by pro-
viding for Joint preparation
(4 1506.2) and with other Federal
procedures by providing that an
agency may adopt appropriate envi-
ronmental documents prepared by
another agency (4 1506.3).

(l) Combining environmental docu-
ments with other documents

(4 1506.4).
(J) Using accelerated procedures

for proposals for legislation
(4 1506.8).

(k) Using categorical exclusions to
define categories of actions which do
not individually or cumulatively
have a significant effect on the
human environment (4 1508.4) and
which are therefore exempt from re-
qulrements to prepare an environ-
mental impact statement.

(1) Using a finding of no signifi-
cant impact when an action not oth-
erwise excluded will not have a sig-
nificant effect on the human envi-
ronment (4 1508.13) and is therefore
exempt from requirements to pre-
pare an environmental impact state-
ment.

§ 1500.6 A_eney uthority.

Each agency shall interpret the
provisions of the Act as a supple-
ment to its existing authority and as
a mandate to view traditional poll-
cies and missions in the light of the
Act's national environmental objec-
tives. Agencies shall review their
policies, procedures, and regulations
accordingly and revise them as nec-
essary to insure full compliance with
the purposes and provisions of the
Act. The phrase "to the fullest
extent possible" in section 102
means that each agency of the Fed-
eral Government _ comply with
that section unlmm existing law ap-
plicable to the agency's operations
expressly prohibits or makes comPli-
ance impossible.

PART 1501--NEPA AND AGENCY
PLANNING

_ec.

lSOl.l _.
ISOI.2 Apply NEPA early in the process.
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1501.3 When to prepare an environmen-
tal aumemanent_

1501.4 Whether to prepare an environ-
mental impact statement.

1501.5 Lesd _ncieL
1501.6 CooperatJnz s4rencies.
1501.7 _coping.
1501.8 Time ilmitL

Avraosm-r: NEPA. the Environmental
(_J_dity Improvement ACt of 1970. u
mnended (42 U_.C. 4371 et seq.), Section
300 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42
U.9.C. 7609), and Executive Order 11514,
Protection and Enhancement of Environ.
mental Quality (March 5, 1970, u amend.
ed by Executive Order 11991. May 24
19'/7).

1 1501.1

The purposes of this part include:
(a) Intesratins the NEPA process

into early plannl_ to insure appro-
priate consideration of NEPA's poli-
cies and to eliminate delay.

(b) Emphaslzlr_ cooperative con.
sultatlon among agencies before the
environmental impact statement is
prepared rather than submission of
adversary comments on a completed
document.

(c) Providing for the swift and fair
resolution of lead agency disputes.

(d) Identifying at an early stage
the significant environmental issues
deserving of study and deemphasiz-
ing i_lgniflcant issues, narrowir_
the scope of the environmental
impact statement accordingly.

(e) Providing a mechanism for put-
ring appropriate time limits on the
environmental impact statement
process.

| 1501.Z Apply NEPA early in the prec.
ego.

Agencies shall inteerate the NEPA
process with other planning at the
earliest po_ible time to insure that
planning and decisions reflect envi-
ronmental values, to avoid delays
later in the process, and to head off
potential conflicts. Each agency
shall:

(a) Comply with the mandate of
section 102(2XA) to "utilize a sys-
tematic, interdisciplinary approach
which will tnsure the integrated use
of the natural and social sciences
and the environmental design arts in

planning and in decialonmaking
which may have an impact on man's
environment," as specified by
§ 1507.2.

(b) Identify environmental effects
and values in adequate detail so they
can be compared to economic and
technical analyses. Environmental
documents and appropriate analyses
shall be circulated and reviewed at
the same time as other plannh_ doc.
uments.

(c) Study, develop, and describe ap-
propriate alternatives to recom.
mended courses of action in any pro-
posal wh/ch involves unresolved con-
fl/cts concerning alternative uses of
available resources as provided by
section 102(2XE) of the Act.

(d) Provide for cases where actions
are planned by private applicants or
other non-Federal entities before
Federal involvement so that_

(1) Policies or designated staff are
available to advise potential appli-
cants of studies or other information
foreseeably required for later Feder-
al action.

(2) The Federal asency commits
early with appropriate State and
local agencies and Indian tribes and
with interested private persons and
or_ulzations when its own involve-
ment is reasonably foreseeable.

(3) The Federal agency commences
its NEPA process at the etu'liest poe-
sible time.

§ 1501J When to prepare an environ.
mental Meeoement.

(a) Agencies shall prepare an envi-
ronmental assessment (| 1508.9)
when necessary under the proce-
dures adopted by individual agencies
to supplement these regulations as
described in | 1507.3. An s_mment
is not necessary if the agency has de-
cided to prepare an environmental
impact statement.

(b) Agencies may prepare all envi-
ronmental as_eesment on any action
at any time in order to auist a_ncy
plannh_ and decislonmaking.

J 1501.4 Whether to prepare an environ.
mental impact 8totement.

In determining whether to prepare
an environmental impact statement
the Federal agency shall:
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(a) Determine under its procedures
supplementing these regulations (de-
scribed in § 1507.3) whether the pro-

posal isone which:
(1) Normally requires an environ-

mental impact statement, or
(2) Normally does not require

either an environmental impact
statement or an environmental as-
sessment (categoricalexclusion).
(b) If the proposed action is not

covered by paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion, prepare an environmental as-
sessment (§ 1508.9). The agency shall
involve environmental agencies, ap-
plicants, and the public, to the
extent practicable, in preparing as-
sesaments required by § 1508.9(&)(1).

(c) Based on the environmental as-
sesament make its determination
whether to prepare an environmen-
tal impact statement.

(d) Commence the _oping process

(§1501.7),ffthe agency will prepare
an environmental impact statement.

(e) Prepare a finding of no signifi-
cant impact (§ 1508.13), ff the agency
determines on the basis of the envi-
ronmental assessment not to prepare
a statement.

(1) The agency shall make the
finding of no significant impact
ave_lable to the affected public as
specified iv ! 1806.6.

_2) In certain limited circum-
stances, which the agency may cover
in its procedures under § 1507.3, the
agency shall make the finding of no
significant impact available for
public review (including State and
areawide clearinghouses) for 30 days
before the agency makes its final de-
termination whether to prepare an
environmental impact statement and
before the action may begin. The cir-
cumstances are:

(i) The proposed action is, or is
closely similar to, one which normal-
ly requires the preparation of an en-
vironmental impact statement under
the procedures adopted by the
agency pursuant to § 1507.3, or

(ti) The rmture of the proposed
action is one without precedent.

§ 1601.6 Lend q_neleL

(a) A lead agency shell supervise
the preparation of an environmental
impact statement ff more than one
Federal agency either.
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(1) Proposes or is involved in the
same action; or

(2) Is involved in a group of actions
directly related to each other be-
cause of their functional interdepen-
dence or geographical proximity.

(b) Federal, State, or local agen-
cies, including at least one Federal
agency, may act as Joint lead agen-
cies to prepare an environmental
impact statement (§ 1506.2).

(c) If an action fslis within the
provisions of paragraph (a) of this
section the potential lead agencies
shall determLne by letter or memo-
randum which agency shall be the
lead agency and which shall be coop-
crating agencies. The agencies shall
resolve the lead agency question so
as not to cause delay. If there is dis-
agreement among the agencies, the
following factors (which are listed in
order of descending importance)
shall determine lead agency designa-
tion:

(1) Magnitude of agency's involve-
ment.

(9) Project approval/disapproval
authority.

(3) Expertise concerning the ac-
lion's environmental effects.

(4) Duration of agency's involve-
ment.

(5) Sequence of agency's involve-
ment.

(d) Any Federal agency, or any
State or local agency or private
person substantially affected by the
absence of lead agency designation,
may make a written request to the
potential lead agencies that a lead
agency be designated.

(e) If Federal agencies are unable
to agree on which agency will be the
lead agency or if the procedure de-
scribed in paragraph (c) of this sec-
tion has not resulted within 45 days
in a lead agency designation, any of
the agencies or persons concerned
may file a request with the Council
asking it to determine which Federal
agency shall be the lead agency.

A copy of the request shLU be trans-
mitted to each potential lead agency.
The request shall consist of:

(1) A precise description of the
nature and extent of the proposed
action.



(2) A detailed statement of why
each potential lead agency should or
should not be the lead agency under
the criteria specified in paragraph (c)
of this section.

(f) A response may be filed by any
potential lead agency concerned
within 20 days after a request is fried
with the Council. The Council shall
determine as soon as possible but
not later than 20 days after receiv-
ins the request and all respormes to
it which Federal agency shall be the
lead agency and which other Fedend
agencies stud/ be cooperating agen-
cies.

§ 1501.6 Coopernflng 81rencieL

The purpose of this section is to
emphasize agency cooperation early
in the NEPA proceu. Upon request
of the lead agency, any other Feder-
al agency which has Jurisdiction by
law shall be a cooperating agency. In
addition any other Federal agency
which has special expertise with re-
spect to any environmental issue,
which should be addressed in the
statement may be a cooperating
agency upon request of one lead
agency. An agency may request the
lead agency to desta_ate it s cooper-
atin8 agency.

(a) The lead agency shall:
(1) Request the participation of

each cooperating agency in the
NEPA process at the earliest pogd-
ble time.

(2) Use the environmental analysis
and proposals of cooperating aa_.n-
cies with Jurisdiction by law or spe-
ciLl expertise, to the maximum
extent possible consistent with its
responsibility as lead agency.

(3) Meet with a cooperating agency
at the latter's request.

(b) Each cooperating agency shall:
(1) Participate in the NEPA proc-

ess at the earliest possible time.
(2) Participate in the scoping proc-

ess (described below in § 1501.7).
(3) Assume on request of the lead

agency responsibility for developing
information and preparing environ-
mental analyses including portions
of the environmental impact state-
ment concerning which the cooper-
ating agency has special expertise.

(4) Make available staff support at
the lead agency's request to enhance

the latter's interdisciplinary capabil-

ity.
(5) Normally use its own fund_

The lead agency shall, to the extent
available funds permit, fund those
major activities or _yses it re-
quests from cooperating agencies.
Potential lead asencies shall include
such funding requirements in their
budget request_

(c) A cooperating agency may in
response to a lead agency's request
for Msistance in preparins the envi-
ronmental impact statement (de-
scribed in pars_ph (b) (8), (4), or
(5) of this section) reply that other
proi3_m commitments preclude any
involvement or the degree of involve-
ment requested in the action that is
the subject of the environmental
impact statement. A copy of this
reply shall be submitted to the
Council.

§ IS@I.7 Seo_z_.

There shall be an early and open
process for determining the scope of
issues to be addressed and for identi-
fying the significant issues related to
a proposed action. This process shall
be termed scopix_. As soon as practi-
cable after its deckion to prepare an
environmental impact statement and
before the scopir_ procem the lead
s_ency shall publish a notice of
intent (J1508.22) in the F_
I_JmXSTSM except as provided in
§ 1507.3(e).

(a) As part of the scoping process
the lead agency shall_

(I) Invite the participation of af-
fected Federal, State, and local agen-
cles, any affected Indian tribe, the
proponent of the action, and other
interested persons (including those
who might not be in accord with the
action on environmental grounds),
unless there is a limited exception
under §1507.3(c). An agency may
give notice in accordance with
§ 1506.6.

(2) Determine the scope (§ 1508.25)
and the significant issues to be arm-
lysed in depth in the environmental
impact statement.

(8) Identify and el/minate from de-
tailed study the issues which are not
significant or which have been cov-
ered by prior environmental review
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(§1506.3), narrowing the discussion
of these issueb in the statement to a
brief presentation of why they will
not have a significant effect on the
human environment or providing a
reference to their coverage else-
where.

(4) Allocate assignments for prepa-
ration of the environmental impact
statement among the lead and coop-
erating agencies, with the lead
agency retaining responsibility for
the statement.

(5) Indicate _ public environ-
mental assessments and other envi-
ronmental impact statements which
are being or will be prepared that
are related to but are not part of the
scope of the impact statement under
consideratio_

(6) Identify other environmental
review and consultation require-
ments so the lead and cooperating
agencies may prepare other required
analyses and studies concurrently
with, and integrated with. the envi-
ronmental impact statement sm pro-
vided in | 1502.25.

(7) Indicate the relationship be-
tween the timing of the preparation
of environmental analyses and the
agency's tentative planning and deci-
sionmaking schedule.

(b) As part of the scoping process
the lead agency may:

(1) Bet Page limits on environmen-
tal documents (4 1502.7).

(2) Bet time limits (4 1501.8).
(3) Adopt procedures under

§ 1607.$ to combine its environmen-
tal u_mment process with its scop-
ins pme¢_

(4) Hold an early scoping meeting
or meetinp which may be integrated
with Imy other early planning meet-
ins the agency has. Such a scoptng
meeth_ will often be appropriate
when the impacts of a particular
action are confined to specific sites.

(e) An agency shall revise the de-
termlzmtions made under pars-
Irr_l)hs (a) and (b) of this section ff
substantial changes are made later
in the proposed action, or ff signifi-
cant new circumstances or Infonna-
tion arise which bear on the propos-
al or Its impacts.

§ 1501.8 Time IimitL

Although the Council has decided
that prescribed universal time limits
for the entire NEPA process are too
inflexible, Federal agencies are en-
couraged to set time limits appropri-
ate to individual actions (conststent
with the time intervals required by
| 1506.10). When multiple agencies
are involved the reference to agency
below means lead agency.

(a) The agency shall set time limits
ff an applicant for the proposed
action requests them: Prov/ded,
That the limits are consistent with
the purposes of NEPA and other es-
sential considerations of national
policy.

(b) The agency may:
(1) Consider the following factors

in determining time limits:
(i) Potential for environmental

harm.
(ti) Size of the proposed action.
(ill) State of the art of analytic

techniques.
(iv) Degree of public need for the

proposed action, including the conse-
quences of delay.

(v) Number of persons and agen-
cies affected.

(vi) Degree to which relevant in-
formation is known and if not known
_he time required for obtaining it.

(vii) Degree to which the action is
controversial.

(viii) Other time limits imposed on
the agency by law, regulations, or
executive order.

(2) Set overall time limits or limits
for each constituent part of the
NEPA process, which may include:

(i) Decision on whether to prepare
an environmental impact statement
(if not already decided).

(ii) Determination of the scope of
the environmental impact state-
ment.

(ill) Preparation of the draft envi-
ronmental impact statement.

(iv) Review of any comments on
the draft environmental Impact
statement from the public and agen-
cies.

(v) Preparation of the final envi-
ronmental impact statement.

(vi) Review of any comments on
the final environmental impact
statement.
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(vii) Decision on the action based
in part on the environmental impact
statement.

(3) Designate a person (such ss the
project manager or a person in the
agency's office with NEPA responsi-
bilities) to expedite the NEPA proc-

(c) State or local agencies or mem-
bers of the public may request a
Federal Agency to set time limits.

PART 1502--ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT STATEMENT

8e_
1502.1 Purpose.
1602.2 Implementation.
1502.$ Statutory Requirements for

Statement&
1502.4 M&Jor Federal Actio rm l_quLrl_

the Preparation of Environmental
Imlmct Statements.

1502.5 Timlni.
1502.6 /.nterdlsc/pltnL"y Preparation.
lS02.7 Page Ltmlts.
1602.8 Wrtttng.
1502.9 Draft, Final, and Supplemental

Statements.
1502.10 Recommended Format.
1502.11 Cover Sheet.
1602.12 8ununary.
1502.13 Purpose and Need.
1502.14 Alternatives Includfl_ the Pro-

posed Action.
1502.18 Affected Environment.
1502.18 Environmental Consequencet
1502.17 IAst of Preparer&
1502.18 Appendix.
1502.19 Circulation of the Environmen-

tal Impact Statement_
1502.20 Tiering.
1502.21 Incorporation by Reference.
1502.22 Incomplete or Unavailable In.

formation.
1502.23 Cost-Benefit Analys_.
15o2.24 Methodology and Scientific

Accuracy.
1502.25 Environmental Review and Con-

sultation Requirements.

AUTHORrlW: NEPA, the Environmental
Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 4371 et seq.), Section
309 of the Clean Alr Act, as amended (42
U_S.C. 7609), and Executive Order 11514,
Protection and Enhancement of Environ-
mental @uality (March 8, 1970. as amend-
ed by Executive Order 11991. May 24.
1_).

The primary purl)ose of an envi-
ronmental impact statement is to
serve u an action-forcing device to

irmure that the policies and goais de-
fined in the Act are infused into the
ongoing progran_s and actions of the
Federal Government. It shall pro-
vide full and fair discussion of sig-
nificant environmental impacts and
shall inform docisionmakers and the
public of the remmnable alternatives
which would AvOid or mlnlmlv_ Ad-

verse impacts or enhance the quality
of the human environment. Agencies
shall focus on significant environ-
mental issues and alternatives and
shall reduce paperwork and the ac-
cumulation of extraneous back-
ground clstL Statements shall be
concise, clear, and to the point, and
shall be supported by evidence that
the agency l_s made the necessary
environmental analyses. An environ-
mental impact statement is more
than a disclosure document. It shall
be used by Federal officials in con-
Junction with other relevant mater/-
al to plan actions and make dec/-
sion&

§ 1502J ImplementaUoL

To achieve the purposes set forth
in § 1502.1 agencies shall prepare en-
vironmental impact statements in
the following manner.

(a) Environmental impact state-
ments shall be analytic rather than
encyclopedic.

(b) Impacts shall be discussed in
proportion to their significance.
There shall be only brief discussion
of other than significant issues. As
in a finding of no significant impact,
there should be only enough discus-
sion to show why more study is not
warrantecL

(c) Environmental impact state-
ments shall be kept concise and shall
be no longer than AbSOlUtely neces-
sary to comply with NEPA and with
these regulations. Length should
vary first with potential environ-
mental problems and then with proj-
ect size.

(d) Environmental impact state-
ments shall state how alternatives
considered in it and decisions based
on it will or will not achieve the re-
qulrements of sections 101 and
102(1) of the Act and other environ-
mental laws and policie_

(e) The range of alternatives dis-
cussed in environments] impact
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statements shall encompass those to
be considered by the ultimate
agency decisionmaker.

(f) Agencies shall not commit re-
sources prejudicing selection of al-
tern•rives before making a final de-
ckion (J 1506.1).

(g) Environmental impact state-
ments shell serve as the means of as-
sessing the environmental impact of
proposed agency actions, rather
than Justifying decisions already
made.

| 1502_ Statutory requirements for
statementL

AS requlrod by sec. I02(2)(C) of
NEPA environmental impact state-
ments (0 1508.11) are to be included
in every recommendation or report

On proposals (§ 1508.23)
For leldslation and (| 1508.17)
Other major Federal actions

(| 1508.18)
81gnificantly (J 1508.27)
Affecting (§§ 1508.3, 1508.8)
The qual/ty of the human environ-

ment ([ 1508.14).

| 16@2.4 MoOr Federal 8_tions requiring
the IWeperation of environmental
tmlmet 8tatement_

(a) Agencies shall make sure the
proposal which is the subject of an
environmental impact statement ts
properly defined. Agendes shall use
the criteria for scope (§ 1508.35) to
determine which proposal(s) shall be
the subject of a particular state-
ment. Proposals or parts of propos-
als which are related to each other
closely enough to be, in effect, a
_zlde eoume of action shall be eval-
uated in • single impact statement.

(b) Environmental impact _ate-
merits may be prepared, and are
•_netlmes required, for broad Feder-
al aet,/o rm such u the adoption of
new agency proof•ms or regulations
(J1508.18). Agencies shall prepare
statements on broad actions so that
they are relevant to policy and are
thned to ooincide with meanin_ul
points in uency planning and deci-
s/onmskins.

(¢) When preparing statements on
bro&d II_tiOns (including proposals
by more than one agency), s4_encles
may find it useful to evaluate the

proposal(s) in one of the following
ways:

(1) Geographically, including ac-
tions occurring in the same general
location, such as body of water,
region, or metropolitan are_

(2) Generically, including actions
which have relevant similarities,
such as common timing, impacts, al-
ternatives, methods of implementa-
tion, media, or subject matter.

(3) By sta_e of technological devel-
opment including federal or federal-
ly assisted research, development or
demonstration programs for new
technolorles which, ff applied, could
significantly affect the quality of
the human environment. Statements
shall be prepared on such programs
and shall be available before the
program has reached a stage of in-
vestment or commitment to imple-
mentation likely to determine subse-
quent development or restrict later
alternatives.

(d) Agencies _ as appropriate
employ seopin8 (|1501.7), tiering
(J 1503.20), and other methods listed
in H1500.4 and 1500.5 to relate
broad and narrow actions and to
avoid duplication and delay.

I lsoz.5 'na_.
An agency shall commence prepa-

ration of an environments] impact
statement as dose as possible to the
time the aa_cY is develop/r_ or is
presented with a proposal (I 1508.23)
so that preparation can be complet-
ed in time for the final statement to
be included in any recommendation
or report on the proposal. The stat_
ment shall be prepared early enot_h
so that It can serve practically as an
important contribution to the deci-
8ionmaking process and will not be
treed to rationalize or Justify deci-
sions already made (_ 1500.2(c),
1501.2, and 1502.2). For instance:

(a) For projects directly undertak-
en by Federal agencies the environ-
mental impact statement shall be
prepared at the feasibility analysts
(go-no go) stale and may be supple-
mented at a later stase ff necessary.

(b) For applications to the agency
appropriate environmental s_em-
ments or statements _ be com-
menced no later than immediately
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after the application is received,
Federal agencies are encouraged to
begin preparation of such assess-
ments or statements earlier, prefer-
ably Jointly with applicable State or
local agencies.

(c) For adjudication, the final envi-
ronmental impact statement shall
normally precede the final staff rec-
ommendation and that portion of
the public hearing related to the
impact study. In appropriate ctrcum-
stances the statement may follow

preliminary hearings designed to
gather information for use in the
statements.

(d) For informal rulemaktng the
draft environmental impact state-
ment shall normally accompany the

proposed rule.

§ 154)2.6 lnterdiseiplimwy preparation.
_.nvironmental impact statements

be prepared using an inter-dt_
clplinary approach which will
the integrated use of the natural
and social sciences and the environ-
mental design arts (section 102(2XA)
of the Act). The disciplines of the
preparers shall be appropriate to the
scope and issues identified in the
scoping process (§ 1501.7).

§ 1_..7 Pete lim_
The text of final environmental

impact statements (e.g., paragraphs
(d) through (8) of | 1502.10) shall
normally be less than 150 pages and
for proposals of untmual scope or
complexity shall normally be less
than 300 pages.

§ lrm_s wrtt_.
Environmental impact statements

shall be written in plain langua_
and may use appropriate graphics so
that decisionmakers and the public
can readily understand them. Agen-
cies should employ writers of clear
prose or editors to write, review, or
edit statements, which will be based
upon the analysis and supporting
data from the natural and social sci-
ences and the environmental design
arts.

§ 1502.t Draft, final, and supplemental
statements.

Except for proposals for legislation
as provided in § 1506.8 environmen-

tal impact statements shall be pre-
pared in two stages and may be sup-
plemented.

(a) Draft environmental impact
statements shall be prepared in ac-
cordance with the scope decided
upon in the scoping process. The
lead agency shall work with the co-
operating agencies and shall obtain
comments as required in Part 1503
of this chapter. The draft statement
m_.mt fulfill and satisfy to the fullest
extent possible the requirements es-
tablished for finLl statements in sec-
tion 102(2)(C) of the Act. If a draft
statement is so inadequate as to pre-
clude meaningful analysis, the
agency shall prepare and circulate a
revised draft of the appropriate por-
tion. The agency shall make every
effort to disclose and discuss at ap-
propriate points in the draft state-
ment all major points of view on the
environmental impacts of the alter-
natives including the proposed
action.

(b) Final environmental impact
statements shall respond to com-
ments as required in Part 1503 of
this chapter. The agency shall dis-
cuss at appropriate points In the
final statement any responsible op-
posing view which was not adequate-
ly discussed in the draft statement
and shall indicate the agency's re-
sponso to the issues raised.

(c) Agencies:
(1) Shall prepare supplements to

either draft or final environmental
impact statements if:

(i) The agency makes substantial
changes in the proposed action that
are relevant to environmental con-

cerns; or
(fl) There are significant new cir-

cumstances or information relevant
to environmental concerns and bear.
ins on the proposed action or its ira-
pacts.

(2) May also prepare supplements
when the agency determines that
the purposes of the Act will be
furthered by doing so.

(3) Shall adopt procedures for in-
troducing a supplement into its
formal 8Aministrative record, ff such
a record exists.

(4) Shall prepare, circulate, and
file a supplement to a statement in
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the same fashion (exclusive of scop-
lng) as a draft and final statement
unless alternative procedures are ap-
proved by the Council.

§ 1502.10 Recommended formaL

Agencies shall use a format for en-
vironmental impact statements
which will encourage good analysis
and clear presentation of the alter-
natives including the proposed
action. The following standard
format for environmental impact
statements should be followed unless
the agency determines that there is
a compelling reason to do otherwise:

(a) Cover sheet.
(b) Summary.
(c) Table of Contents.
(d) Purpose of and Need for

Actio_
(e) Alternatives Including Pro-

posed Action (sees. 102(2)(C)(ili) and
102(2XE) of the Act).

(f) Affected Environment.
(g) Environmental Consequences

(especially sections I02(2XC) (i), (U),
(iv), and (v) of the Act).

(h) List of Preparers.
(i) List of Agencles, Or_mlzations,

and Persons to Whom Copies of the
Statement Are Sent.

(J) Index.
(k) Appendices (ff any).

If a different format is used, it shall
include pars4_rgphs (a), (b). (c), (h),
(i), and (J), of this section and shall
include the substance of paragraphs
(d), (e), (f), (g), and (k) of this sec-
tion, as further described in
H 1502.11-1502.18, in any appropri-
ate format.

| 150_11 Cover
The cover sheet shall not exceed

one pe4re. It shall include:
(a) A list of the responsible agen-

cies including the lead agency and
any cooperatir_ agencies.

(b) The title of the proposed
8_tlon that is the subject of the
statement (and ff appropriate the
titles of related cooperating agency
actions), toEether with the State(s)
and county(les) (or other Jurisdic-
tion ff applicable) where the action
is located.

(c) The name, address, and tele-
phone number of the person at the

agency who can supply further in-
formation.

(d) A designation of the statement
as a draft, final, or draft or final sup-

plement.
(e) A one paragraph abstract of

the statement.
(f) The d_te by which comments

must be received (computed in coop-
eration with EPA under § 1506.10).

The information required by this
section may be entered on Standard
Form 424 (in items 4, 6, 7, I0, and
18).

§ 1502.12 Summary.

Each environmental impact state-
ment shall contain a summary which
adequately and accurately summa-
rizes the statement. The summary
shall stress the major conclusions,
areas of controversy (including
issues mined by agencies and the
public), and the issues to be resolved
(including the choice among alterna-
tives). The summary will normally
not exceed 15 p_e_

| 150/J! _ smi mini.

The statement ahsll briefly specify
the underly/ng purpose and need to
which the sGency is responding in
proposing the alternatives including
the proposed action.

| 1502.14 Mternaflvm including the In'o-
pond SL'UOL

This section is the heart of the en-
vironmental impact statement.
Based on the information and analy-
sis presented in the sections on the
Affected Environment (| 1803.1§)
and the Environmental Come-
quences (J 1502.16), it should present
the envtronment&i impacts of the
proposal and the alternatives in
comparative form, thus aharply de-
fining the issues and providing a
clear basis for choice among options
by the declsionmaker and the public.
In this section agencies shall:

(a) Rigorously explore and objec-
tively evaluate all reasonable alter-
natives, and for alternatives which
were eliminated from detailed study,
briefly discuss the remmns for their
havimt been eliminate_

(b) Devote substantial treatment
to each alternatfve considered in
detail including the proposed action



sothat reviewersmayevaluatetheir
comparative merits.

(c) Include reasonable alternatives
not within the Jurisdiction of th_
lead agency.

(d) Include the alternative of no
action.

(e) Identify the agency's preferred
alternative or alternatives, if one or
more exists, in the draft statement
and identify such alternative in the
final statement unless another law
prohibits the expression of such a
preference.

(f) Include appropriate mitigation
measures not already included in the
proposed action or alternatives.

§ 1502.15 Affeet_l environment.

The environment_i impact state-
ment shall succinctly describe the
environment of the area(s) to be af-
fected or created by the alternatives
under consideration. The descrip-
tions shall be no longer than is nec-
essary to understand the effects of
the alternatives. Data and analyses
in a statement shall be commensu-
rate with the importance of the
impact, with less important material
summarized, consoUdated, or simply
referenced. Agencies shall avoid use-
lea bulk in statements and shall
concentrste effort and attention on
important issues. Verbose descrip-
tions of the affected environment
are themselves no measure of the
adequacy of an environmental
impact statement.

§ 1502.16 Environmental consequences.
This section forms the scientific

and analytic basis for the compari-
sons under J 1502.14. It shall cormoU-
date the discussions of those ele-
ments required by sees. 102(2)(C) (l),
(fl), (iv), and (v) of N-_PA which are
within the scope of the statement
and as much of sec. 102(2)(C)(1fl) as
is necessary to support the compari-
sons. The discussion will include the
environmental impacts of the alter-
natives including the proposed
action, any adverse en_ironmental
effects which cannot be avoided
should the proposal be implemented,
the relationship between short-term
uses of man's environment and the
maintenance and enhancement of
long-term productivity, and any fire-

verslble or irretrievable commit-
ments of resources which would be
involved in the proposal should it be
implemented. This section should
not duplicate discussions in
§ 1502.14. It shall include discussions
of:

(a) Direct effects and their signifi-
cance (§ 1508.8).

(b) Indirect effects and their sig-
nificance (4 1508.8).

(c) Possible conflicts between the
proposed action and the objectives
of Federal. regional, State, and local
(and in the case of a reservation,
Indian tribe) land use plans, policies
and controls for the area concerned.
(See § 1506.2(d).)

(d) The environmental effects of
alternatives including the proposed
action. The comparisons under
§ 1502.14 will be based on this discus-
sion.

(e) Energy requirements and con-
servation potential of various alter.
natives and mitigation measures.

(f) Natural or depletable resource
requirements and conservation po-
tential of various alternatives and
mitigation measures.

(g) Urban quality, historic and cul-
tural resources, and the design of
the built environment, including the
reuse and conservation potential of
various alternatives and mitigation
measures.

(h) Means to mitigate adverse envi-
ronmental impacts (if not fully cov-
ered under § 1502.14(f)).

§ 1502.17 List of pre_

The environmental impact state-
ment shall list the names, together
with their qualifications (expertise,
experience, professional disciplines),
of the persons who were primarily
respousible for preparing the envi-
ronmental impact statement or sig-
nificant background papers, includ-
ing basic components of the state-
ment (H 1502.6 and 1502.8). Where
possible the persons who are respon-
sible for a particular analysis, includ-
ins analyses in background papers,
shall be identified. Normally the list
will not exceed two pages.

§ 1502.18 Apl_ndlL

If an agency prepares an appendix
to an environmental impact state-
ment the appendix shall:
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(a) Consist of material prepared in
connection with an environmental
impact statement (as distinct from
material which is not so prepared
and which is incorporated by refer-

ence (| 1502.21)).
(b) Normally consist of material

which substantiates any analysis
fundamental to the impact state-
ment.

(c) Normally be analytic and rele-
vant to the decision to be made.

(d) Be circulated with the environ-
mental impact statement or be readi-
ly available on request.

§1_2.19 Circulation of the environ-
mental imlm_ statemenL

Agencies shall circulate the entire
draft and final environmental
impact statements except for certain
appendices am provided in
§1502.18(d) and unchanged state-
ments as provided in §1503.4(c).
However. ff the statement Is unusu-
ally long. the agency may circulate
the summary instead, except that
the entire statement shall be fur-
n/shed to:

(a) Any Federal agency which has
Jurtsdiction by law or special exper-
t_e with respect to any environmen-
tal impact involved and any appro-
prt_te Federal, BtAte or local agency
authorized to develop and enforce
environmental standards.

(b) The applicant, ff any.
(c) Any person, organization, or

agency requesting the entire envi-
ronmental impact statement.

(d) In the case of a final environ-
mental impact statement any

person, org_n_tion, or agency
which submitted substantive com-
ments on the draft.

If the sgency circulates the sum-
ms-'7 and thereafter receives a
timely request for the entire state-
ment and for additional time to com-
ment, the t/me for tl_t requestor
only shall be extended by at least 15
days beyond the minimum period.

0 lSe2Jo _m4_.
Agencies are encouraged to tier

their environmental impact state-
ments to el/minate repetitive discus-
sions of the same ksues and to focus
on the actual issues ripe for decision

at each level of environmental

review (§ 1508.28). Whenever a broszl
environmental impact statement has

been prepared (such as a program or
policy statement) a_d a subsequent
statement or environmental assess-
ment is then prepared on an action
included within the entire program

or policy (such as a site specific
action) the subsequent statement or
environmental assessment need only
summarize the issues discussed in
the broader statement and incorpo-
rate discussions from the broader
statement by reference and shall
concentrate on the issues specific to
the subsequent action. The subse-

quent document shall state where
the earlier document is available.
Tiering may also be appropriate for
different stages of actions. (Sec.
1508.28).

§ IN2.21 lneorporaUon by reference.

Agencies shall incorporate materi-
al into an environmental impact
statement by reference when the
effect will be to cut down on bulk
without impeding agency and public
review of the action. The incorporat-
ed material shall be cited in the
statement and its content briefly de-
scribed. No material may be incorpo-
rated by reference unless it is rea-
sonably available for inspection by
potentially interested persons within
the time allowed for comment. Mate-
rial based on proprietary data which
is itself not available for review and
comment shall not be incorporated

by reference.

J 1602.n Incomplete or unavailable in.
formation.

When an agency isevaluating sig-
nificant adverse effects on the
human environment in an environ-
mental impact statement and there
are g_ps In relevant information or
scientific uncertainty, the agency
shall always make clear that such in-
formation is lacking or that uncer-
tainty exists.

(a) If the information relevant to
adverse impacts is essential to a rea-
coned choice among alternatives and
is not known and the overall costs of
obtaining it are not exorbitant, the
agency shall include the information
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in the environmental impact state-
ment.

(b) If (1) the information relevant
to adverse impacts is essential tO a
reasoned choice among alternatives
and is not known and the overall
costs of obtaining it are exorbitant
or (2) the information relevant to
adverse impacts is important to the
decision and the means to obtain it
are not known (e.g., the means for
obtaining it are beyond the state of
the art) the agency shall weigh the
need for the action against the risk
and severity of possible adverse im-
pacts were the action to proceed in
the face of uncerts_ty. If the

agency proceeds, it shall include a
worst case analysis and an indication
of the probability or improbability
of its occurrence.

§ 1502.23 Cost-benefit analysiL

If a cost.benefit analysis relevant
to the choice among environmental-
ly different alternatives is being con-
sidered for the proposed action, it
shall be incorporated by reference or
appended to the statement as an aid
in evaluating the environmental con-
sequences. To aasess the adequacy of
compliance with sec. 103(2XB) of the
Act the statement shall, when a cost.

benefit analysis is prepared, discuss
the relationship between that analy-
sis and any analyses of unquantified
environmental impacts, values, and
amenities. For purposes of comply-
ing with the Act, the weighing of the
merits and drawbacks of the various

alternatives need not be displayed in
a monetary cost-benefit analysis and
should not be when there are impor-
tant qualitative considerations. In
any event, an environmental impact
statement should at least indicate
those considerations, including fac-
tors not related to environmental

quality, which are likely to be rele-
vant and important to a decision.

§ 1502.24 Methodology and scientific me-
curacy.

Agencies shall insure the profes-
sional integrity, including scientific
integrity, of the discussions and

analyses in environmental impact
statements. They shall identify any
methodologies used and shall make
explicit reference by footnote to the
scientific and other sources relied

upon for conclusions in the state-
ment. An agency may place discus-
sion of methodology in an appendix.

§ 1502.25 Environmental review and
consultation requirements.

(a) To the fullest extent possible,
agencies shall prepare draft environ-
mental impact statements concur-
rently with and integrated with envl-
ronment£1 impact analyses and re-
lated surveys and studies required by
the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act (16 U.S,C. See. 661 et seq.), the
National Historic Preservation Act
of 1966 (16 U_.C. See. 470 et seq.),
the Endangered Species Act of 1973
(16 U.S.C. Sec. 1531 et seq.), and
other environmental review laws and
executive orders.

(b) The draft environmental
impact statement shall list all Feder-
al permits, licenses, and other enti-
tlements which must be obtained in
implementing the proposal. If it is
uncertain whether a Federal permit,
license, or other entitlement is nec.
essary, the draft environmental
impact statement shall so indicate.

PART lSO3--COMMENTING

See.
1503.1 Inviting Comments.
1503.2 Duty to Comment.
1503.3 8pectficity of Comments.
1503.4 Response to Comments.

AvTHORrrr: NEPA, the Environmental
Quality Improvement Act of 1970. as
amended (42 U_.C. 4371 et seq.). Section
309 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42
U.S.C. 7609), and Executive Order 11514.
Protection and Enhancement of Environ-
mental Quality (March 5. 1970, as amend-
ed by Executive Order 11991, May 24.
1977).

§ 1503.1 Inviting comments.

(a) After preparing a draft envi-
ronmental impact statement and
before preparing a final environmen-
tal impact statement the agency
shall:

(1) Obtain the comments of any
Federal agency which has Jurisdic-
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tion by law or special expertise with
respect to any environmental impact
involved or which is authorizes to
develop and enforce environmental
standards.

(2) Request the comments of:
(i) Appropriate State and local

agencies which are authorized to de-
velop and enforce environmental
standards;

(il) Indian tribes, when the effects
may be on a reservation; and

(ill) Any agency which has request-
ed that it receive statements on ac-
tions of the kind proposed.

Office of Management and Budget
Circular A-95 (Revised), through its
system of clearinghouses, provides a
means of securing the views of State
and local environmental agencies.
The clearinghouses may be used, by
mutual agreement of the lead
agency and the clearinghouse, for se-
curing State and local reviews of the
draft environmental impact state-
ments.

(3) Request comments from the
applicant, ff any.

(4) Request comments from the
public, affirmatively soliciting com-
ments from those persons or organi-
sations who may be interested or af-
fected.

(b) An agency may request com-
ments on a final environmental
impact statement before the decision
is finally made. In any case other
agencies or persons may make com-
ments before the final decision
unles_ a different time is provided
under § 1506.10.

§ 1603A Duty to commenL
Federal agencies with Jurisdiction

by law or special expertise with re-
spect to any environmental impact
involved and agencies which are au-
thorized to develop and enforce envi-
ronmental standards shall comment
on statements within their Jurisdic-
tlon, expertise, or authority. Agen-
cles shall comment within the time
period specified for comment in
§1506.10. A Federal agency may
reply that it has no comment. If a
cooperating agency is satisfied that
Its views are adequately reflected in
the environmental impact state-
ment. it should reply that it has no
comment.

§ 1503.3 Specificity of commen_.

(a) Comments on an environmen-
tal Impact statement or on a pro-
posed action shall be as specific as
possible and may address either the
adequacy of the statement or the
merits of the alternatives discussed
or both.

(b) When a commenting agency
criticizes a lead agency's predictive
methodology, the commenting
agency should describe the alterna-
tive methodology which it prefers
and why.

(c) A cooperating agency shall
speclly in its comments whether it
needs additional information to ful-
fill other applicable environmental
reviews or consultation requirements
and what information it needs. In
particular, it shall specify any addi-
tional information it needs to com-
ment adequately on the draft state-
ment's analysis of significant site-
specific effects associated with the
granting or approving by that coop-
erating agency of necessary Federal
permits, licenses, or entitlements.

(d) When a cooperating agency
with J_ction by law objects to or
expre_ reservations about the pro-
posal on grounds of environmental
Impacts, the agency expressing the
objection or reservation shall specify
the mitigation measures it considers
necessary to allow the agency to
grant or approve applicable permit,
license, or related requirements or
concurrences.

§ 1503.4 RuponN to comments.
(a) An agency preparing a final en-

vironmental impact statement shall
mmess and consider comments both
individually and collectively, and
shall respond by one or more of the
means listed below, stating its re-

sponse in the final statement. Possi-

ble responses are to:
(I) Modify alternatives including

the proposed action.
(2) Develop and evaluate alterna-

tives not previously given serious
consideration by the agency.

_(3) Supplement, improve. Jr

modify its analyses.
(4) Make factual corrections.

(5) Explain why the comments do
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not warrant further agency re-

sponse, citing the sources, authori-
ties, or reasons which support the

agency's position and. ff appropriate.
indicate those circumstances which

would trigger agency reappraisal or
further response.

(b) All substantive comments re-
ceived on the draft statement (or

summaries thereof where the re-

sponse has been exceptionally volu-
minous), should be attached to the
final statement whether or not the
comment is thought to merit individ-

ual disctmslon by the agency in the
text of the statement.

(c) If changes in response to com-
ments are minor and are confined to

the responses described in par_-
rraptm (a) (4) and (5) of this section,
agencies may write them on errata
sheets and attach them to the state-
ment instead of rewriting the draft

statement. In such cases only the
comments, the responses, and the

changes and not the final statement
need be circulated (§ 1502.19). The
entire document with a new cover
sheet shall be filed as the final state-

ment (§ 1506.9).

PART 1504--PREDECISION REFER-
RALS TO THE COUNCIL OF PRO-
POSED FEDERAL ACTIONS
DETERMINED TO BE ENVIRON-
MENTALLY UNSATISFACTORY

8ec.
1504.1 Purpose.
1504.2 Criteria for Referral
1504,3 Procedure for Referrals and Re-

8pon/le.
AUT_OLrTT: NEPA, the Environmental

Quidity Improvement Act of 1970. as
amended (42 U.S.C. 4371 et aeq.)./Section
309 of the Clean Air Act. as amended (42
U.S.C. 7609), and Executive Order 11514.
Protection and Enhancement of Environ-
mental Quality (March 5, 1970. as amend-
ed by Executive Order 11991. May 24,
1977).

§ 1504.1 Purpose.

(a) This part establishes proce-
dures for referring to the Council
Federal interagency disagreements

concerning proposed major Federal
actions that might cause unsatisfac-
tory environmental effects. It pro-
rides means for early resolution of
such disagreement&

(b) Under section 309 of the Clean
Air Act (42 UJS.C. 7609), the Admin-
istrator of the Environmental Pro-
tection Agency is directed to review
and comment publicly on the envi-
ronmental impacts of Federal activi-
ties, including actions for which en-
vironmental impact statements are
prepared. If after this review the Ad-
ministrator determines that the
matter is "unsatisfactory from the
standpoint of public health or wel-
fare or environmental qu_ity." sec-
tion 309 directs that the matter be
referred to the Council (hereafter
"environmental referrals").

(c) Under section 102(2XC) of the
Act other Federal agencies may
make similar reviews of environmen-
tal impact statements, including
Judgments on the acceptability of
anticipated environmental impacts.
These reviews must be made availa-
ble to the President, the Council and
the public.

§ 1604.Z Criteria for referral
Environmental referrals should be

made to the Council only after con-
certed, timely (as early as possible in
the process), but urmuccemtful at-
tempts to resolve dtfferenc_m with
the lead agency. In determining
what environmental objections to
the matter are appropriate to refer
to the Council, an agency should
weigh potential adverse environmen-
tal impacts, considerinr.

(a) Possible violation of national
environmental standards or policies.

(b) Severity.
(c)Geographical scope.
(d) Duration.

(e)Importance as precedents.
(f) Availabilityof environmentally

preferable alternatives.

§ 1504.3 Procedure for referrals and re-
sponse-

(a) A Federal agency making the
referral to the Council shall:

(1) Advise the lead agency at the
earliest poasible time that it intends
to refer a matter to the Council
unless a satisfactory agreement is
reached.
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(2) Include such advice in the re-
ferring agency's comments on the
draft environmental impact state-
ment, except when the statement
does not contain adequate informa-
tion to permit an assessment of the
matter's environmental acceptabil-
ity.

(3) Identify any essential informa-
tion that is lacking and request that
it be made available at the earliest
pomflble time.

(4) Send copies of such advice to
the Council.

(b) The referring agency shall de-
liver its referral to the Council not
later than twenty-five (25) days after
the final environmental impact
statement has been made available
to the Environmental Protection
Agency, commenting agencies, and
the public. Except when an exten-
sion of this period has been granted
by the lead agency, the Council will
not accept a referral after that date.

(c) The referral shall consist of:
(1) A copy of the letter signed by

the head of the referring agency and
delivered to the lead agency inform-
ing the lead agency of the referral
and the zz.Lsons for it, and request-
ing that no action be taken to imple-
ment the matter until the Council
acts upon the referral. The letter
shall include a copy of the statement
referred to in (e)(2) below.

(2) A statement supported by fac-
tual evidence leading to the conclu-
s/on that the matter is urmatisfac-
tory from the standpoint of public
health or welfare or environmental
qtutUty. The statement shall:

(i) Identify any material facts in
controversy and incorporate (by ref-
erence if appropriate) agreed upon
facts,

(fl) Identify any existing environ-
mental requirements or policies
which would be violated by the
matter,

(ili) Present the reasons why the
referring agency believes the matter
is environmentally unsatisfactory,

(iv) Contain a finding by the
sg_ncy whether the issue raised is of
national importance because of the
threat to national environmental re-
sources or policies or for some other
reasolL

(v) Review the steps taken by the
referring agency to bring its con-

cerns to the attention of the lead
agency at the earliest possible time,
and

(vi) Give the referring agency's
recommendations as to what mitiga-
tion alternative, further study, or
other course of action (including
abandonment of the matter) are nec-
essary to remedy the situation.

(d) Not later than twenty-five (25)
days after the referral to the Coun-
cil the lead agency may deliver a re-
sponse to the Council and the refer-
ring agency. If the lead agency re-
quests more time and gives assur-
ance that the matter will not go for-
ward in the interim, the Council

may grant an extension. The re-
sponse shall:

(1) Address fully the issues raised
in the referral.

(2) Be supported by evidence.
(3) Give the lead agency's response

to the referring agency's recommen-
dations.

(e) Interested persons (including
the applicant) may deliver their
views in writing to the Council.
Views in support of the referral
should be delivered not later than
the referral. Views in support of the
response shall be delivered not later
than the response.

(f) Not later than twenty-five (25)
days after receipt of both the refer-
ral and any response or upon being
informed that there will be no re-
sponse (unless the lead agency
agrees to a longer time), the Council
may take one or more of the follow-
ing actions:

(1) Conclude that the process of
referral and response has successful-
ly resolved the problem.

(2) Initiate discussions with the
agencies with the objective of media-
tion with referring and lead agen-
cies.

(3) Hold public meetings or hear-
ings to obtain additional views and
information.

(4) Determine that the issue is not
one of national "importance and re-
quest the referring and lead agencies
to pursue their decision process.

(5) Determine that the issue
should be further negotiated by the
referring and lead agencies and is
not appropriate for Council consid-
eration until one or more heads of
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agencies report to the Council that
the agencies' disagreements are trre-
concflable.

(6) Publish its findings and recom-
mendations (including where appro-
priate a finding that the submitted
evidence does not support the posi_
tion of an agency).

(7) When appropriate, submit the
referral and the response together
with the Council's recommendation
to the President for action.

(g) The Council shall take no
longer than 60 days to complete the
actions specified in paragraph (f) (2).
(3). or (5) of this section.

(h) When the referral involves an
action required by statute to be de-
termined on the record after oppor-
tunity for agency hearing, the refer-
ral shall be conducted in a manner
consistent with 5 U_.C. 557(d) (Ad-
ministrative Procedure Act).

PART 1505--NEPA AND AGENCY

DECISIONMAKING

1505.1 Agency decLsionmak_, proce-
dures.

1505.2 Record of dectsion in cues re-
quiring environmental impact state-
ment_.

1505.3 Implementing the dectsion.

Avlmo_: N-_PA, the Environmental
Quality Improvement Act of .1970, sa
mended (42 U_.C. 4371 et seq.), Section
309 of the Clean Air Act, is amended (42
U_$.C. 7609). and Executive Order 11514,
Protection and Enhancement of Environ-
mental Quality (March 5, 19/0, as amend-
ed by Executive Order 11991, May 24.
1977).

§ 1505.1 Agency decisionmaking proce-
dures.

Agencies shall adopt procedures
(§1507.3) to ensure that decisions
are made in accordance with the
policies and purposes of the Act.
Such procedures shall include but
not be limited to:

(a) Implementing procedures
under section 102(2) to achieve the
requirements of sections 101 and
102(1).

(b) Designating the major decision
points for the agency's principal pro-
grams likely to have a significant
effect on the human environment

and assuring that the NEPA process
corresponds with them.

(c) Requiring that relevant envi-
ronmental documents, comments,
and responses be part of the record
in formal rulemaktng or a_udica.
tory proceedings.

(d) Requiring that relevant envi-
ronmental documents, comments,
and responses accompany the pro*

through existing agency review
processes so that agency officials use
the statement in making decisions.

(e) Requiring that the alternatives
considered by the decisionmaker are
encompassed by the range of alter-
natives disct_sed in the relevant en-
vironmental documents and that the
decisionmaker consider the alterna-
tives described in the environmental
impact statement. If another deci-
sion document accompanies the rele-
vant environmental documents to
the decisionmaker, agencies are en-
couraged to make available to the
public before the decision is made
any part of that document that re-
lates to the comparison of alterna-
tives.

§ 1505.2 Record of decision in eases re-
quiring environmental impact state-
ments.

At the time of its decision
(§ 1506.10) or, if appropriate, its rec-
ommendation to Congress, each
agency shall prepare a concise public
record of decision. The record, which
may be integrated into any other
record prepared by the agency, in-
cluding that required by OMB Circuo
lar A-95 (Revised), part I, sections 6
(c) and (d), and part II, section
5(bX4)0 shall:

(a) State what the decision was.
(b) Identify all alternatives consid-

ered by the agency in reaching its
decision, specifying the alternative
or alternatives which were consid-
ered to be environmentally prefer-
able. An agency may discuss prefer-
ences among alternatives based on
relevant factors including economic
and technical considerations and
agency statutory missions. An
agency shall identify and discuss all
such factors including any essential
considerations of national policy
which were balanced by the agency
in making its decision and state how
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those considerations entered into its
decisio_

(c) State whether adl practicable
means to •void or minimize environ-
mental harm from the alternative
selected have been adopted, and ff
not, why they were not. A monitor-
tug and enforcement program shall
be adopted and summarized where
applicable for any mitigation.

! IF_5.3 ImpiemenUng the decision.

Agencies may provide for monitor-
tug to assure that their decisions are
carried out and should do so in im-
portant cases. Mitigation
(§ 1505.2(c)) and other conditions es-
tablished in the environmental
impact statement or during its
review and committed as part of the
decision shall be implemented by the
lead agency or other •ppropriate
consenting agency. The lead agency
shall:

(•) Include appropriate conditions
in _lmts, permits or other •ppro-
vals.

(b) Condition funding of actions
on mitisation.

(e) Upon request, inform cooperat_
ins or commenting agencies on ProS-
tess in carrying out mitisation meas-
ures which they have propo_t and
which were adopted by the _eney
making the decision.

(d) Upon request, make available
to the public the results of relevant
monitorins.

PART 1506--OTHER REQUIREMENTS
OF NEPA

J_mC.

1500.1 Limitations on actio, z, during
NEPA procel.

1506.2 Elimination of duplication with
_ate and local proceduret

1_.3 Adoption.
1506.4 Combint_ documentL
lS04.S Asency rwpomdblilty.
1604.6 Public involvement.
1606.1 Further guidance.
1504.$ Prop(mak for le81alation_
1506.9 _ requirements.
104)6.10 _ of agency sctio--
1606.11 EmerseneleL
1_)4.11 Effective date.

Ac,t_oarr_. NEPA. the Environmental
_iity Improvement Act of IV/0. u
amended (42 U_C. 4371 et mq.),

309 of the Clean Air Act, .t mended (43
U_.C. 1609), and Executive Order 11514,
Protection and Enhancement of Environ-
mental Qua]/ty (March 5, 1910, it amend-
ed by Executive Order 11901, May 24.
lrlT).

[ 1506.1 Limitations on actions during
NEPA proea_

(•) Until an agency issues • record
of decision as provided in §1505.2
(except as provided in paragraph (c)
of this section), no action concerning
the proposal shall be taken which
would:

(I) Have an adverse environmental
impact; or

(2) Limit the choice of reasonable
alternatives.

(b) If any agency is considering an
application from • non.Federal
entity, and is •ware that the appli-
cant is about to take an action
within the agency's Jurisdiction that
would meet either of the criteria in
paragraph (a) of this section, then
the agency shall promptly notify the
applicant that the agency will take
appropriate action to insure that the
objectives and procedures of NEPA
are achieved.

(e) While work on • required pr_
gram environmental impact _ate-
ment is in progress and the action is
not covered by an existing p_
statement, agencies shall not under-
take in the interim any major Feder-
al action covered by the pro_sm
which may s/gnfficantly affect the
qtu_lity of the human environment
unless such actio_

(1) Is Justified independently of

the program;
(2) Is itself accompanied by an ade-

quate environmental impact stat_
ment; and

(3) Will not prejudice the ultimate
decision on the program. Interim
8_%1on preJudice_ the ultimate deci-
sion on the program when it tends to
determine subsequent development
or limit alternatives.

(d) This section does not preclude
development by applicants of plans
or designs or perfommnce of other
work necessary to support an appli-
cation for Federal, 8rate or local per-
mits or smigance. Nothinz in this
section shall preclude Rural g)ectrl-
flcation Administration approval of
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minimal expenditures not affecting
the environment (_g. Ions leadtime
equipment 8rod purchase options)
made by non-governmental entities
seeking loan guarantees from the
Adminlstmtio_

§ 15M.2 Elimination of duplication with
8U_ and load lmmNlur_

(a) Allenclu authorized by law to
cooperate with 8rate agenciem of
statewide Jurisdiction pursmmt to
section 102(2XD) of the Act may do
80.

(b) Agencies sht_ cooperate with
State and loc_ asencie8 to the ful-
lest extent possible to reduce dupli-
cation between NEPA and State and
local requirements, unlem the asen-
cim are specifically barred from
doing so by some other law. Except
for carom covered by paragraph (a) of
this _lon, such cooperation shall
to the fullut extent poaible include:

(1) Joint planning procesmm.
(2) Joint environmental research

and studiaL
(3) Joint public hearings (except

where otherwise provided by stat-
ute).

(4) Joint environmental assess-
ment8.

(c) Agencta shall cooperate with
State and local agenckm to the ful-
lest extent pomible to reduce dupU-
cation between NEPA and compar_
ble State and local requirements,
unlem the alpencies are specifically
barred from doing so by some other
law. Except for c_4m covered by
paragraph (a) of this section, such
cooperation shall to the fullemt
extent possible include Joint environ-
mental impact statements. In such
casu one or more Federal agenciem
and one or more State or local allen-
ciu shall be Joint lead agencies.
Where State laws or local ordinances
have environmental impact state-
ment requirements in addition to
but not in conflict with those in
NEPA, Federal agencies shall coop-
erate in fulfilling these requirements
as well as those of Federal laws so
that one document will comply with
all appUcable laws.

(d) To better inteltrate environ-
mental impact statements into State
or local pllmning procem_, state-
ments shall dlscmm any inconsisten-

cy of a proposed action with any ap-
proved State or local plan and laws
(whether or not federally sanc-
tioned). Where an inconsistency
exists, the statement should describe
the extent to which the agency
would reconcile its propceed action
with the plan or law.

§ l_)e_ AdopOoL

(a) An agency may adopt a Federal
draft or final environmental impact
statement or portion thereof pro-
vided that the statement or portion
thereof meets the standards for an
adequate statement under thue res-
ulatiomL

(b) If the actions covered by the
oristnal environmental impact stat_
ment and the proposed action are
substantially the same, the asency
adopting another asency's statement
is not required to recirculate it
except as a final statement. Other-

the adopting agency shall treat
the statement as a draft and reclrcu-
late it (except as provided in para-
graph (c) of _ _ction).

(c) _A cooperattng s4lencY may
adopt without recirculating the envi-
ronmental impact statement of a
lead agency when, after an inde-
pendent review of the r_atement, the
cooperating agency concludu that
its comments and mzgi_tions have
been satisfietL

(d) When an agency adopts a state-
ment which is not final within the
asency that prepared it, or when the
action it amasses is the subject of a
referral under part 1504, or when
the statement's adequacy is the sub-
Ject of a Judicial action which is not
final, the agency shall so specify.

§ 1506.4 Combining documents.

Any environmental document in
compliance with NEPA may be com-
bined with any other agency docu-
ment to reduce duplication and pa-
perwork.

§ lrd)4.5 Alrency responsibility.

(a) In/ormatto_ If an agency re-
quires an applicant to submit envi-
ronmental information for possible
use by the agency in preparing an
environmental impact statement,
then the agency should assist the
applicant by outlint_ the types of
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information required. The agency
shall independentlyevaluatethe in-
formation submitted and shall be re-
spomflble for its accuracy. If the
agency chooses to use the informa-
tion submitted by the applicant in
the environmental Impact state-
ment, either directly or by reference,
then the names of the persons re-
spons/ble for the independent evalu-
ation shall be included in the list of

preparers (§ 1502.17). It is the intent
of this subparagraph that acceptable
work not be redone, but that it be
verified by the agency.

(b) Environmental a_sessment_. If
an agency permits an applicant to
prepare an environmental assess-
ment, the agency, besides fulfilling
the requirements of paragraph (a) of
this section, shall make its own eval-
uation of the environmental issues

and take responsibility for the scope
and content of the environmental as-
sessment.

(c) Environmental impact state-
merits. Except as provided in

H 1506.2 trod 1506.3 any environmen-
tal Impact statement prepared pur-
suant to the requirements of NEPA
Ihal] be prepared directly by or by •
contractor selected by the lead
agency or where appropriate under
| 1501.6(b), • cooperating agency. It
is the intent of these regulations
that the contractor be chosen solely
by the lead agency, or by the lead
asency in cooperation with cooperat-
ing agencies, or where appropriate
by • oooporating agency to •void any
conflict of interest. Contractors shall
execute • disclosure statement pre-
pared by the lead agency, or where
appropriate the cooperating agency,
specifying that they have no finan-
cial or other interest in the outcome
of the project. If the document is
prepared by contract, the responsi-
ble Federal official shall furnish
ffttidance and participate in the prep-
araUon and shall independently
evaluate the statement prior to its
approval and take responsibility for
its scope and contents. Nothing in
this section is intended to prohibit
any s_ency from requesting any
person to submit information to it or

to prohibit any person from submit-
ting information to any agency.

§ 1506.6 Public involvement.

Agencies shall: (a) Make diligent
efforts to involve the public in pre-
paring and Implementing their
NEPA procedures.

(b) Provide public notice of NEPA-
related hearings, public meetings,
and the availability of envlronmen-
tal documents so as to inform those
persons and agencies who may be in-
terested or affected.

(I) In all cases the agency shall
mall notice to those who have re-
quested it on an individual action.

(2) In the case of an action with ef-
recta of national concern notice shall
include publication in the FXVZL_L
R_ZS_m and notice by marl to ha-
tional organizations reasonably ex-
pected to be interested in the matter
and may include listing in the 102
Monitor. An agency engaged in rule.

may provide notice by mall
to national organizations who have
requested tl_t notice regularly be
provided. Agencies shall maintain •
Kst of such orgsn/zstlons.

(3) In the case of an action with ef-
recta primarily of local concern the
notice may include:

(i) Notice to State and areawide
clearinghouses pursuant to OMB
C/rcular A-95 (Revised).

(fl) Notice to Indian tribes when
effects may occur on reservations.

(lii) Following the affected State's
public notice procedures for compa-
rable actions.

(iv) Publication in local newspa-
pers (in papers of general circulation
rather than legal papers).

(v) Notice through other local
media

(vi) Notice to potentially interest-
ed community organizations includ-
ing small business associations.

(vii) Publication in newsletters
that may be expected to reach po-
tentially interested persons.

(rift) Direct mailing to owners and
occupants of nearby or affected
property.

(ix) Posting of notice on and off
site in the area where the action is
to be locatecL

_c) Hold or sponsor public hearings
or public meetings whenever appro-
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priate or in accordance with statuto-
ry requirements applicable to the
agency. Criteria shall include wheth-
er there is:

(1) Substantial environmental con-
troversy concerning the propo_,d
action or substantial interest in
holding the hearing.

(2) A request for a hearing by an-
other agency with Jurisdiction over
the action supported b-" reasons why
• hearing will be helpfdl. If a draft
environmental impact statement is
to be considered at • public hearing,
the agency should make the state-
ment • v•ilable to the public at least
15 days in advance (unless the put.
pose of the hearing is to provide in-
formation for the draft environmen-

tal impact statement).
(d) Solicit appropriate information

from the public.
(e) Explain in its procedures where

interested persons can Bet Informa-
tion or status reports on environ-
mental impact statements and other
elements of the NEPA process.

if) Make environmental impact
statements, the comments received,
and any underlying documents avail-
able to the public pursuant to the
provisions of the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act (5 U.S.C. 552), without
regard to the exclusion for inter-
agency memoranda where such
memoranda transmit comments of
Federal agencies on the environmen-
tal impact of the proposed action.
Materials to be made available to
the public shall be provided to the
public without charge to the extent
practicable, or at a fee which is not
more than the actual costs of repro-
ducing copies required to be sent to
other Federal agencies, including the
Council.

§ 154}4.7 Further guidance.

The Council may provide further
guidance concerning NEPA and its
procedures includLng'.

(•) A handbook which the Council
may supplement from time to time,
which shall in plain language pro-
vide guidance and instructions con-
cern/_ the application of NEPA and
these regulations.

(b) Publication of the Council's
Memoranda to Heads of Agencies.

(c) In conjunction with the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency and
the publication of the 102 Monitor,
notice of:

(1) Research activities;
(2) Meetings and conferences relat-

ed to NEPA; and
(3) Successful and innovative pro-

cedures used by agencies to imple-
ment NEPA.

§ 150&8 Prolmeals for le_iation.

(•) The NEPA process for propos-
als for legislation (§ 1508.17) signifi-
cantly affecting the quality of the
human environment shall be inte-
grated with the legislative process of
the Congress. A legislative environ-
mental impact statement is the de-
tailed statement required by law to
be included in • recommendation or
report on • legislative proposal to
Congress. A legislative environmen-
tal impact statement shall be consid-
ered part of the formal transmittal
of • legislative proposal to Congress.
however, it may be transmitted to
Congress up to 30 days later in order
to allow time for completion of an
accurate statement which can serve
as the basis for public and Congres-
sional debate. The statement must
be available in time for Congression-
al hearings and deliberations.

(b) Preparation of • legislative en-
vironmental impact statement shall
conform to the requirements of
these regulations except as follows:

(1) There need not be a scoping
process.

(2) The legislative statement shall
be prepared in the same manner as a
draft statement, but shall be consid-
ered the "detailed statement" re-
quired by statute; Protr/ded, That
when any of the following conditioP, s
exist both the draft and final envi-
ronmental impact statement on the
legislative proposal sha_l be prepared
and circulated as provided by
§§ 1503.1 and 1506.10.

(i) A Congressional Committee
with Jurisdiction over the proposal
has • rule requiring both draft and
final environmental impact state-
ments.

(fl) The proposal results from a
study process required by statute
(such as those required by the Wild
and Scenic Rivers Act (16 U.S.C.
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1271 et seq.) and the Wilderness Act
(16 U.S.C. 1131 et seq.)).

(ifl) Legislative approval is sought
for Federal or federally assisted con-
struction or other projects which the
agency recommends be located at
specific geographic locations. For
proposals requiring an environmen-
tal impact statement for the acquisi-
tion of space by the General Services
Administration. a draft statement
shall accompany the Prospectus or
the 11(b) Report of Building Project
Surveys to the Congress, and a final
statement shall be completed before
site acquisition.

(iv) The agency decides to prepare
draft and final statements.

(c) Comments on the legislative
statement shall be given to the lead
agency which shall forward them
alone wtth its own responses to the
Congressional committees with Juris-
diction.

| 1_.9 Filing requiremen_
Environmental impact statements

together with comments and re-
sponses shall be filed with the Envi-
ronmental Protection Agency, atten-
tion Office of Federal Activities (A-
104), 401 M Street SW., Washington,
D.C. 20460. Statements shall be filed
with EPA no earlier than they are
also transmitted to commenting
agencies and made available to the
public. EPA shall deliver one copy of
each statement to the Council,
which shall satisfy the requirement
of availability to the President. EPA
may issue guidelines to agencies to
implement its responsibilities under
this section and § 1506.10 below.

J 160&10 Timing of sgency 8_lon.

(a) The Environmental Protection
Agency shall publish a notice in the
F_nAL RZOXSTSa each week of the
environmental impact statements
filed during the preceding week. The
minimllm time periods set forth in
this section shall be calculated from
the date of publication of this notice.

(b) No decision on the proposed
action shall be made or recorded
under § 1505.2 by a Federal agency
until the later of the following dates:

(1) Ninety (90) days after publica-
tion of the notice described above in

paragraph (a) of this section for a
draft environmental impact state-
ment_

(2) Thirty (30) days after publica-
tion of the notice described above in
paragraph (a) of this section for a
final environmental impact stat_
ment.

An exception to the rules on timing
may be made in the case of an
agency decision which is subject
to a formal internal appeal. Some
agencies have a formally established
appeal process which allows other
agencies or the public to take ap-
peals on a decision and make their
views known, after publication of
the final environmental impact
statement. In such cues, where a
real opportunity exists to alter the
decision, the decision may be made
and recorded at the same time the
environmental impact statement is
published. This means that the
period for appeal of the decision and
the $O-dLy period prescribed in pars-
graph (bX2) of this section may run
concurrently. In such cases the envi-
ronmental impact statement
explain the timing and the public's
right of appeal. An agency enp41_
in rulemaklns under the Administra-
tive Procedure Act or other statute
for the purpose of protectins the
public health or safety, maY waive
the time period in paragraph (bX3)
of this section and publish a decision
on the final rule simultaneously
with publication of the notice of the
availability of the final environmen-
tal impact statement ms described in

pLWL_Dh (a) of this section.
(c) If the final environmental

impact _atement is fried within
ninety (90) days after a draft envi-
ronmental impact statement is filed
with the Environmental Protection
Agency, the mln/mum thirty (30)
day period and the miwimllm ninety
(90) day period may run concurrent-
ly. However, subject to paragraph
(d) of this section agencies shall
sllow not less than 46 days for com-
ments on draft statements.

(d) The lead agency maY extend

prescribed period_ The Environmen-
tal Protection Agency may upon a
showing by the lead afency of com-
pellins reasons of national policy
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reduce the prescribed periods and
may upon a showing by any other
Federal agency of compelling rea-
sons of national policy also extend
prescribed periods, but only after
consultation with the lead agency.
(Also see § 1507.3(d).) Failure to file
timely comments shall not be a suffi-
cient reason for extending a period.
If the lead agency does not concur
with the extension of time, EPA may
not extend it for more than 30 days.
When the Environmental Protection
Agency reduces or extends any
period of time it shall notify the
Council.

§ ISN.II Emerlrencies.

Where emergency circumstances
make it necessary to take an action
with significant environmental
impact without observing the provi-
sions of these regulations, the Feder-
al agency taking the action should
consult with the Council about alter-
native arrangements. Agencies and
the Council will limit such arrange-
ments to actions necessary to control
the immediate impacts of the emer-
gency. Other tctions remain subject
to NEPA review.

§ 1r_$.12 Effective date.
The effective date of these rea_da-

tions is July 30, 1979, except that for
agencies that administer programm
that qualify under see. 102(2)(D) of
the Act or under sec. 104(h) of the
Housing and Community Develop-
ment Act of 1974 an additional four
months shall be allowed for the
State or local agencies to adopt their
implementing procedures.

(a) These regulations shall apply
to the fullest extent practicable to
ongoing activities and environmental
documents begun before the effec-
tive date. These regulations do not
apply to an environmental impact
statement or supplement if the draft
statement was filed before the effec-
tive date of these regulations. No
completed environmental documents
need be redone by reason of these
regulations. Until these regulations
are applicable, the Council's guide-
lines published in the F_D_L Rim-
xs_m of August 1, 1973, shall contin-
ue to be applicable. In cases where
these regulations are applicable the

guidelines are superseded. However,
nothing shall prevent an agency
from proceeding under these regula-
tions at an eariler time.

(b) NEPA shall continue to be ap-
plicable to actions begun before Jan-
uary 1, 1970, to the fullest extent
possible.

PART 1507--AGENCY COMPLIANCE

1507.1 CompUance.
1507.2 Agency Capability to Comply.
1507.3 Agency Procedure.

AVTnoarr_. NEPA, the Environmental
Qua_ty Improvement Act of 1970. as
amended (42 U,S.C. 4371 et seq.), _,¢tion
309 of the Clean Air Act, u amended (43
U.8.C. 7609). and Executive Order 11814.
Protection and Enhancement of Environ-
mental Qtmllty (March 8. 19/0. as amend-
ed by Executive Order 11991, May 24.
1977).

1507.1 Compliance.

All agencies of the Federal Gov-
ernment shall comply with these
regulations. It is the intent of these
regulations to allow each agency
flexibility in adapting its implement-
ing procedures authorized by
§ 1507.3 to the requirements of other
applicable laws.

§ 150T.Z Agency capebility to comply.

Each agency shall be cal_ble (in
terms of personnel and other re-
sources) of complying with the re-
quirements enumerated below. Such
compliance may include use of
other's resources, but the using
agency shall itself have sufficient ca-
pability to evaluate what others do
for it. Agencies shall:

(a) Fulfill the requirements of Sec.
102(2)(A) of the Act to utilize a sys-
tematic, interdisciplinary approach
which will insure the integrated use
of the natural and social sciences
and the environmental design arts in
planning and in decisionmaking
which may have an impact on the
human environment. Agencies shall
designate a person to be responsible
for overall review of agency NEPA
compliance.

(b) Identify methods and proce-
dures required by Sec. 102(2)(B) to
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Insure that presently unquantified
environmental amenities and values
may be given appropriate considera-
tion.

(c) Prepare adequate environmen-
tal impact statements pursuant to
Sec. 102(2)(C) and comment on
statements in the areas where the

agency has Jurisdiction by law or
special expertise or is authorized to
develop and enforce environmental
standsxds.

(d) Study, develop, and describe al-
ternatives to recommended courses
of action in any proposal which in-
volves unresolved conflicts concern-
ins alternative uses of available re-
sources. This requirement of Sec.
102(2)(E) extends to =11 such propos-
als, not Just the more limited scope
of Sec. 102(2)(C)(iil) where the dis-
cnssion of alternatives is confined to
impact statements.

(e) Comply with the requirements
of 8ec. 102(2)(H) that the agency ini-
tiate and utiltse ecological informa-
tion in the planning and develop-
ment of resource-oriented projects.

(f) Fulfill the requirements of sec-
tions 1Q2(2)(F), 102(2)(O). and
102(2)(1). of the Act and of Execu-
tive Order 11514. Protection and En-
hancement of Environmental Qual-
ity, Sec. 2.

§ 1507.3 Agency procedures.
(a) Not later than eight months

after publication of these regula-
tions as finsdly adopted in the Fro)reg-
AL I_mlSTmL or five months after
the establishment of an agency,
whichever shall come later, each
agency shs_ as necessary adopt pro-
cedures to supplement these regula-
tions. When the agency is a depart-
ment, major subunits are encour-
aged (with the consent of the de-
partment) to adopt their own proce-
dures. Such procedures shall not
ps4-1phrmle these regulations. They
shall confine themselves to imple-
menting procedures. Each agency
shall consult with the Council while
developing its procedures and before
publishing them m the I_Vn_.L Rzo-
tS_m for comment. Agencies with
similar programs should consult
with each other and the Council to
coordinate their procedures, espe-
cially for programs requesting shni-

lar information from applicants. The
procedures shall be adopted only
after an opportunity for public
review and after review by the Coun-
cil for conformity with the Act and
these regulations. The Council shall
complete its review within 30 days.
Once in effect they shall be filed
with the Council and made readily
available to the public. Agencies are
encouraged to publish explanatory
guidance for these regulations and
their own procedures. Agencies shall
continue to review their policies and
procedures and in consultation with
the Council to revise them as neces-
sary to ensure full compliance with
the purposes and provisions of the
Act.

(b) Agency procedures shall
comply with these regulations
except where compliance would be
inconsistent with statutory require-
ments and shall include:

(1) Those procedures required by
H 1501.2(d), 1502.9(c)(3), 1505.1,
1506.6(e), and 1508.4.

(2) Specific criteria for and identi-
fication of those typical classes of
action:

(i) Which normally do require en-
vironmental impact statements.

(il) Which normally do not require
either an environmental impact
statement or an environmental as-
sessment (categorical exclusions
(§ 1508.4)).

(ill) Which normally require envi-
ronmental assessments but not nec-
essarily environmental impact state-
ments.

(c) Agency procedures may include
specific criteria for providing limited
exceptions to the provisions of these
regulations for classified proposals.
They are proposed actions which are
specifically authorized under criteria
established by an Executive Order or
statute to be kept secret in the inter-
est of national defense or foreign
policy and are in fact properly classi-
fied pursuant to such Executive
Order or statute. Environmental as-
sessments and environmental impact
statements which address classified
proposals may be safeguarded and
restricted from public dissemination
in accordance with agencies' own
rer_lations applicable to classified
information. These documents may
be organized so that classified por-
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tionscanbe includedasannexes,tr,
order that the unclassified portions
can be made available to the public.

(d) Agency procedures may pro-
vide for periods of time other than
those presented in 01506.10 when
necessary to comply with other spe-
cific statutory requirements.

(e) Agency procedures may provide
that where there is a lengthy period
between the agency's decision to pre-
pare an environmental impact state.
ment and the time of actual prepara.
tion, the notice of intent required by
§ 1501.7 may be published at a rea-
sonable time in advance of prepara-
tion of the draft statement.

PART 1508--TERMINOLOGY AND
INDEX

15o8.1 Terminolory.
1508.2 Act.
1508.3 Affecting.
1508.4 Categorical E_xclusion.
1508.5 Cooperating Agency.
1508.6 Council.
1508.7 Cumulative Impact.
1508.8 Effects.
1508.9 Environmental Assessment.
1508.10 Environmental Document.
1508.11 Environmental Impact State.

ment.
1508.12 Federal Agency.
1508.13 Finding of No Significant

Impact.
1508.14 Human Environment.
1508.15 Jurisdiction By Law.
1508.16 Lead Agency.
1508.17 Legislation.
1508.18 Major Federal Action.
1508.19 Matter.
1508.20 Mitigation.
1508.21 NEPA Process.
1508.22 Notice of Intent.
1508.23 Proposal.
1508.24 Referring Agency.
1508.25 Scope.
1508.26 Special Expertise.
1508.2"/ Significantly.
1508.28 Tiering.

AvTHoarrY: NEPA, the Environmental
Quality Improvement Act of 1970, as
amended (42 U.S.C. 4371 et seq.), Section
509 of the Clean Air Act, as amended (42
U.S.C. 7609), and Executive Order 11514,
Protection and Enhancement of Environ.
mental Quality (March 5, 1970, as amend-
ed by Executive Order 11991, May 24,
1977).

| 1508.1 Terminology.

The terminology of this part shall

be uniform throughout the Federal
Government.

1508.2 Act

"Act" means the National Environ.
mental Policy Act, as amended (42
U.S.C. 4321, et seq.) which is also re-
ferred to as "NEPA."

§ 1508.3 Affecting.

"Affecting" means will or may
have an effect on.

§ 1508.4 Categorical exclusion.

"Categorical Exclusion" means a
category of actions which do not ln-
dividu_iy or cumulatively have a
significant effect on the human envi-
ronment and which have been found
to have no such effect in procedures
adopted by a Federal agency in im-
plementation of these regulations
(4 1507.3) and for which, therefore,
neither an environmental assess-
ment nor an environmental impact
statement is required. An agency
may decide in its procedures or oth-
erwise, to prepare environmental as-
sessments for the reasons stated in
§ 1508.9 even though it is not re.
quired to do so. Any procedures
under this section shall provide for
extraordinary circumstances in
which a normally excluded action
may have a significant environmen-
tal effect.

§ 1508.5 Cooperating agency.

"Cooperating Agency" means any
Federal agency other than a lead
agency which has Jurisdiction by law
or special expertise with respect to
any environmental impact involved
in a proposal (or a reasonable alter-
native) for legislation or other major
Federal action significantly affecting
the quality of the human environ-
ment. The selection and responsibil-
ities of a cooperating agency are de-
scribed in § 1501.6. A State or local
agency of similar qualifications or,
when the effects are on a reserva-
tion. an Indian Tribe, may by agree-
ment with the lead agency become a
cooperating agency.

§ 1508.6 Council.

"Council" means the Coumcfl on
Environmental Quality established
by Title II of the Act.
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§ 1508.7 Cumulative lmpacL
"Cumulative impact" is the impact

on the environment which results
from the incremental impact of the
action when added to other past,
present, and reasonably foreseeable
future actions regardless of what
agency (Federal or non-Federal) or
person undertakes such other ac-
tions. Cumulative impacts can result
from individually minor but collec-
tively significant actions taking
place over a period of time.

§ 1508.8 Effecta

"Effects" include:
(a) Direct effects, which are caused

by the action and occur at the same
time and place.

(b) Indirect effects, which are
caused by the action and are later in
time or farther removed in distance,
but are still reasonably foreseeable.
Indirect effects may include growth
inducing effects and other effects re-
lated to induced changes in the pat-
tern of land use, population density
or growth rate, and related effects
on air and water and other natural
systems, including ecosystems.

Effects and impacts as used in
these regulations are synonymous.
Effects includes ecological (such as
the effects on'hatural resources and
on the components, structures, an0
functioning of affected ecosystems).
aesthetic, hist_rie, culture, econom-
ic, social, or health, whether direct,
indirect, or cumulative. Effects may
also include those resulting from ac-
tions which may have both benefi-
cial and detrimental effects, even ff
on balance the agency believes that
the effect will be benefici&L

§ 1608.9 Environmental a_mmtenL

"Environmental Assessment":
(a) Means a concise public docu-

ment for which a Federal agency is
responsible that serves to:

(1) Briefly provide sufficient evi-
dence and analysis for determining
whether to prepare an environmen-
tal impact statement or a finding of
no significant impact.

(2) Aid an agency's compliance
with the Act when no environmental
impact statement is necessary.

(3) Facilitate preparation of a
statement when one is necessary.

(b) Shall include brief discussions
of the need for the proposal, of al-
ternatives as required by sec.
102(2XE), of the environmental im-
pacts of the proposed action and a]-
ternatives, and a listing of agencies
and persons consulted.

| 1508.10 Environmental document.
0,Envlronmental document" in-

eludes the documents specified in
§ 1508.9 (environmental assessment),
§ 1508.11 (environmental impact
statement), § 1508.13 (finding of no
significant impact), and §1508.22
(notice of intent).

§1508.11 Environmental impact state-
menL

"Environmental Impact State-
ment" means a detailed written
statement as required by Sec.
102(2XC) of the Act.

§ 150&15 Federal scency.

"Federal agency" means all agen-
cies of the Federal Government. It
does not mean the Congress, the Ju-
diciary, or the President, including
the performance of staff functions
for the President in his Executive
Office. It also includes for purposes
of these regulations States and units
of general local government and
Indian tribes assuming NEPA re-
sponsibilities under section 104(h) of
the Housing and Community Devel-
opment Act of 1974.

| 1_.15 Finding of no sllpaiflcant

"Finding of No Significant
Impact" means a document by a
Federal agency briefly presenting
the reasons why an action, not oth-
erwise excluded (§ 1508.4). will not
have s significant effect on the
human environment and for which
an environmental impact statement
therefore will not be prepared. It
shall include the environmental as-
sesmnent or a summary of it and
shall note any other environmental
documents related to it
(| 1501.7(a)(5)). If the mmessment is
included, the finding need not repeat
any of the discussion in the _sea-
ment but may incorporate it by ref-
erence.
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§ 1508.14 Human Environment.

"Human Environment" shall be in.
terpreted comprehensively to in.
elude the natural and physical envi-
ronment and the relationship of
people with that environment. (See
the definition of "effects" (§ 1508.8).)
This means that economic or social
effects are not intended by them-
selves to require preparation of an
environmental impact statement.
When an environmental impact
statement is prepared and economic
or social and natural or physical en-
vironmental effects are interrelated,
then the environmental impact
statement will discuss all of these ef-
fects on the human environment.

§ 1508.15 Jurisdiction By 1.81,.

"Jurisdiction by law" means
agency authority to approve, veto, or
finance all or part of the proposal.

§ 1508.16 Lead agency.

"Lead Agency" means the agency
or agencies preparing or having
taken primary responsibility for pre-
paring the environmental impact
statement.

§ 1508.17 Lelislation.

"Legislation" includes a bill or leg.
islative proposal to Congress devel-
oped by or with the significant coop-
eration and support of a Federal
agency, but does not include re-
quests for appropriations. The test
for significant cooperation is wheth-
er the proposal is in fact predomi-
nantly that of the agency rather
than another source. Drafting does
not by itself constitute significant
cooperation. Proposals for legisla-
tion include requests for ratification
of treaties. Only the agency which
has primary responsibility for the
subject matter involved will prepare
a legislative environmental impact
statement.

§ 1508.18 M_or Federal action.

"Major Federal action" includes
actions with effects that may be
major and which are potentially sub-
Ject to Federal control and responsi-
bility. Major reinforces but does not
have a meaning independent of slg-

nlficantly (§ 1508.27). Actions in-
elude the circumstance where the re-

sponsible officiak fall to act and
that failure to act is reviewable by
courts or administrative tribunals
under the Administrative Procedure
Act or other applicable law as
agency action.

(a) Actions include new and con-
tinuing activities, including projects
and programs entirely or partly fi-
nanced, assisted, conducted, regulat-
ed, or approved by federal agencies;
new or revised agency rules, regula-
tions, plans, policies, or procedures;
and legislative proposals (§§ 1506.8,
1508.17). Actions do not include
funding assistance solely in the form
of general revenue sharing funds,
distributed under the State and
Local Fiscal Assistance Act of 1972,
31 U.S.C. 1221 et seq., with no Feder-
al agency control over the subse-
quent use of such funds. Actions do
not include bringing Judicial or ad-
ministrative civil or criminal en-
forcement actions.

(b) Federal actions tend to fall
within one of the following catego-
ries:

(1) Adoption of official policy,
such as rules, regulations, and inter-
pretations adopted pursuant to the
Administrative Procedure Act, 5
U.S.C. 551 et seq.; treaties and inter-
national conventions or agreements;
formal documents establishing an
agency's policies which will result in
or substantially alter agency pro-
grams.

(2) Adoption of formal plans, such
as official documents prepared or ap-
proved by federal agencies which
guide or prescribe alternative uses of
federal resources, upon which future
agency actlorm will be based.

(3) Adoption of programs, such as
a group of concerted actions to im-
plement a specific policy or plan;
systematic and connected agency de-
cisions allocating agency resources
to implement a specific statutory
program or executive directive.

(4) Approval of specific projects,
such as construction or management
activities located in a defined geo-
graphic are_ Projects include ac-
tions approved by permit or other
regulatory decision as well as federal
and federally assisted activities.
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| 1508.19 Matter.

"Matter" includes for purposes of
Part 1504:

(a) With respect to the Environ-
mental Protection Agency, any pro-
posed legislation, project, action or
regulation as those terms are used in
Section 309(a) of the Clean Air Act
(42 U.S.C. 7609).

(b) With respect to all other agen-
oles, any proposed major federal
action to which section I02(2)(C) of
NEPA applies.

§ 1508.20 Mitigation.

"Mitigation" includes:
(a) Avoiding the impact altogether

by not taking a certain action or
parts of an action.

(b) Minimizing impacts by limiting
the degree or magnitude of the
action and its implementation.

(c) Rectifying the impact by re-
pairing, rehabilitatiz_, or restoring
the affected environment.

(d) Reducing or elimin_tlng the
impact over time by preservation
and maintenance operations during
the life of the action.

(e) Compensating for the impact
by replacing or providing substitute
resources or environments.

| I50&Zl NEPA process,
"NEPA process" means all meas-

ures necessary for compliance with
the requirements of Section 2 and
Title I of NEPA.

1508.22 NoUce of lntenL
"Notice of Intent" means a notice

that an environmental impact state-
ment wilt be prepared and consid-
eretL The notice shall briefly:

(a) Describe the proposed action
and possible alternatives.

(b) Describe the agency's proposed
scopins process including whether,
when, and where any scoping meet_
tug will be helcL

(c) State the name and address of
a person within the agency who can
answer questions about the proposed
action and the environmental impact
statement.

! _s0a_ Proposal.
"Proposal" exists at that stage in

the development of an action when
an agency subject to the Act has a

goal and is actively pxeparlng to
make a decision on one or more al-
ternative means of accomplishing
that goal and the effects can be
meaningfully evaluated. Preparation
of an environmental impact state-
ment on a proposal should be timed

(§1502.5)so that the finalstatement
may be completed in time for the
statement to be included in any rec-
ommendation or report on the pro-

posal.A proposal may existin fact as
well ms by agency declaration that
one exists.

§ 1508.24 Referring sL,ency.

"Referring agency" means the fed-
eral agency which has referred any
matter to the Council after a deter-
ruination that the matter is unsatis-
factory from the standpoint of
public health or welfare or environ-
mental quality.

§ 15O835 Scope.

Scope consists of the range of ac-
tJons, alternatives, and impacts to be
considered in an environmental
impact statement. The scope of an
individual statement may depend on
its relationships to other statements
(§§1502.20 and 1508.28). To deter-
mine the scope of environmental
impact statements, agencies shall
consider $ types of actions, 3 types
of alternatives, and 3 types of im-

pacts. They include:
(a) Actions (other than unconnect-

ed single actions) which may be:
(1) Connected actions, which

means that they are closely related
and therefore should be discussed in
the same impact statement. Actions
are connected if they:

(i) Automatically trigger other ac-
tions which may require environ-
mental impact statements.

(fl) Cannot or will not proceed
unless other actions are taken previ-
oualy or simultaneously.

(ili) Are interdependent parts of a
larger action and depend on the
larger action for their Justification.

(2) Cumulative actions, which
when viewed with other proposed ac-
tions have cumulatively significant
impacts and should therefore be dis-
cussed in the same impact _te-
ment.

(3) Similar actions, which when
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viewed with oth_:r reasonably fore-
seeable or propo;,ed agency actions,
have simllaritie_, that provide a basts
for evaluating their environmental
consequencies together, such as
common timing or geography. An
asency may wish to analyze these
P£tions in the same impact state-
ment. It should do so when the best
way to assess adequately the com-
bined impacts of similar actions or
reasonable alternatives to such ac-
tions is to treat them in a single
impact statement.

(b) Alternatives, which include: (1)
No action alternative. (2) Other rea-
sonable courses of actions. (3) Miti-
8ation measures (not in the pro-
posed action).

(c) Impacts, which may be: (I)
Direct. (2) Indirect. (3) Cumulative.

§ I_.N Specie] expertise.

"Special expertise" means statuto-
17 responsibility, agency mission, or
related program experience.

| I_ Significantly.

"Sia_dficantly" as used in NEPA
requires considerations of both con-
text and intensity:

(a) Context. This means that the
sia_ificance of an action must be
analyzed in several contexts such as
society as a whole (human, nation-
al), the affected region, the affected
interests, and the locality. Sla_nifi-
cance varies with the setting of the

proposed action. For instance, in the
cue of a site-specific action, signifi-
cance would usually depend upon
the effects in the locale rather than
in the world as a whole. Both short-
and long-term effects are relevant.

(b) lnt_.stty. This refers to the se-
verity of impact. Responsible offi-
cials must bear in mind that more
than one agency may make decisions
about partial aspects of a major
action. The foUowing should be con-
sidered in evaluating intensity:

(1) Impacts that may be both
beneficial and adverse. A significant
effect may exist even ff the Federal
agency believes that on balance the
effect will be beneficial.

(2) The degree to which the pro-
posed action affects public health or
safety.

(3) Unique characteristics of the
geographic area such as proximity to
historic or cultural resources, park
lands, prime farmlands, wetlands,
wild and scenic rivers, or ecologically
critical areas.

(4) The degree to which the effects
on the quality of the human envi-
ronment are likely to be highly con-
troversial.

(5) The degree to which the possi-
ble effects on the human environ-
ment are highly uncertain or involve
unique or unknown risks.

(6) The degree to which the action
may establish a precedent for future
actions with si8nlficant effects or
represents a decision in principle
about a future comdderation

(7) Whether the action is related
to other actions with individually in-
sia_dficant but cumulatively shrnffi-
cant impacts. Sia_dflcance exists ff it
is reasonable to anticipate a cumula-
tively significant impact on the envi-
ronment. Significance cannot be
avoided by terming an action tempo-
rary or by breaking it down into
small component part_

(8) The degree to which the action
may adversely affect districts, sites,
highways, structures, or objects
listed in or eligible for listing in the
National Register of Historic Places
or may cause loss or destruction of
significant scientific, cultural, or his-
torical resouroe_

(9) The degree to which the action
may adversely affect an endangered
or threatened species or its habitat
that has been determ/ned to be criti-
cal under the Endaneered Species
Act of 1973.

(10) Whether the action threatens
a violation of Federal, State, or local
law or requirements imposed for the
protection of the environment.

1508.28 Tiering.

"Tiering" refers to the coverase of
general matters in broader environ-
mental impact statements (such as
national pros_m or policy state-
ments) with subsequent narrower
statements or environmental analy*
ses (such as regional or basinwide
program statements or ultimately
site-specific statements) incorporat-
h_ by reference the general discus-
sions and concentratin8 solely on
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the issues specific to the statement
subsequently prepared. Tiering Is ap-
propriate when the sequence of
ststements or analyses Is:

Is) From a program, plan, or policy
environmental impact statement to a
program, plan, or policy statement
or snsJysis of lesser scope or to a
site-specific statement or analysis.

(b) Prom an environmental impact
statement on a specific action at an
early stage (such as need and site se-
lecUon) to a supplement (which is
preferred) or a subsequent state-
ment or analysis at a later stage
(such u environmental mitigation).
Tiering in such cases is appropriate
when it helps the lead agency to
focus on the issues which are ripe
for decision and exclude from con-
sideratlon issues already decided or
not yet ripe.
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Major Federal Actions
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Administration of

By virtue of the authority vested in me
by the Constitution and the laws of the
United States, and as President of the
United States, in order to further environ-

mental objectives consistent with the for-
eign policy and national security policy of
the United States, it is ordered as follows:

Szc_oN 1.

1-1. Purpose and Scope. The purpose
of this Executive Order is to enable re-

sponsible officials of Federal agencies hav-
ing ultimate responsibility for authorizing
and approving actions encompassed by
this Order to be informed of pertinent
environmental considerations and to take
such considerations into account, with

other pertinent considerations of nationaJ
policy, in making decisions regarding such
actions. While based on independent au-

thority, this Order furthers the purpose og
the National Environmental Policy Act
and the Marine Protection Research and

Sanctuaries Act and the Deepwater Port
Act consistent with the foreign policy and

national security policy of the United
States, and represents the United States

government's exclusive and complete de-
termination of the procedural and other
actions to be taken by Federal agencies to

further the purpose of the National En-
viromnental Policy Act, with respect to
the environment outside the United
States, its territories and possessions.

Szc. 2.

2-1. Agency Procedures. Every Federal

agency taking major Federal actions en-
compassed hereby and not exempted
herefrom having significant effects on the
environment outside the geographical
borders of the United States and its terri-

tories and possessions shall within eight
months after the effective date of this
Order have in effect procedures to imple-
ment this Order. Agencies shall consult
with the Department of State and the
Council on Environmental Quality con-

cerning such procedures prior to placing
them in effect.

2-2. In[ormation Exchange. To assist

in effectuating the foregoing purpose, the
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Department of State and the Council on
Environmenud Quality in collaboration
with other interested Federal agencies
and other nations shall conduct a pro-

gram for exchange on a continuing basis
of information concerning the environ-
ment. The objectives of this program

shall be to provide information for use
by decisionmakers, to heighten awareness
of and interest in environmental concerns

and, as appropriate, to facilitate environ-

mental cooperation with foreign nations.
2-3. Actions Included. Agencies in their

procedures under Section 2-1 shall es-
tablish procedures by which their officers
having ultimate responsibility for author-
izing and approving actions in one of the
following categories encompassed by this
Order, take into consideration in making
decisions concerning such actions, a doc-
ument described in Section 2-4(a) :

(a) major Federal actions significantly
affecting the environment of the global
commons outside the jurisdiction of any
nation (e.g., the oceans or Antarctica);

(b) major Federal actions significantly
affecting the environment of a foreign
nation not participating with the United
States and not otherwise involved in the

action;
(c) major Federal actions significantly

affecting the environment of a foreign
nation which provide to that nation:

( 1 ) a product, or physical project pro-
ducing a principal product or an emis-
sion or efltuent, which is prohibited or
strictly regulated by Federal law in the
United States because its toxic effects on
the environment create a serious public

health risk; or
(2) a physical project which in the

United States is prohibited or strictly reg-
ulated by Federal law to protect the en-
vironment against radioactive substances.

(d) major Federal actions outside the
United States, its territories and posses-

sions which significantly affect natural or
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ecological resources of global importance
d_ignated for protection under this sub-
section by the President, or, in the case of
such a resource protected by international

agreement binding on the United States,
by the Secretary of State. Recommenda-
tions to the President under this subsec-

tion shall be accompanied by the views
of the Council on Environmental Quality

and the Secretary of State.
2-4. Applicable Procedures. (a) There

are the following types of documents to
be used in connection with actions de-

scribed in Section 2-3 :

(i) environmental impact statements
(including generic, program and specific
statements) ;

(ii) bilateral or multilateral environ-
mental studies, relevant or related to the

propmed action, by the United States and
one or more foreign nations, or by an in-
ternational body or organization in which
the United States is a member or partic-

ipant; or
(ii i) conche reviews of the environ-

mental issues involved, including en-
vironmental assessments, sumraary en-
vironmental analyses or other appropriate
documents.

(b) Agencies shall in their procedures
provide for preparation of documents de-
scribed in Section 2-4(a), with respect
to actions described in Section 2-3, as
follows:

(i) for effects described in Section 2-3
(a), an environmental impact statement
described in Section 2-4(a) (i) ;

(ii) for effects described in Section 2-3
(b), a document described in Section
2-4(a) (ii) or (iii), as determined by the

agency;
(iii) for effects described in Section

2-3 (c), a document described in Section

2-4(a) (ii) or (iii), as determined by the

agency;
(iv) for effects described in Section

2-3(d), a document described in Sect.on

Jimmy Carter, 1979

2-4(a) (i), (ii) or (iii), as determined

by the agency.
Such procedures may provide that an

agency need not prepare a new document
when a document described in Section

2-4(a) already exists.
(c) Nothing in this Order shall serve

to invalidate any existing regulations of

any agency which have been adopted pur-
suant to court order or pursuant to judi-
cial settlement of any case or to prevent

any agency from providing in its proce-
dures for measures in addition to those

provided for herein to further the purpose
of the National Environmental Policy Act
and other environmental laws, including
the Marine Protection Research and
Sanctuaries Act and the Deepwater Port

Act, consistent with the foreign and na-
tional security policies of the United
States.

(d) Except as provided in Section 2-5
(b), agencies taking action encompassed
by this Order shall, as soon as feasible, in-
form other Federal agencies with relevant
experthe of the availability of environ-
mental documents prepared under this
Order.

Agencies in their procedures under Sec-
tion 2-1 shall make appropriate provision

for determining when an affected nation
be informed in accordance with Sec-

tion 3-2 of thh Order of the availability
of environmental documents prepared

pursuant to thoee procedures.
In order to avoid duplication of re-

sources, agencies in their procedures shall
provide for appropriate utilization of the
resources of other Federal agencies with
relevant environmental jurisdiction or

expertise.
2-5. Exemption_ and Considerations.

(a) Notwithstanding Section 2-3, the fol-
lowing actions are exempt from this
Order:

(i) actiom not having a significant
effect on the environment outside the
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United States as determined by the
agency;

(ii) actions taken by the President;
(iii) actions taken by or pursuant to

the direction of the President or Cabinet

officer when the national security or in-
terest is involved or when the action oc-

curs in the course of an armed conflict;
(iv) intelligence activities and arms

transfers;

(v) export licenses or permits or export
approvals, and actions relating to nuclear
activities except actions providing to a
foreign nation a nuclear production or
utilization facility as defined in the Atomic
Energy Act of 1954, as amended, or a
nuclear waste management facility;

(vi) votes and other actions in inter-
national conferences and organizations;

(vii) disaster and emergency relief
action.

(b) Agency procedures under Section
2-1 implementing Section 2-4 may pro-
vide for appropriate modifications in the
contents, timing and availability of docu-
ments to other affected Federal agencies
and affected nations, where necessary to:

(i) enable the agency to decide and act
promptly as and when required;

(ii) avoid adverse impacts on foreign
relations or infringement in fact or ap
pearance of other nations' sovereign re-
sponsibilities; or

(iii) ensure appropriate reflection of:
( 1 ) diplomatic factors;
(2) international commercial, compet-

itive and export promotion factors;
(3) needs for governmental or com-

mercial confidentiality;
(4) national security considerations;
(5) difficulties of obtaining informa-

tion and agency ability to analyze mean-
ingfully environmental effects of a pro-
posed action; and

(6) the degree to which the agency is
involved in or able to affect a decision to
be made.

(c) Agency procedures under Sectiem
2-1 may provide for categorical exclu-
sions and for such exemptions in additiee
to those specified in subsection (a) of this
Section as may be necessary to meet
emergency circumstances, situations in-
voiving exceptional foreign policy and
national security sensitivities and other
such special circumstances. In utiliain I
such additional exemptions agencies shall,

as soon as feasible, consult with the De-
partment of State and the Council on

Environmental Quality.
(d) The provisions of Section 2-5 do

not apply to actions described in Section
2-3(a) unless permitted by law.
Szc. 3.

3-1. Rights o[ Action. This Order is

solely for the purpose of establishing in-
ternal procedures for Federal agencies to
confider the significant effects of their
actions on the environment outside the

United States, its territories and posses-
sions, and nothing in this Order shall be
construed to create a cause of action.

3-2. Foreign Relations. The Depart-
ment of State shall coordinate all com-

munications by agencies with foreign gov-
ernments concerning environmental
agreements and other arrangements in
implementation of this Order.

3-3. Multi-Agency Actions. Where

more than one Federal agency is involved
in an action or program, a lead agency,
as determined by the agencies involved,
shall have responsibility for implementa-
tion of this Order.

3-4. Certain Terms. For purposes of
this Order, "environment" means the nat-
ural and physical environment and ex-
cludes social, economic and other envi-

ronments; and an action significantly
affects the environment if it does signifi-
cant harm to the environment even

though on balance the agency believes the
action to be beneficial to the environ-

ment. The term "export approvals" in

Section 2-5(a) (v) does not mean or in-
clude direct loans to finance exports.

3-5. Multiple Impacts. If a major Fed-
eral action having effects on the environ-
ment of the United States or the global
commons requires preparation of an en-
vironmental impact statement, and if the
action also has effects on the environment

of a foreign nation, an environmental im-
pact statement need not be prepared with
respect to the effects on the environment
of the foreign nation.

JIMMY CARTER
The White House,

January 4, 1979.

[Tiled with the Office of the Federal Register,
3:38 p.m., January 5, 1979]

No,ra: The text of the Executive order was re-
lem,ed on January $.
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